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Abstract
Many interesting theoretical problems arise from computer networks. In this
thesis we will consider three of them: algorithms and data structures for problems
involving distances in networks (in particular compact routing schemes, distance
labels, and distance oracles), algorithms for wireless capacity and scheduling problems, and algorithms for optimizing iBGP overlays in autonomous systems on the
Internet. While at first glance these problems may seem extremely different, they are
similar in that they all attempt to look at a previously studied networking problem
in new, more realistic frameworks. In other words, they are all as much about new
models for old problems as they are about new algorithms. In this thesis we will define these models, design algorithms for them, and prove hardness and impossibility
results for these three types of problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is no question that much of the algorithmic work in the theoretical computer science community has been at least indirectly motivated by problems arising from computer networks. After
all, one of the standard uses of graphs is to represent such networks. However, this motivation
has in many cases been one-way: theoreticians get motivation from networking, but after the
normal theoretical abstraction the problems they end up working on become so theoretical that
the original networking becomes almost unrecognizable. This can happen in multiple ways: for
example, perhaps in the abstract theoretical problem it can be shown that basically nothing can
be done (the problem is hard to approximate, or certain necessary structures do not exist, or
some other negative result) but in practice many things seem to work fine. This is the standard
argument for analyses like average-case analysis, in which we stay in the same model but try to
prove results other than worst case bounds. Or perhaps the model of the network used is fundamentally flawed, so any result we prove is a statement only about the model, not about reality. In
this thesis we examine theoretical networking problems that fall into these categories, as well as
brand new problems.

1.1 Algorithms and Data Structures for Network Distances
For problems from the first category, in which the theoretical lower bounds seem too strong
compared to what is possible in practice, we consider a variety of problems having to do with
distances in computer networks. There are many notions of “distance” in networks, for example the latency between points, the bandwidth, the hop count, the IGP distance, etc. For some
applications these distances are crucial (e.g. routing), and for others they are nice to know for optimization reasons (e.g. content-distribution networks). Some of these distance notions are truly
metric spaces (IGP distances), but for those that do violate triangle inequality there is experimental evidence to suggest that these violations are relatively rare [74], so we will assume throughout
this work that whatever notion of distance we are working with obeys the triangle inequality. In
this thesis we will examine four distance-based problems: network spanners, distance oracles,
distance labels, and compact routing.
Given a metric M = (V, d) (presumably arising from some network distances), an α-spanner
of M is a weighted graph G = (V, E, w) in which d(u, v) ≤ dG (u, v) ≤ αd(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V
1

(where dG is the distance in G according to the weights w). Less formally, G is an α-spanner if it
preserves all distances in the metric up to a factor of α. This is obviously achievable with α = 1
by simply making G a complete graph with w({u, v}) = d(u, v), but in many situations what we
want is a sparse graph that preserves distances well. So the study of spanners is the study of the
tradeoff between α (the stretch or distortion of the spanner) and |E| (the size or sparsity).
There is a large body of work on spanners dating back to the late 1980’s [8, 10, 13, 28, 35,
72, 73, 81] and still going strong [15, 16, 21, 37, 83]; see, e.g., [70] for many of the results.
Spanners were initially studied due to applications in network synchronization, but since then
they have found myriad uses in network design and routing, as well as in many places where it is
advisable to compactly store a graph without changing the distances much, such as in speeding
up shortest path computations. Apart from the literature on finding spanners of general graphs,
there has also been a large body of work on Euclidean spanners (see, e.g., [10, 28, 48]), as well
as work on spanners for doubling metrics [25, 51].
Similar problems that have a more data structure-like flavor include constructing good distance oracles and distance labels. A distance oracle is an algorithm that preprocesses a metric
space M = (V, d), stores some data structure, and then answers pairwise distance queries. The
relevant parameters are the amount of preprocessing time, the space used to store the data structure, the time necessary to answer a query, and the accuracy of the answer. Most previous work
on distance oracles, including the work in this thesis, focuses mainly on two of these parameters:
the size of the data structure and the accuracy of the response. It is obvious that exact distance
oracles require either large data structures (e.g. the entire distance matrix) or large query times
(e.g. a shortest path computation), but fast and compact oracles with bounded stretch have been
given for both general graphs [81] and for special classes of graphs [29, 49, 50, 80].
A distance labeling scheme can be thought of as “distributed” distance oracle: a distance
labeling scheme is an algorithm that, given a metric space, assigns a label to every point in the
metric such that the distance between two points can be approximated by a computation that
takes as input only the two labels. The most important parameters for these schemes are the size
of the labels and the accuracy of the response, although the time necessary for the computation
is also interesting. There is significant previous work on distance labels in the theory community
(e.g. [43, 71, 78, 86]) as well as in the practical networking community, where they usually go by
the name “network coordinate systems” and are generally restricted to labels corresponding to
the coordinates in some low-dimensional embedding of the metric into real space [31, 87]. The
practical uses of distance labels are obvious: any network algorithm that uses overlays or makes
connections between nodes that are not neighbors in the routing graph can take advantage of
the distance information provided by labels to optimize the overlay. In fact, content distribution
networks that use overlays were the original motivation for the work on network coordinate
systems.
Finally we consider the problem of compact routing. Of all of the tasks that must be performed by a distributed system, routing messages is among the most fundamental. Whether the
system is the Internet, a LAN, or even a large multiprocessor computer, messages have to be
routed from sources to destinations. A natural model for this problem is a weighted graph in
which the cost of routing a message equals the total cost of the path taken. In this model the best
that we can hope to do would be to route along shortest paths between points. This naturally
leads to the main way of measuring routing efficiency: the stretch (also called the distortion) is
2

the maximum over all source-destination pairs of the ratio of the cost of routing from the source
to the sink and the length of the actual shortest path between the source and the sink. The obvious
solution is to keep at each node a routing table with entries for all of the other n−1 nodes. But this
solution takes Ω(n log n) space, which for large n is impractical. Thus we have the fundamental
tradeoff between stretch and space that compact routing schemes try to address. This has been a
very active area of research in the distributed computing and theoretical networking community,
and previous work includes results for general graphs by Thorup and Zwick [82] and Abraham,
Gavoille, and Malkhi [6] and results on special classes of graphs such as trees [41, 42, 64] and
doubling metrics [4, 25, 58, 59].
For all of these problems strong lower bounds are known (assuming the well-known girth
conjecture of Erdős). But these lower bounds are on the worst case, and are of the form “there
exist graphs (or metrics) for which any spanner/oracle/labeling/routing scheme does poorly for
at least one pair of vertices”. In practice, though, this type of worst case behavior does not
seem to arise. For example, there are many distance labeling schemes that have good empirical
performance [31, 87]. We attempt to be slightly more realistic not by changing the network
model, but by changing the type of result we prove. In this thesis we will give constructions
and results that have some slack, in that we will prove statements of the form “on any graph or
metric, there is a construction that does well on all but an ǫ fraction of pairs of vertices”. These
types of results will then let us prove average case bounds of the form “on any graph or metric
there is a construction such that the average performance (over pairs of vertices) is good”. These
are clearly more realistic results, and are at least an initial attempt at explaining why certain
algorithms do well in practice despite the theoretical lower bounds.
Slightly more formally, note that all of the problems we consider have a notion of stretch
or distortion and a notion of size. We say that they have ǫ-slack and stretch α if they have
stretch α on all but an ǫ fraction of pairs. The hope is that allowing some slack also allows us
to give better size bounds in term of the slack ǫ. We will also consider constructions that are
gracefully-degrading in the sense that a single construction has ǫ-slack and α(ǫ) stretch for all ǫ
simultaneously. This is a much stronger condition than merely requiring ǫ-slack, since it forces
one construction for all ǫ rather than allowing different constructions for different ǫ. However, it
will allow us to prove stronger statements not involving slack, such as a construction having low
average distortion.
This thesis includes the work initially presented in [26] on spanners, distance oracles, and
distance labels, and the work in [33] on compact routing schemes. For example, we prove the
following theorems about spanners:
Theorem 1.1 For any metric on n points, for any 0 < ǫ < 1, for any integer k > 0, there exists
a graph H(ǫ) that is a (12k − 1)-spanner with ǫ-slack of size n + O(( 1ǫ )1+1/k ). Furthermore,
there is a graph H with O(n) edges that is a O(log 1ǫ )-stretch gracefully degrading spanner with
O(1) average stretch and O(log n) worst case stretch.
Analogous theorems can be proved for distance oracles and distance labels. Note that this
construction allows us to essentially bypass known lower bounds: assuming a girth conjecture of
Erdős, there are graphs for which it is not possible to construct a spanner with stretch less than
2k − 1 and at most n1+1/k edges. This obviously implies that we cannot construct spanners with
a linear number of edges unless we have logarithmic stretch. But Theorem 1.1 bypasses this and
3

gives us linear size spanners with constant stretch as long as we only make the stretch guarantee
on a 1 − ǫ fraction of the pairs.
Our results for compact routing are a little more complicated, as they depend on the details
of the model. More specifically, one issue that influences the quality of routing schemes is the
power they have to rename nodes. There is the name-independent model, in which schemes have
to route without changing the names of any nodes, and the name-dependent model, in which
schemes are allowed to assign labels to vertices and can route using information in the labels.
Somewhat surprisingly, for general graphs there does not seem to be a large difference between
these two models. In particular, the best general name-dependent scheme is the one devised by
Thorup and Zwick in [82] which uses O(kn1/k ) space and o(k log2 n) size labels to get stretch
4k − 5, while the best name-independent scheme is due to Abraham, Gavoille, and Malkhi
[6], who give a scheme that uses O(k 2n1/k log3 n) space and has stretch O(k). There is also a
difference between designer-port schemes, which can assign the ports that connect a vertex to its
neighbors to be any permutation, and fixed-port schemes which cannot renumber the ports and
thus must assume that they have been assigned adversarially. While there does not appear to be a
large amount of literature on this difference, it is one that proves crucial when we start allowing
slack.
Note that these two distinctions (name-dependent vs. name-independent, designer port vs. fixed
port) give rise to four distinct models, each of which allows the routing scheme to have a different
amount of power. In the name-dependent model (in either port model) we can construct routing schemes with slack that give results analogous to those on spanners, i.e. we can construct
extremely small routing tables and still get constant stretch on all but an ǫ fraction of pairs. In
the name-independent model this is possible for designer ports (although the bounds are somewhat weaker), but we prove that allowing even a constant amount of slack does not help in the
name-independent fixed-port model.

1.2 Wireless Network Capacity
A different problem that we consider in the realm of theoretical networking is maximizing the
transmission capacity of wireless networks. In the basic model we are given a collection of transmitter/receiver pairs in the Euclidean plane, and the goal is to maximize the number of successful
instantaneous transmissions. Maximizing transmission capacity has been studied in many contexts, and while many variants have been considered, there are two axes along which much of the
work can be partitioned. The first axis is random vs. arbitrary networks. If we consider random
networks, then the goal is typically to give bounds on the expected capacity, and study how this
changes with the density of the network (or with some other interesting parameter). Another
option, which is what we consider in this work, is to study arbitrary or worst-case topologies. In
this setting it makes no sense to study the “average” capacity, since that could depend heavily
on the actual structure of the network. Instead, the goal is to study the problem of maximizing capacity as an optimization problem, and give hardness results, centralized algorithms, and
distributed protocols given an arbitrary network as input.
The second axis is the protocol model vs. the physical model, and is concerned with how
we model interference and define a successful transmission. In the protocol model there is some
4

interference graph on the transmitters, and a transmission is successful if and only if none of the
neighbors of the transmitter in this graph also chose to transmit. It is obvious from this definition
that maximizing network capacity is the same problem as finding a maximum independent set in
the interference graph, which is a famous and well-studied problem in its own right. In the context of this problem, further assumptions are usually made about the structure of the interference
graph, since physical constraints make it unlikely that this graph is totally arbitrary. One typical
assumption is that it is a unit disk graph (abbreviated UDG), which means that two transmitters
interfere if and only if they are at distance at most 1 in the Euclidean plane. There has also been
a considerable line of work on weakening this assumption or on variants of it, including the Tx
model of [90] and the growth-bounded model of [76] and [63].
In the physical model, on the other hand, we do not assume the existence of an interference
graph. Instead we let every transmitter choose a power to broadcast at, give a rule for how that
power fades with distance, and say that a transmission has been successful if and only if the
received signal divided by the sum of the interference and background noise is at least some
threshold. This model is significantly more complicated than the protocol model, for a variety
of reasons. In the protocol model the success of a transmission depends only on the OR of its
neighbors; if any of its neighbors transmit then it fails, irrespective of whether one or ten of them
transmitted, and any number of transmitters outside of its neighborhood can transmit without
affecting its success. But in the physical model interference accumulates and normally spreads
out to infinity, so not only is the decision function more complicated than an OR of neighbors it
actually depends on every transmitter in the entire network. While not all of the assumptions in
the physical model are absolutely true, it is commonly thought to be a more accurate model of
reality than the protocol model.
Furthermore, there is a difference between centralized and distributed algorithms. While
studying the fundamental computational problem is interesting, in many (perhaps most) real
world situations there is no central authority to run the algorithm and tell all of the transmitters
what to do. Ideally each transmitter would make its own decisions about whether to broadcast
(and in the physical model, how much power to use). In the protocol model, since we have an
interference graph we can simply abstract out to the graph and run a normal distributed protocol on this graph, and indeed this problem is usually classified under “distributed maximum
independent set”. In the physical model, however, there is no underlying communication or interference graph so coordination, even among very close transmitters, is more complicated. And
even in the protocol model, using standard models for distributed algorithms are problematic: do
transmitters really know their neighbors? Can they really send different messages to different
transmitters? Can a transmitter really receive multiple messages at the same time? In this thesis
we will examine both the centralized and the distributed problem.
There has been very little study of the complexity of calculating the maximum possible capacity in arbitrary networks in the physical model. We believe that addressing this question is
important for two reasons. First, although analyzing capacity in random networks is important
for determining what level of transmissions will be possible in completely unstructured networks,
there are many situations where the network will have some sort of structure and the transmission capacity may be very different than what is possible in random networks. In these cases
we believe that knowing the complexity of calculating the maximum number of transmissions is
important. Second, as is well-known the Unit Disk Graph model does not capture many features
5

of wireless networks. One reason for this is that receivers will hear interference from all other
transmitters, even if they are far away. A more important reason is that interference at a receiver
is a cumulative effect of multiple transmitters whereas in the Unit Disk Graph model interference
is simply a local binary property.
This thesis includes the results of [9] on the centralized problem and the results of [34]
on the distributed version. In particular, we show that it is NP-hard to maximize the number
of simultaneous successful connections in the physical mode, but on the other hand there is a
polynomial time algorithm that gives an O(log dmax )-approximation, where dmax is the largest
distance of any transmitter-receiver pair. We also design a game played by the transmitters
with the property that any Nash equilibrium has an expected number of successful transmissions
that is within O(d2α
max ) of the optimum, where α is a parameter of the physical model known
as the path-loss exponent. Finally, we show that this game also has the property that if every
transmitter uses an algorithm with the no-regret property then the average number of successful
transmissions is also within O(d2α
max ) of the optimum. In other words, we design a distributed
algorithm (every transmitter uses no-regret algorithms) that is based on a game-theoretic analysis
rather than a purely algorithmic analysis. We believe that this style of analysis is one of the main
contributions of this work, and we hope that this technique for designing distributed algorithms
will prove useful for other problems.

1.3 Constrained Connectivity and iBGP
The final problem that we consider is back in the realm of wired networks, but is based on
real life protocols rather than the idealized settings of compact routing, spanners, and the other
problems involving network distances. In particular, we will be looking at interdomain routing on
the Internet and how routes are internally distributed using the interior Border Gateway Protocol
(iBGP). This is the version of the interdomain routing protocol BGP [77] used by routers within a
subnetwork to announce routes to each other that have been learned from outside the subnetwork.

1.3.1 iBGP Problem Definition
The Internet consists of a number of interconnected subnetworks called Autonomous Systems
(ASes). As described in [14], the way that routes to a given destination are chosen by routers
within an AS can be viewed as follows. Routers have a ranking of routes based on economic
considerations of the AS. Without loss of generality, in what follows we assume that all routes are
equally ranked. Thus routers must use some tie-breaking scheme in order to choose a route from
amongst the equally ranked routes. Tie-breaking is based on traffic engineering considerations
and in particular, the goal is to get packets out of the AS as quickly as possible (called hot-potato
routing).
An AS attempts to achieve hot-potato routing as follows. The routers that initially know of
a route are called border routers. (These initial routes are those learned by the border routers
from routers outside the AS.) The border router that initially knows of a route is said to be the
egress router of that route. Each border router knows of at most one route. Thus an initial set
of routes F defines a set of egress routers XF where there is a one-to-one relationship between
6

routes in F and routers in XF . The AS has an underlying physical network with edge weights
(e.g., IGP distances or OSPF weights). The distance between two routers is then defined to be the
length of the shortest path (according to the edge weights) between them. Given a set of routes,
a router will rank highest the one whose egress router is closest according to this definition of
distance. The signaling graph H is an overlay network whose nodes represent routers and whose
edges represent the fact that the two routers at its endpoints use iBGP to inform one another of
their current chosen route. The endpoints of an edge in H are called iBGP neighbors. A path
in H is called a signaling path. Finally, iBGP can be thought of as working as follows. In an
asynchronous fashion, each router considers all the latest routes it has heard about from its iBGP
neighbors, chooses the one with the closest egress router and tells its iBGP neighbors about the
route it has chosen. This continues until no router learns of a route whose egress router is closer
than that of its currently chosen route. When this process ends the route chosen by router r is
denoted by R(r). Let P (r) be the shortest path from r to E(r), the egress router of R(r). When
a packet arrives at r, it sends it to the next router r ′ on P (r), r ′ in turn sends the packet to the
next router on P (r ′) and so on. Thus if P (r ′) is not the subpath of P (r) starting at r ′ then the
packet will not get routed as r expected.
Thus there are two properties that a signaling graph H should have if the AS is to achieve
hot-potato routing:
1. complete visibility: each router r hears about (and hence chooses as R(r)) the route in F
whose egress router E(r) is closest to r from amongst all routers in XF and
2. no deflections: for each router r, all routers r ′ along P (r) have E(r ′ ) = E(r).
For a given XF , we say that a signaling graph is correct for XF if it satisfies the goals of complete
visibility and no deflections. If it satisfies these goals for all possible XF then we say that the
signaling graph is correct.
Clearly if H is the complete graph then H is correct. However the complete graph is not
practical and so network managers have adopted various configuration techniques to reduce the
size of the signaling graph [17, 84]. Unfortunately these methods do not guarantee correct signaling graphs [14, 46]. Thus our goal is to determine correct signaling graphs with fewer edges
than the complete graph.
It is easy to check that complete visibility implies no deflections. Therefore a signaling graph
is correct if and only if it satisfies complete visibility. A natural question is to minimize the
number of edges in the signaling graph or to minimize the maximum number of iBGP neighbors
for any router while guaranteeing correctness. We define I BGP-S UM to be the problem of finding
a correct signaling graph with the fewest edges. Similarly we define I BGP-D EGREE to be the
problem of finding a correct signaling graph with the minimum possible maximum degree.

1.3.2 Safe Sets and Constrained Connectivity
The definitions of I BGP-S UM and I BGP-D EGREE presented above are the ones that we would
like to use, but they are somewhat difficult to work with. This is true for two reasons: first, even
if we are given a signaling graph H and an initial set of routes F , how do we check for complete
visibility? The obvious way is to simulate iBGP on that H and F , but since we want to examine
this problem from an optimization standpoint we would like to have a more structural definition
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of correctness that does not require protocol simulation. Second, note that the definition of
a correct signaling graph is that it satisfies complete visibility for every possibly XF . So the
corresponding decision problem would be to decide if there exists a graph H such that H has at
most k edges and has complete visibility for all possible XF . But this is a Σ2 statement, where we
have an existential quantifier followed by a universal quantifier followed by a polynomial time
evaluable predicate. Unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, Σ2 is a harder class even than
NP. So a priori the iBGP problems might be even more difficult than the NP-complete problems.
Fortunately this turns out not to be the case: the decision versions of the iBGP problems
are in NP. Moreover, in the process of proving this we also handle the first problem and give a
structural definition of correctness. Given a signaling graph H, we can associate a special safe
set of vertices S(x, y) ⊆ V with every pair of vertices (x, y), and it turns out that H is correct
if and only if for all (x, y) ∈ V × V there is a path between x and y in H that is completely
contained in S(x, y). We call this the safe set definition of iBGP, and because of the if and only
if statement of the theorem we know that it is completely equivalent to the more normal and
application-centered definition. In this thesis we will use the safe set definition to prove that both
I BGP-S UM and I BGP-D EGREE cannot be approximated better than Ω(log n) (unless P=NP),
and we will give two different but related algorithms based on a natural LP relaxation that are
Õ(n2/3 )-approximations.
While for our purposes the safe sets S(x, y) were defined in such a way as to make the safe
set definition equivalent to the original iBGP definition, the safe set definition itself suggests a
few generalizations which are a bit more theoretical, although still have their own applications.
The two natural relaxations are to allow arbitrary safe sets, as part of the input to the problem,
and to allow an input graph G that the output signaling graph must be a subgraph of. When we
make both of these relaxations we get a new network design problem that we call Constrained
Connectivity: given a graph G and a set S(x, y) ⊆ V for all pairs of vertices in V , find a subgraph
H of G of minimum size (or minimum max degree) such that every pair of nodes x, y has a path
between them in H that is completely contained in S(x, y). If we only allow the first relaxation,
then we simple have constrained connectivity on the input graph G is the complete graph Kn ;
we will refer to this version of the problem as Constrained Connectivity on Kn .
While the iBGP problem is not nearly as general as constrained connectivity, there is an obvious security application that, to the best of our knowledge, has not previously been considered.
Suppose we have n players who wish to communicate with each other but they do not all trust
one another with messages they send to others. That is, when u wishes to send a message to
v there is a subset S(u, v) of players that it trusts to see the messages that it sends to v. Of
course, if for every pair of players there were direct communication channels between the two
players, then there would be no problem. But suppose there is a cost to protect communication
channels from eavesdropping or other such attacks. Then a goal would be to have a network of
fewer than O(n2 ) communication channels that would still allow a route from each u to each
v with the route completely contained within S(u, v). Thus this problem defines a Constrained
Connectivity problem.
In this thesis we show that both the sum and the degree versions of the general Constrained
Connectivity problem are extremely difficult to approximate: under plausible complexity as1−ǫ
sumptions it is impossible to approximate either one to better than 2log n for any constant ǫ > 0.
Moreover, the natural LP relaxation (which is simply the obvious generalization of the LP for the
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iBGP problem) has a polynomial integrality gap. On the other hand, the Õ(n2/3 )-approximation
algorithm that we originally designed for iBGP generalized to Constrained Connectivity on Kn .
We will also show some easier settings (for example, if all of the safe sets are hierarchical) in
which Constrained Connectivity can actually be solved in polynomial time.

9
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Chapter 2
Network Distances
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss four data structures related to distances in computer networks: network/graph spanners, distance oracles, distance labels, and compact routing schemes. Recall
that given a metric M = (V, d) (presumably arising from some network distances), an α-spanner
of M is a weighted graph G = (V, E, w) in which d(u, v) ≤ dG (u, v) ≤ αd(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V
(where dG is the distance in G according to the weights w). Less formally, G is an α-spanner
if it preserves all distances in the metric up to a factor of α (which is called the stretch of the
spanner). Our goal is to construct spanners with both low stretch and few edges. Similarly, a
distance oracle for M is an algorithm that preprocesses M, stores some data structure, and then
approximately answers pairwise distance queries. The relevant parameters are the amount of preprocessing time, the space used to store the data structure, the time necessary to answer a query,
and the accuracy of the answer. We are mainly be concerned with the size of the data structure
and the accuracy of the response. We define the stretch of a distance oracle in the obvious way
analogous to the stretch of a spanner: an oracle has stretch α if on every pair of vertices it returns
a value that is at least as large as the true distance and at most α times the true distance. A distance labeling scheme is in many way a distributed distance oracle: a labeling assigns a label to
every vertex so that an approximation of the distance between two points can be computed just
from the labels of the two points. The most important parameters are the size of the labels and
the accuracy of the approximation, where we measure the accuracy using the stretch, defined in
the obvious way similar to the stretch of oracles and spanners.
Compact routing schemes are an abstraction of the normal packet-switched network routing
schemes that are commonly used in networks today. They assign some data structure to each
vertex (e.g. the normal routing tables so heavily used in networking) and when a packet arrives
they use this data together with other available information (such as the packet header or the
incoming port) to figure out what outgoing link the packet should be forwarded on. The stretch
of a compact routing scheme is defined in the obvious way as the maximum over pairs of nodes of
the distance taken by a packet going from one node to the other divided by the shortest possible
distance. As always, we want to study the tradeoff between the size of the scheme (i.e. the size
of the data structures stored at each node) and the stretch it incurs.
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There has been a significant amount of work on all of these problems. Our main contribution
is introducing the notion of slack to these problems, which allows us to ignore an ǫ fraction of
the pairs in the hope of getting much stronger guarantees for the remaining 1 − ǫ fraction of
the pairs. This notion has its roots in the study of metric embeddings, which has been a central
pursuit in algorithms research in the past decade. Loosely speaking, an embedding is a map from
a metric space into a “simpler” metric space so that distances between points are changed by at
most a small factor. More formally, given a target class C of metrics, an embedding of a finite
metric space M = (V, d) into the class C is a new metric space M ′ = (V, d′) such that M ′ ∈ C.
Most of the work on embeddings has used distortion as the fundamental measure of quality; the
distortion of an embedding is the worst multiplicative factor by which distances are increased by
the embedding. This is equivalent to the notion of stretch in our problems, and we will use the
terms “distortion” and “stretch” interchangeably. Given the metric M = (V, d) and the class C,
one natural goal is to find an embedding ϕ((V, d)) = (V, d′ ) ∈ C such that the distortion of the
map ϕ is minimized. Note that this notion of embedding includes concepts such as spanners, in
which the class C is the class of metrics generated by sparse graphs.
In the theoretical computer science community the popularity of the notion of distortion/stretch
has been driven by its applicability to approximation algorithms: if the embedding ϕ : (V, d) →
(V, d′) has a distortion of D, then the cost of solutions to some optimization problems on (V, d)
and on (V, d′ ) can only differ by some function of D; this idea has led to numerous approximation algorithms [53]. Seminal results in embeddings include the O(log n) distortion embeddings
of arbitrary metrics into ℓp spaces [22], the fact that any metric admits an O(log n) stretch spanner with O(n) edges [8], and that any metric can be embedded into a distribution of trees with
distortion O(log n) [40]. These three results are known to be tight.
In parallel to this theoretical work, more applied communities have had much recent interest
in embeddings (and more generally, but also somewhat vaguely, on problems of finding “simpler
representations” of distance spaces). One example is the networking community, where there is
much interest in taking the point-to-point latencies between nodes in a network, treating it as a
metric space M = (V, d) satisfying the triangle inequality, and finding some simpler representation M ′ = (V, d′ ) of this resulting metric so that distances between nodes can be quickly and
accurately computed in this “simpler” metric M ′ . Despite this similarity of interest, many of the
theoretical results mentioned above have not been used widely in these applications; the logarithmic guarantees on the distortion are often deemed unacceptable. Indeed, the notion of distortion
turns out to be a demanding and inflexible objective function, and the empirical works are often
happy with guarantees of the following form: they allow some small fraction of the distances to
be distorted by arbitrary amounts, but then seek very strong guarantees on the distortion incurred
by the remaining large fraction of the distances. E.g., in the networking application above, we
would be happy if most inter-node distances were correct and only a small fraction of distances
would be estimated poorly.
To remedy the situation, Kleinberg, Slivkins, and Wexler [57] defined the notion of embeddings with slack: in addition to the metric M = (V, d) and the class C in the initial formulation
above, we are also given a slack parameter ǫ. We now want to find a map ϕ(M) = (V, d′ ) ∈ C
whose distortion is bounded by some quantity D(ǫ) on all but an ǫ fraction of the pairs of points
in V × V . Note that we allow the distortion on the remaining ǫn2 pairs of points to be arbitrarily
large. The line of work starting with their paper, and furthered by Abraham et al. [2] and [3]
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showed that very strong results were indeed possible: in fact, when allowed constant slack, one
could get constant-distortion constant-dimensional embeddings. Given these results for embeddings into normed spaces, it is natural to ask whether one can obtain similar results for spanners
and related constructs such as distance oracles, distance labelings, and compact routing schemes.
In particular, all of these have a notion of stretch or distortion and a notion of size; we say that
they have ǫ-slack and stretch α if they have stretch α on all but an ǫ fraction of pairs. This should
presumably let us give better size bounds in term of the slack parameter ǫ, and that is exactly
what we do in this chapter.
We also discuss a different way of bypassing the lower bounds on spanners, by designing
approximation algorithms or per-instance guarantees. The lower bound on spanners is based
on the existence of graphs that do not have good spanners, so to get around them we make
guarantees of the form “this algorithm returns a spanner that is close in size to the best possible
spanner”. Our algorithms are the best known for the directed spanner problem, and are detailed
in Section 2.6

2.2 Definitions and Slack Basics
All metric spaces we consider are finite and the graphs we consider are undirected. Let (V, d)
be a metric space, where n = |V |. The ball B(x, r) = {y ∈ V | d(x, y) ≤ r} is the set of
points at distance at most r from x. For 0 < ǫ < 1, let R(x, ǫ) be the minimum distance r such
that |B(x, r)| ≥ ǫn. The point y is ǫ-far away from point x if d(x, y) ≥ R(x, ǫ). We begin by
defining slack spanners, and then similarly define slack distance oracles, distance labelings, and
compact routing scheme.
Definition 2.1 ((Uniform) Slack Spanner) Given a metric (V, d) and 0 < ǫ < 1, a weighted
graph H = (V, E) with each edge (u, v) ∈ E having weight d(u, v) is an α-spanner with ǫuniform slack if for all x, y ∈ V such that y is ǫ-far away from x,
d(x, y) ≤ dH (x, y) ≤ α · d(x, y)
In general, α can be a function of ǫ and |V |. If the metric (V, d) is induced by some weighted
graph G, we say that H is a subgraph spanner if H is a subgraph of G.
In other words, an ǫ-uniform slack spanner is a graph with the property that for each point
x, apart from the ǫn points closest to x, the distances from x to the rest of the points are well
approximated. We call this concept “uniform slack” to be consistent with previous notation;
all references to “ǫ-slack” in this thesis mean “ǫ-uniform slack”.For the record, there is a nonuniform notion of slack; see [2, Defn. 1.1] for details. Also, readers of [3] should note that
ǫ-uniform slack embeddings are called “coarsely (1 − ǫ) partial embeddings” in that paper.
Definition 2.2 (Gracefully degrading spanner) A weighted graph H is an α( 1ǫ )-gracefully degrading spanner for the metric (V, d) if for each 0 < ǫ < 1, H is an α( 1ǫ )-spanner with ǫ-slack.
The notion of subgraph spanner also applies analogously.
We also consider two incomparable notions of “average” distortion; both have been considered previously in the literature, and we will construct spanners that are simultaneously good
with respect to both these notions.
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Definition 2.3 (Average Distortion) The average distortion of a spanner H for a metric space
(V, d) is
P
dH (x,y)
1
.
V
n
( 2 ) {x,y}∈( 2 ) d(x,y)
Definition 2.4 (Distortion of Averages) The distortion of averages of a spanner H for a metric
space (V, d) is
P
dH (x,y)
{x,y}∈(V
2)
P
.
d(x,y)
{x,y}∈(V
2)
The corresponding slack definitions of distance oracles, distance labelings, and compact routing schemes are obvious. Recall that a distance oracle is a small data structure which allows fast
queries for approximate distances, a distance labeling is an assignment of labels to vertices so
that the approximate distance between two points can be computed just from their two labels,
and a compact routing scheme consists of a data structure at each vertex (e.g. a routing table) and
a forwarding rule that outputs the outgoing port number given a packet’s header and the node’s
routing table (as well as possibly other information like the incoming port number, depending on
the model).
Definition 2.5 (Slack Distance Oracle) A distance oracle O has stretch α with ǫ-slack if d(x, y) ≤
dO (x, y) ≤ αd(x, y) for all x, y ∈ V such that y is ǫ-far from x. Oracle O is α-gracefully degrading if it has stretch α with ǫ-slack for all 0 < ǫ < 1.
Definition 2.6 (Slack Distance Labeling) A distance labeling (L, f ) (where L maps vertices to
labels and f maps pairs of labels to distances) has stretch α with ǫ-slack if d(x, y) ≤ f (L(x), L(y)) ≤
αd(x, y) for all x, y ∈ V such that y is ǫ-far from x. A labeling is α-gracefully-degrading if it
has stretch α with ǫ-slack for all 0 < ǫ < 1.
Definition 2.7 (Slack Compact Routing Schemes) For a compact routing scheme R, let dR (x, y)
denote the total distance traveled by a packet starting from x that is destined for y. Then R has
stretch α with ǫ-slack if d(x, y) ≤ dR (x, y) ≤ αd(x, y) for all x, y ∈ V such that y is ǫ-far from
x. A scheme is α-gracefully-degrading if it has stretch α with ǫ-slack for all 0 < ǫ < 1.
Now that the basic definitions are clear, we can start actually building these structures. The
basic building block that we will use in all of them is a small sample of points from the metric
space V such that each point is “close” to some sample point:
Definition 2.8 (Density Net) Given a metric space (V, d) with n = |V |, and 0 < ǫ < 1, an
ǫ-density net is a set N ⊆ V such that (1) for all x ∈ V , there exists y ∈ N such that d(x, y) ≤
2R(x, ǫ), (2) |N| ≤ 1ǫ , and (3) B(x, R(x, ǫ)) ∩ B(y, R(y, ǫ)) = ∅ for all x, y ∈ N.
We will often refer to the nodes in N as centers. Note that the difference between an ǫ-net
and an ǫ-density net is in the notion of “closeness”: here the allowed distance from x to its closest
center depends on the density of points around x.

Lemma 2.9 Given a metric space (V, d) and 0 < ǫ < 1, an ǫ-density net N can be found in
polynomial time.
Proof: For brevity, let us denote the ball B(x, R(x, ǫ)) by Bx for any point x ∈ V . We begin
by ordering the vertices in a list L by nondecreasing value of R(·, ǫ), breaking ties arbitrarily,
and initializing the set N to be empty. We remove the first vertex v from list L. If there exists
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u ∈ N such that Bv intersects Bu , then we just discard v; otherwise, we add v to N and remove
all vertices in the ball Bv from the list L. We repeat this process until the list L becomes empty
and return N as our ǫ-density net.
We first prove the third property. Let x, y ∈ N, and without loss of generality suppose that x
was before y on the list L. Then when y was considered, since we added it to N we know that
By did not intersect Bz for any other z ∈ N (if it did intersect then the algorithm would have
discarded it). So in particular Bx ∩ By = ∅.
We next show that the subset N returned satisfies the three properties given in Definition 2.8.
Consider any point x ∈ V . We show that there is a point y ∈ N within distance 2R(x, ǫ) of
x. If x is included in N, this is trivially true. Otherwise, either x was at some point the first
vertex in list L and get discarded, or x was in some ball Bv and removed from list L. In the
former case there is some point u ∈ N such that Bu intersects Bx . Since u appears before x in
the initial list, R(u, ǫ) ≤ R(x, ǫ) and hence the distance between x and the density-net point u is
d(u, x) ≤ R(u, ǫ) + R(x, ǫ) ≤ 2R(x, ǫ). In the latter case, as v appear before x in the initial list,
we also have R(v, ǫ) ≤ R(x, ǫ) and so d(x, v) ≤ R(v, ǫ) ≤ R(x, ǫ) ≤ 2R(x, ǫ).
To show that |N| ≤ 1ǫ , note that by the third property the intersection of Bx and By is empty
for any two distinct points x, y ∈ N. Since for each x ∈ N, the ball Bx contains at least ǫn
points, we conclude that |N| ≤ 1ǫ .
The following lemma, which we will use regularly, is one of the most useful facts about
density nets:
Lemma 2.10 Let N be an ǫ-density net, let u, v ∈ V such that v is ǫ-far from u, and let u′ and
v ′ be the closest nodes in N to u and v respectively. Then d(u, u′) ≤ 2d(u, v) and d(v, v ′) ≤
3d(u, v).
Proof: By property (1) of density nets, d(u, u′) ≤ 2R(u, ǫ). Since v is ǫ-far from u, by definition
R(u, ǫ) ≤ d(u, v), and thus d(u, u′) ≤ 2d(u, v). By the choice of v ′ and the triangle inequality
we know that d(v, v ′) ≤ d(v, u′) ≤ d(v, u) + d(u, u′) ≤ 3d(u, v).

2.3 Slack Spanners
We sill now use the ability to find density nets to construct good slack spanners. We give a general
transformation technique to convert α(n)-spanners with T (n) edges into ǫ-slack spanners with
stretch (5 + 6α( 1ǫ )) and n + T ( 1ǫ ) edges. Our construction is very simple. We first construct an
b for
ǫ-density net N as given in Lemma 2.9. Since |N| ≤ 1ǫ , we can construct an α( 1ǫ )-spanner H
the set of centers N. Then, for each point x ∈ X \ N, we add an edge between x and its closest
b this gives us a spanner H for (V, d).
point in N to H;

Theorem 2.11 The spanner H has n + T ( 1ǫ ) edges, and is a (5 + 6α( 1ǫ ))-spanner with ǫ-uniform
slack.
b has at most
Proof: First we bound the size of H. Since N has at most 1ǫ points, the spanner H
1
T ( ǫ ) edges. Moreover, for each point x ∈ V \N, one extra edge is added. Hence, H has at most
n + T ( 1ǫ ) edges.
Next, we bound the stretch of H. Consider two points u and v such that v is ǫ-far away from
u, i.e., d(u, v) ≥ R(u, ǫ). Let u′ be a closest point in N to which u is connected to in H (or set
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u′ = u if u is in N), and define v ′ similarly with respect to v. By Lemma 2.10, d(u, u′) ≤ 2d(u, v)
and d(v, v ′ ) ≤ 3d(u, v). Also, d(u′, v ′ ) ≤ d(u′ , u) + d(u, v) + d(v, v ′) ≤ 6d(u, v). This implies
that
dH (u, v) ≤
≤
≤
≤

d(u, u′) + dH (u′ , v ′ ) + d(v ′, v)
5d(u, v) + dH (u′ , v ′)
5d(u, v) + α( 1ǫ )d(u′, v ′ )
5d(u, v) + α( 1ǫ )(6d(u, v))

as claimed.
As an example of how we apply Theorem 2.11, let us recall a well-known result about spanners for general metrics.
Theorem 2.12 (Spanners for general metrics [8, 72]) For any metric of size n, there exists a
(2k − 1)-spanner with O(n1+1/k ) edges.
Applying Theorem 2.11 to Theorem 2.12 yields the following corollary.

Corollary 2.13 (Uniform slack spanners for general metrics) For any metric, for any 0 <
ǫ < 1, for any integer k > 0, there exists a (12k − 1)-spanner with ǫ-uniform slack of size
n + O(( 1ǫ )1+1/k ).
Note that if the metric (V, d) was generated by a graph G = (V, E), our previous construction
may result in a spanner that is not a subgraph of the original graph G. We now give an alternative
construction to obtain a subgraph spanner.
Let us first recall a fact about shortest paths in weighted graphs, whose proof can be found in
the journal version of [30]. Suppose G = (V, E) is a weighted graph and P is a set of pairs of
vertices.
Fact 2.14 We can assign a shortest path in the graph G to each pair in P such that the intersection of any two such shortest paths is either empty or also a path in G. If H is the subgraph
obtained by the
paths and B is the set of vertices in H with degree at
p
P union of all such shortest
least 3, then v∈B degH (v) ≤ O( |B| · |P |).
Using this fact we can now construct subgraph spanners. As before, let N be an ǫ-density
net, which we know has at most 1ǫ elements. We construct an α( 1ǫ )-spanner H ′ of size T ( 1ǫ ) on
N, which we convert to a subgraph in the following manner. We take P to be the set of distinct
b to be the union of the shortest paths in G between
pairs {u, v} that are edges in H ′ . We take H
all pairs in P in the manner as stated in Fact 2.14. Finally, assuming that each node in V has a
unique closest point in N (by resolving ties according to some fixed permutation of V ), points in
V are connected to N by shortest path trees rooted at the points in N, using edges in the given
graph G.
The following theorem shows that the resulting subgraph spanner H contains a small number
of edges and has small stretch.
Theorem 2.15 The subgraph H is a (5 + 6α( 1ǫ ))-spanner with ǫ-uniform slack and has O(n +
T ( 1ǫ )2 ) edges.
Proof: Note that the set P contains T ( 1ǫ ) pairs. Moreover, because the intersection of any two
shortest paths between pairs in P is either empty or a path in G, any two such shortest paths
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b with degrees at least 3 and so it follows that the set B of
can lead to at most 2 vertices in H
b
vertices in H having degree at least 3 has size bounded by O(T ( 1ǫ )2 ). Using the Fact 2.14 and
b must be trivially bounded by n, it
the observation that the vertices having degree at most 2 in H
b has at most O(n + T ( 1 )2 ) edges. Connecting points in V to their closest points
follows that H
ǫ
in N using shortest path trees adds an extra O(n) edges.
b is an α( 1 )-spanner for points in N. Moreover, each
To bound the stretch, observe that H
ǫ
point x ∈ V has a shortest path to a closest point in N. Hence, it follows immediately as in
the proof of Theorem 2.11 that for any two points u, v ∈ V such that u is ǫ-far away from v,
dH (u, v) ≤ (5 + 6α( 1ǫ ))d(u, v).
Applying Theorem 2.15 to Theorem 2.12 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 2.16 (Subgraph uniform slack spanners for general metrics) For any metric, for
any 0 < ǫ < 1, for any integer k > 0, there exists a subgraph (12k − 1)-spanner with ǫ-uniform
slack of size O(n + ( 1ǫ )2+2/k ).

2.3.1 Low Weight Spanners
Ideally the slack spanners we create would have low weight as well as low size (where weight
is the sum of the distances on the included edges, and size is the number of edges). Clearly
distances can be scaled arbitrarily, so by low weight we mean relative to an MST. Chandra et
al. [28] give a general transformational method for t-spanners that are not necessarily subgraphs.
They assume that t is a constant, though, which will not necessarily be true for our purposes. In
particular, we will want to let t be O(log n). A slight reworking of their algorithm and analysis
yields the following result:
Lemma 2.17 Suppose that there exists an α(n)-spanner construction with O(f (n)) edges, where
f (n)/2 ≥ f (⌊n/2⌋), that can be constructed in polynomial time. Then for every ǫ > 0 there is a
poly-time constructible (α(n)(1 + ǫ) + ǫ)-spanner with O(f ( nǫ )) edges and weight O( n1 f ( nǫ )(1 +
ǫ)α(n) log n) · wt(MST ).
This lemma allows us to build a low-weight spanner on the ǫ-density net Nǫ , but in order to
make the entire spanner low-weight we also need to be able to connect the rest of the nodes to the
centers via short edges. Fortunately, this is easy to do thanks to a result of Khuller, Raghavachari,
and Young [56]. They defined and gave a construction for LASTs (Light Approximate Shortestpath Trees) which we will use as a black box.
Definition 2.18 ((α, β)-LAST) Let G be an arbitrary graph with non-negative edge weights
and a root vertex r. A tree T rooted at r is called an (α, β)-LAST if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. The distance of every vertex v from r in T is at most α times the distance between v and r
in G.
2. The weight of T is at most β times the weight of an MST of G.
Khuller, Raghavachari, and Young give an algorithm for constructing good LASTs, and prove
the following theorem about it.
√
√
Theorem 2.19 The algorithm finds a (1 + 2γ, 1 + γ2 )-LAST for any γ > 0.
Using this together with Lemma 2.17, the following theorem is fairly simple.
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Theorem 2.20 Given an α(n)-spanner with ǫ-slack and f (n) edges, we can create a (O(1)α( 1ǫ ))spanner with ǫ-slack, O(n + f ( 1ǫ )) edges, and O(ǫf ( 1ǫ )α( 1ǫ ) log 1ǫ ) · wt(MST (Nǫ )) + O(1) ·
wt(MST (V ))) weight.
Proof: Our construction from Lemma 2.9 finds a set of 1ǫ centers, builds an α( 1ǫ )-spanner on
those, and then connects every node to its closest center. We use the same set of centers, but
instead of the default spanner we put down the low-weight transformation
of√it, and instead of
√
simply connecting every vertex to the closest center we grow a (1 + 2, 1 + 2)-LAST out of
the set of centers. Then the total number of edges will be at most O(n + f ( 1ǫ )), and the total
√
weight will be O(ǫf ( 1ǫ )α( 1ǫ ) log 1ǫ ) · wt(MSTcenters ) + (1 + 2) · wt(MST )) (where the first
term is from the low weight spanner on the centers, and
√ the second is from the LAST). Following
the analysis of Theorem 2.11, but with an extra 1 + 2 factor for the distances to the centers and
a 2α( 1ǫ ) + 1 factor instead of an α( 1ǫ ) factor for the distance between the centers, we get that the
√
stretch is 11 + 5 2 + 12α( 1ǫ ) = O(1)α( 1ǫ ) as claimed.
Applying Theorem 2.20 to Theorem 2.12 with k = O(log n) gives the following corollary.
Corollary 2.21 (Low weight uniform slack spanner for general metrics) For any metric of size
n, there exists an O(log 1ǫ )-spanner with ǫ-uniform slack of size O(n + 1ǫ ) and weight O(log2 1ǫ )
times that of an MST.

2.3.2 Gracefully Degrading Spanners and Notions of Average Distortion
In this section, we give general procedures to convert ordinary spanners into gracefully degrading
spanners. We present two constructions, a simpler one, followed by a more sophisticated one that
works under weaker assumptions.
The Simpler Construction
Suppose we know how to construct ordinary α(n)-spanners of size T (n) for finite metrics of size
n. Observe that typically α(·) is a sublinear function, such as O(log n). It is often the case that
there exists C, c > 1 such that α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/c ). Then, one can take ǫ0 = n−1/c and construct
a 1-spanner H0 for some ǫ0 -density net N0 , having small size. In particular, H0 can just be a
complete graph on N0 , which will have size at most ( ǫ10 )2 = n2/c . We also make use of the
b for the entire metric V . The gracefully degrading spanner consists of the union
α(n)-spanner H
b and H0 , together with edges that connect each point in V to its closest point in N0 . So as
of H
long as c ≥ 2 the size of the spanner is at most T (n) + n2/c + n ≤ T (n) + 2n.
b to bound
Observe that if ǫ < ǫ0 , and y is ǫ-far away from x, then we can use the spanner H
1
the stretched distance, which is at most Cα( ǫ )d(x, y), because α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/c ) ≤ Cα( 1ǫ ). If
ǫ ≥ ǫ0 , then we can use the spanner H0 as in the slack spanner to conclude that the multiplicative
stretch is at most 11. Note that for interesting function α, we have 11 ≤ Cα( 1ǫ ). Hence, this
simple construction gives us the following theorem on gracefully degrading spanners.
Theorem 2.22 Suppose there exists an α(n)-spanner of size T (n) for any metric of size n, where
α(·) is a non-decreasing function such that there exists exists C > 1 such that α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/2 ).
Then, for any finite metric (V, d) of size n, there exists an Cα( 1ǫ )-gracefully degrading spanner
of size at most T (n) + 2n.
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If we have the stronger assumption that α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/4 ), then the gracefully degrading
spanner can be made to be a subgraph of the weighted graph that induces the metric (V, d).
≪proof? –Mike≫
MD
Applying Theorem 2.22 to Theorem 2.12 with k = O(log n), we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.23 (Gracefully degrading spanner for general metrics) Any metric of size n has
a O(log 1ǫ )-gracefully degrading spanner H of size O(n). If the metric is induced by some
weighted graph G, then H can be made to be a subgraph of G.
We can now show that this construction actually gives a spanner that has O(1) “average
distortion” for both notions of average distortion given in Definitions 2.3 and 2.4.
Theorem 2.24 (“Average Distortion”) For any metric (V, d), there exists a spanner H with
size O(n) that has both constant average distortion and constant distortion of the average, and
moreover has O(log n) stretch in the worst case. If the metric (V, d) is induced by some graph
G, then H can be made to be a subgraph of G.
Proof: We use the spanner of Corollary 2.23. Recall that if y is ǫ0 -far away from x, then
dH (x, y) ≤ 11d(x, y), otherwise dH (x, y) ≤ O(log n)d(x, y).
We first bound the average distortion.
P
P
P
dH (x,y)
dH (x,y)
1
1
1
=
V
n
x∈V
y6=x d(x,y)
n
n−1
( 2 ) {x,y}∈( 2 ) d(x,y)

P
1
1
O(log n) + (1 − n1/4
) · 11 = O(1)
≤ n1 x∈V n1/4
We next bound the distortion of average.
P

d (x,y)

( ) H
d(x,y)
{x,y}∈(V
2)

{x,y}∈ V
2

P

=

P
P
dH (x,y)
Px∈V Py6=x
x∈V
y6=x d(x,y)

≤

P
dH (x,y)
maxx∈V Py6=x d(x,y)
y6=x

1
O(log n) + 11} = O(1),
≤ maxx∈V { n1/4

the last inequality following from the following argument. For fixed x, let A be the set of points
y that are ǫ0 -far away from x and A be the rest of the points. Note that for any y ∈ A and y ∈ A,
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, y). Hence, from |A| ≤ ǫ0 n, we have
P
d(x,y)
Py∈A
y∈V d(x,y)

≤ ǫ0 = n−1/4 .

The Sophisticated Construction
Our second construction makes use of density nets of different scales and exhibits gracefully
degrading behavior with only weaker assumption on the function α.
Suppose there exists an α(n)-spanner of size T (n) for any metric of size n. The assumption
that we make is α is bounded by a linear function. This is perfectly reasonable as Kruskal’s MST
algorithm immediately gives an n-spanner. Moreover, note that T (n) has to be at least n − 1 in
order to connect every pair of points. Hence, we have the following smoothness assumptions.
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Assumption 2.25 (Smoothness) We assume that
1. α(2n) ≤ 2α(n), and
2. T ( n2 ) ≤ 12 T (n).

Theorem 2.26 Suppose there exists a α(n)-spanner of size T (n) for every metric of size n. Then,
for any finite metric of size n, there exists an (152α(1/ǫ) + 150)-gracefully degrading spanner
of size 2T (n) + O(n log∗ n).

Construction outline. Let I := {0, 1, 2, . . . , ⌈log2 n⌉}, and for each i ∈ I, let ǫi = 2i /n. For
each i ∈ I, we construct an ǫi -density net Ni for the metric (V, d) and also a corresponding
α(1/ǫi)-spanner Hi of size T (1/ǫi ) for Ni . Note that N0 = V . The union
P of the Hii’s would be
part of our gracefully degrading spanner, which so far contains at most i∈I T (n/2 ) ≤ 2T (n),
by the smoothness assumption. The crux of the construction is how to add a few number of edges
between net points from different scales and maintain small gracefully degrading stretch.
Recall that from the first property of density net, each point x is within distance at most
2R(x, ǫi ) from Ni . The next lemma shows that if we go from x to Ni via net points from smaller
scales, the distance travelled would not increase too much.
Lemma 2.27 Suppose 0 < i(1) < i(2) < · · · < i(s) and z0 ∈ V . Suppose for 1 ≤ l ≤ s, the
point zl is a closest point in Ni(l) to zl−1 , and zl∗ is a closest point in Ni(l) to z0 . Then,
s
X
l=1

d(zl−1 , zl ) ≤

s
X

2s−l d(z0 , zl∗ ).

l=1

Proof: We show the result by induction on s. For the base case s = 1, the result is trivial,
because z1 = z1∗ . Assume the result holds for some s > 0. Consider the point zs+1 ∈ Ni(s+1)
∗
closest to zs . Hence, d(zs , zs+1 ) ≤ d(zs , zs+1
). Now, by the triangle inequality,
∗
∗
d(zs , zs+1 ) ≤ d(zs , zs+1
) ≤ d(z0 , zs ) + d(z0 , zs+1
).

Using the triangle inequality again,
d(z0 , zs ) ≤
By the induction hypothesis,
Ps

l=1

Ps

l=1

d(zl−1 , zl ) ≤

Ps

d(zl−1 , zl ).

l=1

2s−l d(z0 , zl∗ ).

Finally, combining the three inequalities, we have
s+1
X
l=1

d(zl−1 , zl ) ≤ 2

s
X

2

s−l

d(z0 , zl∗ )

+

l=1

∗
d(z0 , zs+1
)

=

s+1
X

2(s+1)−l d(z0 , zl∗ ),

l=1

as required.
Observing that for 1 ≤ l ≤ s, d(z0 , zl∗ ) ≤ 2R(z0 , ǫi(l) ) ≤ 2R(z0 , ǫi(s) ), we have the following
corollary.
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Corollary 2.28 Let 0 < i(1) < · · · < i(s) and z0 , z1 , . . . , zs be as before. Then,
Ps
s
l=1 d(zl−1 , zl ) ≤ 2(2 − 1)R(z0 , ǫi(s) ).

In view of Lemma 2.27 and Corollary 2.28, we can bound the distance between x and y in
the gracefully degrading spanner if y is ǫi(s) -far away from x.
Lemma 2.29 Suppose 0 = i(0) < i(1) < · · · < i(s) and for 1 ≤ l ≤ s, every point in Ni(l−1) is
connected directly with its closest point in Ni(l) in the gracefully degrading spanner H. Suppose
y is ǫi(s) -far away from x. Then, the distance between x and y in H is at most
1
((5 · 2s − 4)α( ǫi(s)
) + 5 · (2s − 1))d(x, y).

Proof: Note that from the hypothesis, we have R(x, ǫi(s) ) ≤ d(x, y). We apply Lemma 2.27
with z0 = x and go through the various net points x1 , x2 , . . . to reach xs . By Corollary 2.28, the
distance travelled from x to xs is dH (x, xs ) ≤ 2(2s − 1)R(x, ǫi(s) ) ≤ 2(2s − 1)d(x, y).
Now we apply Lemma 2.27 again with z0 = y = y0 . Using the notation that for 1 ≤ l ≤ s,
yl and yl∗ are closest
P points in Ni(l) to yl−1 and y respectively, the distance travelled from y to ys
is dH (y, ys) ≤ sl=1 2s−l d(y, yl∗).
However, observing that d(y, yl∗) ≤ d(y, x∗l ) ≤ d(x, y)+d(x, x∗l ). We conclude that dH (y, ys) ≤
3 · (2s − 1)d(x, y). Combining the two bounds on dH (x, xs ) and dH (y, ys) and using the triangle
inequality, d(xs , ys ) ≤ d(xs , x) + d(x, y) + d(y, ys) ≤ (5 · 2s − 4)d(x, y).
Now, the distance between xs and ys in the spanner Hi(s) is at most
1
1
α( ǫi(s)
)d(xs , ys ) ≤ (5 · 2s − 4)α( ǫi(s)
)d(x, y).

Hence, the distance dH (x, y) is at most
1
((5 · 2s − 4)α( ǫi(s)
) + 5 · (2s − 1))d(x, y).

From the above Lemma 2.29, one can see why our spanner H (which consists of the union
of Hi ’s and extra edges between density nets of different scales) is gracefully degrading. Indeed,
given 0 < ǫ < 1, we pick the largest i such that ǫi ≤ ǫ. Observe that ǫ ≤ 2ǫi and hence
α(1/ǫi) ≤ 2α(1/ǫ), by the smoothness assumption. Suppose that for any level i, any point x ∈ V
can reach a close net point in Ni using at most s hops, in the manner described in Lemma 2.29.
If y is ǫ-far away from x, then we can conclude that dH (x, y) ≤ O(2s )α(1/ǫ)d(x, y).
Our problem reduces to how to add a small number of edges between density net points so
that the number of hops to reach a close net point in any level is small. For example, if we add
an edge from each point in V to a closest net point in each level, then we can ensure that the hop
number to reach any level to be 1, but we could have added Ω(n log n) edges. Fortunately, there
is a technique introduced by Yao [89] and independently by Alon and Schieber [7] that provides
a nice tradeoff between the number of edges added and the hop count, which is also used in the
construction of low hop diameter spanner in [27].
The construction makes use of the Ackermann’s function, whose definition is recalled below.
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Definition 2.30 (Ackermann’s function [79]) Let A(s, t) be a function defined for integers s, t ≥
0 as the following.
A(0, t) = 2t
A(s, 0) = 0, A(s, 1) = 2
A(s, t) = A(s − 1, A(s, t − 1))

for t ≥ 0
for s ≥ 1
for s ≥ 1, t ≥ 2

Using the construction as described in [89] and [27], one can get the following result in a
straight forward manner.
Lemma 2.31 Suppose h, s, t are non-negative integers such that 2h ≤ 4A(s, t). Then, it is
possible to add 2(t + 1)n edges between density net points of different scales such that for any
point x ∈ V and any i ≤ h, a net point in Ni can be reached from x via net points in smaller
scales, in the manner described in Lemma 2.27, in s + 1 hops.
Proof of Theorem 2.26: We use Lemma 2.31. Note that the number of levels is h ≤ log2 n.
Hence, by putting s = 3 and t = O(log∗ n), we conclude that the number of hops is at most 4.
Hence, using Lemma 2.29, we can obtain a (152α(1/ǫ) + 150)-gracefully degrading spanner, as
required.

2.4 Distance Oracles and Labelings
The techniques that we developed for slack spanners also turn out to be useful for developing
slack distance oracles and distance labelings. Distance oracles and labelings have been widely
studied, perhaps even more so than spanners, and distance labelings were in fact one of the original motivations for the definition of slack embeddings by Kleinberg, Slivkins, and Wexler [57].
We give the first slack labelings that do not use an embedding into ℓp , allowing us to bypass a
lower bound from Abraham et al. [2].

2.4.1 Distance oracles
Thorup and Zwick [81] studied the problem of creating distance oracles for metric spaces. A
distance oracle is a small data structure which allows fast queries for approximate distances.
Distance oracles are supposed to capture the heart of all-pairs shortest paths problem:e in many
applications we are not actually interested in every single one of the distances, but instead just
need to quickly find any distance if it is needed. They give an oracle that, for any integer k ≥ 1,
takes O(kn1+1/k ) space, has O(k) query time, and has stretch of 2k − 1. It is natural to introduce
slack to distance oracles, especially since the main method of constructing distance oracles is via
sparse spanners. This was first done by Abraham, Bartal, and Neiman [3], who give a result for
gracefully degrading distance oracles but not for slack distance oracles. We describe constructions for both, giving the first slack distance oracles and a simpler gracefully degrading oracle that
achieves constant average distortion, matching the result of [3]. We assume a word of memory
can store a distance or a node identifier (which would be true in most practical implementations,
as well as in the theoretical cell-probe model). We first give a general transformational theorem.
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Theorem 2.32 Suppose that there exists some distance oracle with α(n) stretch and O(q(n))
query time that uses O(f (n)) space. Then there exists a distance oracle with ǫ-uniform slack,
5 + 6α( 1ǫ ) stretch, and O(q( 1ǫ )) query time that uses O(n + f ( 1ǫ )) space.
Proof: As usual we first create the set of centers by using the ǫ-density net of Lemma 2.9. For
each vertex that is not a center, store the edge to the closest center. Then use the given distance
oracle on the set of centers. The claimed slack and stretch bounds are directly from the analysis
of Theorem 2.11. On a query of vertices u, v, we simply look up the center u′ closest to u and
v ′ closest to v (which can be done in constant time since we only store that one edge) and then
use the given oracle on the centers, which takes O(q( 1ǫ )) time. Similarly, we need O(n) space
to store the one edge incident on each non-center and O(f ( 1ǫ )) space to store the oracle for the
centers, giving a total of O(n + f ( 1ǫ )) space.
By using this transformation on the distance oracle of Thorup and Zwick [81, Theorem 3.1],
we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.33 (Uniform slack distance oracle) For every integer k ≥ 1, there is a distance
oracle with ǫ-uniform slack, O(k) query time, and 12k − 1 stretch that uses O(n + k( 1ǫ )1+1/k )
space.
Proof: For any integer k ≥ 1, Thorup and Zwick give a distance oracle with O(k) query
time and 2k − 1 stretch that uses kn1+1/k space. The corollary then follows immediately from
Theorem 2.32.
Gracefully degrading distance oracles
We can also use the ideas for gracefully degrading spanners from Section 2.3.2 to create gracefully degrading distance oracles. Recall that Theorem 2.22 used a α(n)-spanner of the entire
metric together with an 1-spanner for an ǫ0 -density net. Instead of using two levels of spanners,
we just use two levels of distance oracles, where the oracle on the ǫ0 -density net is exact. So if
ǫ < ǫ0 then we use the distance oracle on the entire metric which for any points x, y in the space
gives a stretch of α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/c ) ≤ Cα( 1ǫ ). If ǫ ≥ ǫ0 then we use the exact distance oracle on
the density net to get a multiplicative stretch of 11. By letting c = 2 we know that the 1-oracle
will not take more than n space, and storing the closest center for each node only takes another
n space, so the total space used is only f (n) + 2n. The query time in the 1-oracle is constant,
so the total query time is O(q(n)). This gives the following theorem on transforming distance
oracles into gracefully degrading distance oracles.
Theorem 2.34 Suppose that there exists some distance oracle with α(n) stretch and O(q(n))
query time that uses O(f (n)) space, where α(·) is a nondecreasing function for which there exists
a constant C > 0 such that α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/2 ). Then there exists a gracefully degrading distance
oracle with Cα( 1ǫ ) stretch and O(q(n)) query time that uses O(f (n)) + 2n space. Furthermore,
the average distortion and distortion of average of this distance oracle is O(1).
The stretch of the distance oracle of Thorup and Zwick [81, Theorem 3.1] satisfies the requirement on α(·), so by applying Theorem 2.34 to that oracle and using the average case analysis
of Theorem 2.24 we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.35 (Gracefully degrading distance oracle) For any integer k with 1 ≤ k ≤ O(log n),
there is a distance oracle with worst case stretch of 2k − 1 and O(k) query time that uses
O(kn1+1/k ) space such that the average distortion and the distortion of average is O(1).
The gracefully degrading distance oracle of Abraham, Bartal, and Neiman [3, Theorem 14]
gives the same query time, worst case stretch, average distortion, and distortion of average. Their
oracle uses O(n1+1/k log n) space, though, which is more than we use if k = o(log n) and the
same if k = Θ(log n).

2.4.2 Distance labels
A distance labeling is an assignment of labels to the vertices so that the approximate distance
between any two vertices can be computed simply by looking at the two labels. The goals are
to minimize the stretch, the size of the label, and the time needed to compute the distance given
the two labels. It is natural to extend this definition to slack labelings in the obvious way. We
give the first slack distance labeling that uses space independent of n. Note that any embedding
of a metric into ℓp gives a distance labeling where the size of a label is the dimension of the
embedding. Embeddings of this form were considered by Abraham et al. [2], who proved that
the dimension must depend on log n. Thus any distance labeling that uses a slack embedding
into ℓp must use space that depends on log n, whereas our labeling is independent of n.
As with distance oracles, we begin by giving a general transformation theorem. Note that as
before all space claims assume that it takes only a constant amount of space to store a distance or
an identifier of a point, or equivalently the space bounds can be viewed as bounds on the number
of words rather than the number of bits.
Theorem 2.36 Let (V, d) be a metric space with n points. Suppose that there exists a distance
labeling where each label has size O(f (n)) and for any two points u, v it is possible to compute,
in O(q(n)) time, an approximation to the distance between u and v with a stretch of at most
α(n). Then there exists a distance labeling with ǫ-uniform slack such that every label has size
O(f ( 1ǫ )), and computing distances up to a stretch of 5 + 6α( 1ǫ ) can be done in O(q( 1ǫ )) time.
Proof: Create a set of centers using Lemma 2.9. Apply the given labeling to the set of centers,
and for each non-center let its label be the distance to the center closest to it together with the
label for that center. The claimed slack and stretch bounds are clear, and the size bound is
immediate since each label is just a distance and a center label. The computation time is just
the time to add two distances (which we assume takes constant time) plus the time to find the
distance between the two centers.
We get the following corollary by simply applying Theorem 2.36 to the distance labeling of
Thorup and Zwick [81, Theorem 3.4]. Note that the size of the labels is independent of n.
Corollary 2.37 (Uniform lack distance labeling) Let (V, d) be a metric space on n points. Let
0 < ǫ < 1, and let k be an integer with 1 ≤ k ≤ log 1ǫ . Then it is possible to assign each point a
label that uses O(( 1ǫ )1/k log1−1/k 1ǫ ) space such that, given the labels of vertices u, v where v is
ǫ-far from u, the distance d(u, v) can be computed up to a stretch of 12k − 1 in O(k) time.
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Gracefully degrading distance labelings
As with distance oracles, we can use the ideas from Section 2.3.2 to create gracefully degrading
labelings.
Theorem 2.38 Suppose that there exists some distance labeling scheme for any metric space in
which each label has size O(f (n)) and for any two points u, v ∈ V it is possible to compute, in
O(q(n)) time, an approximation to d(u, v) with α(n) stretch. Furthermore, suppose that α(·) is a
nondecreasing function such that for every integer c > 0 there exists a constant C > 0 such that
α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/c ). Then for every metric space (V, d) on n points and every integer c > 0 there
exists a gracefully degrading distance labeling of V where each label has size O(f (n)+n1/c ), the
stretch is Cα( 1ǫ ), and the time to compute an approximate distance given two labels is O(q(n)).
Proof: Let ǫ0 = n−1/c , and create an ǫ0 -density net of V . For each point v in the density
net, let label′ (v) be the distances to every other point in the net, which takes at most O(n1/c )
space. For every point v ∈ V , let label′′ (v) be the label assigned to v by simply using the given
scheme on the entire space, giving labels of size O(f (n)). Then for every point v ∈ V we let
label(v) be label′′ (v) together with the distance from v to the closest point u in the ǫ0 -density net
and label′ (u). Then clearly the required space for a single label is O(f (n) + n1/c ), as claimed.
If ǫ < ǫ0 then we can compute the distance between two nodes u and v by simply comparing
label′′ (u) and label′′ (v) in O(q(n)) time, giving a stretch of at most α(n) ≤ Cα(n1/c ) ≤ Cα( 1ǫ ).
If ǫ ≥ ǫ0 then we get a multiplicative stretch of 11 by adding the distance from v to its closest
center point to the distance from u to its closest center point and then adding the distance between
the two center points (which can be obtained from either label). This only takes constant time,
and thus the computation time is O(q(n)).
Applying Theorem 2.38 with c = k to the distance labeling of Thorup and Zwick [81, Theorem 3.4] and then using the average case analysis of Theorem 2.24 gives the following corollary,
which gives a distance labeling with bounds that essentially match those of Abraham, Bartal, and
Neiman [3, Theorem 10] when k = O(log n).
Corollary 2.39 (Gracefully degrading distance labeling) For any integer k with 1 ≤ k ≤
O(log n), there is a distance labeling of any n point metric such that each label has size at
most O(n1/k log1−1/k n), and given two labels it is possible to compute the distance between the
two points up to a worst case stretch of 2k − 1 in O(k) time. Furthermore, the average distortion
and the distortion of average are O(1).

2.5 Compact Routing
There are two main models of compact routing: the name-dependent model (in which schemes
are allowed to assign labels to vertices and can route using information in the labels) and the
name-independent model (in which schemes have to route without changing the name of any
node). These models turn out to be quite different when our goal is slack constructions. We
begin with constructing schemes for the name-dependent model, and then construct schemes and
prove impossibility results for the name-independent model.
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2.5.1 Name Dependent Model
Our name-dependent schemes are adaptations of the spanners in Section 2.3. In particular, they
follow the general formula of building a density net and remembering how to route to, on, and
from it. Given ǫ, let N be an ǫ-density net. For each u ∈ V , let Net(u) be the closest point in N
to u. For each v ∈ N, connect all points u ∈ V such that Net(u) = v to v by a shortest path tree
Tv rooted at v. We begin by giving a general conversion theorem from tree routing to general
slack routing. Note that the real power of this method is reducing general routing to tree routing,
which works well when tree routing is much easier than general routing but does not obviously
help us if tree routing is hard; we will discuss this more in Section 2.5.2.
Theorem 2.40 Suppose that any tree with n vertices admits a routing scheme R′ with routing
tables of size s(n), labels of size ℓ(n), headers of size h(n), and stretch α(n). Then given any
weighted graph G = (V, E) and any 0 < ǫ < 1, there is an ǫ-slack routing scheme R in the
name-dependent model with routing tables of size 1ǫ log n + s(n), labels of size log 1ǫ + ℓ(n),
headers of size log 1ǫ + h(n), and stretch 3α(n) + 4
Proof: Arbitrarily assign each node in the net a unique ID in {1, . . . , |N|}. The ID of a vertex
v will be referred to as ID(v). The routing table of each node contains |N| ≤ 1ǫ entries, one for
each net node, and thus every node can route directly to any net node. The label of a node v is
the ID of Net(v) together with the label assigned to v by R′ applied to TN et(v) . Routing from u
to v is done by routing directly to Net(v) (which can be done using the routing tables at each
node and the ID of Net(v), which is contained in the label of v) and then using R′ to get from
Net(v) to v. The table size is then at most 1ǫ log n + s(n), since it takes at most log n bits to
represent a port. Since each ID of a net node is some integer in {1, . . . , 1ǫ }, the total label size is
at most log 1ǫ + ℓ(n) and the total header size is at most log 1ǫ + h(n).
We use Lemma 2.10 and the triangle inequality to bound the stretch from u to v when v is
ǫ-far from u, getting that dR (u, v) = d(u, Net(v)) + dR′ (Net(v), v) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, Net(v)) +
α(n)d(Net(v), v) ≤ 4d(u, v) + 3α(n)d(u, v).
Note that since the ports only have to be labeled according to the one tree routing scheme R′ ,
this conversion gives a scheme in the designer-port model if R′ is in the designer-port model and
a scheme in the fixed-port model otherwise.
To get an actual routing scheme, we apply this conversion theorem to the following tree
routing schemes of Thorup and Zwick:
Theorem 2.41 (Thorup and Zwick [82]) Given a tree T , it is possible to route exactly on T
(stretch 1) in the fixed port model using no routing tables and labels and headers of size o(log2 n).
In the designer port model, it is possible to route on T with stretch 1 using no routing tables and
labels and headers of size (1 + o(1)) log n.
Using Theorems 2.40 and 2.41, we can give our first name-dependent slack routing schemes:
Theorem 2.42 Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph. Then for any 0 < ǫ < 1, there is a routing
scheme in the fixed-port model with ǫ-slack, routing tables of size O( 1ǫ log n), headers and labels
of size o(log2 n), and stretch 7. In the designer port model, there is a scheme with the same
parameters except with headers and labels of size (1 + o(1)) log n + log 1ǫ .
One downside of this scheme is the dependence on 1ǫ in the table size. We would like to
decrease this, since if ǫ is extremely small then this becomes large. Our next scheme reduces this
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dependence, but at the cost of slightly increased stretch. We again give a conversion theorem,
this time from tree and general routing schemes to slack routing schemes:

Theorem 2.43 Suppose that there is a general routing scheme R̄ with routing tables of size s(n),
labels of size ℓ(n), headers of size h(n), and stretch α(n). Furthermore, suppose that there is a
tree routing scheme R′ with routing tables of size s′ (n), labels of size ℓ′ (n), headers of size h′ (n),
and stretch α′ (n). Then given a weighted graph G = (V, E) and a parameter 0 < ǫ < 1, there
is a ǫ-slack routing scheme R for G with routing tables of size s( ǫ14 + 1ǫ ) + s′ (n), labels of size
ℓ( ǫ14 + 1ǫ ) + ℓ′ (n), headers of size h( ǫ14 + 1ǫ ) + h′ (n), and stretch 2 + 3α′ (n) + 6α( ǫ14 + 1ǫ )

Proof: The basic idea of this scheme is to route inside of the net, so a packet going from u to v
will go from u to Net(u) to Net(v) to v instead of going from u to Net(v) to v as in Theorem
2.40. Unfortunately we cannot just apply R̄ to the net since the net nodes themselves do not
necessarily induce a connected subgraph. Indeed, since the net nodes are all fairly far away from
each other they are likely connected only through many intermediate nodes.
Fortunately we can use techniques similar to those used by Coppersmith and Elkin to construct pair-wise
distance preservers [30]. In particular, we can use Fact 2.14 on the graph G with

P = N2 . The resulting subgraph G′ is a shortest path graph of N. Considering just the edges
used in two paths, there are at most two vertices of degree at least 3 (since they either intersect
at a single path or not at all). Since there are at most ǫ12 paths, this implies that there are at most
1
vertices in the shortest path graph with degree at least 3, and thus at most ǫ14 + 1ǫ vertices with
ǫ4
degree either 1 or at least 3. Each node of degree 2 is on a unique path between these nodes,
b by removing all of the nodes of degree 2 in G′ and replacing each of
so we get a new graph G
b is connected and has the property that
the removed paths by an edge of the same total length. G
the shortest path between every pair of net nodes is the same as the shortest path in the original
graph, so we apply R̄ to this graph.
Routing from u to v takes place as follows. First u routes up to Net(u), which takes only
constant space if we have every node remember the port used to send up to its net node. In
b Since this graph replaced paths with edges,
the next phase we route to Net(v) using R̄ on G.
all of the degree 2 nodes that were removed need to know what to do. But this is easy since
they only have degree 2 in G′ , so they can just remember the two ports used for net routing and
automatically forward any packet received on one port in this phase to the other port. All of
the other nodes that might be encountered in this phase were not removed, so they know how to
route. When the packet reaches Net(v), we route down TN et(v) to v by using R′ .
So in this scheme the routing table at a node might have to include the routing table of R̄
on a graph with ǫ14 + 1ǫ nodes and the table of R′ on a graph with n nodes, for a total size of
s( ǫ14 + 1ǫ ) + s′ (n). A label for v consists of a tree routing label from R′ together with the label
b for a total size of ℓ( 14 + 1 ) + ℓ′ (n). A header has to include a tree
of Net(v) in R̄ applied to G,
ǫ
ǫ
b for a total size of h( 14 + 1 ) + h′ (n).
routing header and a general header for G,
ǫ
ǫ
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It remains to prove the stretch bound. Let u, v ∈ V such that v is ǫ-far from u. Using Lemma
2.10 and the triangle inequality, we have that
1
1
+ )d(Net(u), Net(v)) + α′ (n)d(Net(v), v)
4
ǫ
ǫ
1
1
≤ 2d(u, v) + 3α′ (n)d(u, v) + α( 4 + )(d(Net(u), u) + d(u, v) + d(Net(v), v))
ǫ
ǫ
1
1
≤ 2d(u, v) + 3α′ (n)d(u, v) + α( 4 + )6d(u, v))
ǫ
ǫ

dR (u, v) ≤ d(u, Net(u)) + α(

as claimed.
We now use another result of Thorup and Zwick, this time on general compact routing. Note
that since the fixed-port model is a restricted version of the designer-port model, the following
results (which hold for fixed ports) also hold for designer ports.
Theorem 2.44 (Thorup and Zwick [82]) Let k > 1 be an integer, and let G = (V, E) be a
weighted graph. Then there is a compact routing scheme in the fixed-port model with routing
tables of size o(n1/k log3−1/k n), labels of size o(k log2 n), and headers of size o(log2 n), and
stretch 4k-3. In addition, after one round of handshaking in which o(log2 n) bits are exchanged
they route with stretch 2k − 1.

Now we can apply Theorem 2.43 to the Thorup and Zwick schemes to get out main result on
name-dependent compact routing with slack:

Theorem 2.45 Let k > 1 be an integer, and let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph. Then
there is a compact routing scheme in the fixed-port model with ǫ-slack, routing tables of size
1
log3−1/k 1ǫ ), labels of size o(log2 n) + o(k log2 1ǫ ), headers of size o(log2 n), and stretch
o( ǫ4/k
24k − 13. After a round of handshaking in which o(log2 1ǫ ) bits are exchanged, this stretch can
be reduced to 12k − 1.

One important corollary of this is the scheme obtained by setting k = log 1ǫ in the above
scheme. This results in a name-dependent compact routing scheme with O(log 1ǫ ) stretch and
all of the space bounds at most polylogarithmic in n and 1ǫ . We will use this scheme in the next
section.
Gracefully Degrading Routing

As with spanners and embeddings, we would like to create a slack routing scheme that works
not just for a fixed ǫ but for all ǫ simultaneously. Such a scheme would have polylogarithmic (in
n) routing tables, headers, and labels, and for any ǫ would guarantee O(log 1ǫ ) stretch on all but
an ǫ fraction of the pairs. We almost give such a scheme, using our slack routing scheme from
Theorem 2.45 as a basic building block but also losing a log ∆ factor in the label size (where ∆
is the diameter of the graph). However, this loss of log ∆ is due exclusively to having to store
some distances, so if it takes constant space to store a distance (as would be the case in any actual
implementation or in the cell-probe model), then we achieve polylog(n) size labels.
i
For integer i with 0 ≤ i ≤ log n, let ǫi = 2n . We will refer to each i as a level. For each
ǫi , create a ǫi -slack routing scheme according to Theorem 2.45 with k = log ǫ1i . Let 0 < ǫ < 1,
and let i be the largest i such that ǫi ≤ ǫ (such an i always exists since without loss of generality
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ǫ ≥ n1 ). Then the routing scheme for ǫi suffices for ǫ, since it ignores ǫi < ǫ fraction of the pairs,
has stretch O(log ǫ1i ) = O(log 2ǫ ) = O(log 1ǫ ), and has tables, headers, and labels of size still
polylogarithmic in n and 1ǫ . Unfortunately the same routing scheme needs to work for all ǫ, so
we can’t simply choose an i and use that level. However, note that the route between u and v in
the desired level is no shorter than the shortest route between u and v over all log n levels. So if
we could remember for each pair of nodes which level gives the shortest path, then we could just
use that level whenever we’re asked to route between that pair.
Obviously we can’t actually remember the best level for each pair, since that would take
Ω(n) space at each node. But we can do something just as good: allow the source to do some
computation and figure out which level would be best given the destination. And thanks to
another result of Thorup and Zwick [81] we can do this using only polylogathmic space at each
node. In particular, Thorup and Zwick proved the following result about distance labels:
Theorem 2.46 (Thorup and Zwick [81]) Let (V, δ) be a metric space on n points with integral
distances with diameter ∆. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ log n be an integer. Then it is possible to assign to
each point v ∈ V an O(n1/k log1−1/k n log(n∆))-bit label, denoted label(v), such that for any
two points u, v ∈ V it is possible to compute, in O(k) time, an approximation to the distances
δ(u, v) with a stretch of at most 2k − 1.
The restriction to integral distances is required only so that a distance can be stored in log ∆
space. We remove this assumption, and just let log ∆ be the space necessary to store a distance.
Now we can define our gracefully degrading routing scheme. For each level i with 0 ≤ i ≤
log n, let Ri be the routing scheme from Theorem 2.45 with parameters ǫi and k = log ǫ1i . For
each v ∈ V , let Neti (v) be the closest net point to v in the density net used by Ri . The routing
table of v consists of the union over all levels i of the routing table of Ri at v. The label of v is
the union over levels i of the label assigned to v by Ri together with the distance to Neti (v) and
the distance label given by Theorem 2.46 to Neti (v) in the shortest path graph for the net at level
i.
When routing from u to v we compute the distance from u to v in each level i by computing
d(u, Neti(u)) + d(Neti (v), v) + d′ (Neti (u), Neti (v)), where d′ is the distance given by comparing the distance labels for the two net points. We then route along the level that minimizes
this quantity. Note that all of the information needed to compute the correct level is in the labels
of u and v, and that after the correct level is determined routing can be carried out as in Theorem
2.45 by using an extra O(log log n) bits in the header to tell intermediate nodes what the correct
level is.
Theorem 2.47 The above scheme is a gracefully degrading compact routing scheme with routing
tables of size o(log4 n), labels of size O(log4 n + log2 n log ∆), headers of size o(log2 n), and
stretch O(log 1ǫ ).
P n
3 n
Proof: Since each level uses k = log ǫ1i , the total size of the tables is at most log
i=0 o(log 2i ) ≤
o(log4 n). Each label contains for each
a normal slack label and a distance label for its net
Plevel
n
2
node, so the size of a label is at most log
(o(log
n) + o(log3 1ǫ ) + O(log2 n + log n log ∆)) ≤
i=0
O(log4 n + log2 n log ∆) since 1ǫ ≤ n. Each header is just the header for a given level together
with the number of that level, so has size at most o(log2 n) + log log n = o(log2 n).
For the stretch bound, it is important to note that we chose to use results of Thorup and Zwick
for both the net routing and the distance labels. This was not coincidence. The Thorup and Zwick
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routing scheme we use (Theorem 2.44) is based on the techniques that they pioneered for distance
oracles and labels in [81], and in particular the 2k − 1 stretch (after handshaking) in the routing
scheme is the exact same 2k − 1 as the stretch of their distance labels. Furthermore, using the
same labels we can compute the same 4k − 3 as in the routing scheme without handshaking. It
is not just that the bounds are the same, but that they actually compute the exact same path, so
in fact the distance label gives precisely the distance that the routing scheme will take inside the
net. Thus our calculation of the distance travelled between u and v at each level exactly equals
the actual distance it would take if we routed at that level using our scheme, and so by choosing
the smallest such distance we choose the best level.
Since we are routing along the best level, we are in particular routing along a path that is
no longer than the path we would have taken by routing along the level just below ǫ, which we
showed earlier would be a sufficient level to route on. So the stretch of the path that we take is
no more than the stretch of that level, which by construction is O(log 1ǫ ).
One thing to note about the above theorem is that while it is not scale-free due to the dependence on log ∆ in the labels, it is close to being scale-free. In particular, the log ∆ comes from
the need to store distances [81, Thm 3.4], not from any inherent dependence on the aspect ratio
due to a distance-based decomposition like the sparse covers of [11, 12]. So if distances can be
stored in a constant amount of space (which is a reasonable, since presumably any implementation would use a fixed size floating point method of storing distances) then the dependence on
the diameter disappears.
An important corollary to the above theorem is the existence of a routing scheme (without
any kind of slack) with polylogarithmic size labels, tables, and headers, and stretch O(log n) in
the worst case but O(1) on average. In fact, the above scheme satisfies these requirements:
Corollary 2.48 The above gracefully degrading routing scheme has O(log n) worst case stretch,
but O(1) average distortion and O(1) distortion of average.
Proof: It clearly has O(log n) worst case stretch since if ǫ = n1 the fact that it has ǫ-(uniform)
slack guarantees that it does not ignore any pair (since each vertex v is only allowed to ignore
the closest node to v, which would be itself), and on everything else it has stretch O(log n). To
i
bound the average distortion, again let ǫi = 2n , and let u ∈ V be an arbitrary vertex. For each ǫi
the routing scheme ignores the closest 2i nodes, and has stretch O(log 2ni ) on the rest. Let h(v)
denote the largest i such that u does not ignore v, i.e. h(v) = max{i : v 6∈ Bǫi (u)}. For each
0 ≤ i ≤ log n, let F (i) = {v ∈ V : h(v) = i}. Note that |F (i)| ≤ 2i , and that there is some
constant c such that for each v ∈ F (i) the stretch of the route from u to v is at most c log 2ni .
Then the average stretch of routes with source u is at most
log n
log n
1 X
c X i
n
n
1 X d′ (u, v)
≤
|F (i)|c log i ≤
2 log i
n − 1 v∈V d(u, v)
n − 1 i=0
2
n − 1 i=0
2
c
(2n − log n − 2) = O(1)
≤
n−1
Since this is true for all u ∈ V , the total average distortion is O(1).
To bound the distortion of average, first note that
P
P P
P
y dR (x, y)
x
y dR (x, y)
x,y∈V dR (x, y)
P
= P P
≤ max P
x∈V
x,y∈V d(x, y)
x
y d(x, y)
y d(x, y)
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P
P
Let x be the vertex that maximizes this ratio. Let Z = y d(x, y), and let Zi = y∈F (i) d(x, y).
P n
n
2i+1
Then for some constant c, the distortion of average is (1/Z) log
i=0 Zi c log 2i . But Zi /Z ≤ n
since every vertex in F (i) is one of the closest 2i+1 nodes to x. Hence the total distortion of
P n 2i+1
log 2ni = 2c(2n − log n − 2)/n = O(1).
average is at most c log
i=0
n

2.5.2 Name-Independent Model
The name-independent model is significantly more difficult to work in than the name dependent
model. As an example, note that the above schemes depend on being to extract Net(v) from the
label of v. This is impossible in the name-independent model, since the names are arbitrarily (or
adversarially) assigned and thus contain no information about their location in the network. In
this section we give a good compact routing scheme with slack for the designer port model and
give a simple modification of a lower bound of Abraham, Gavoille, and Malkhi [5] to prove that
no such scheme exists in the fixed port model. The difference between the models is that in the
designer port model the scheme is allowed to number the ports of a vertex in any way it wants
(so long as it only uses the values from 0 up to the degree), while in the fixed port model it is not
allowed to renumber the ports.
Designer ports
Our name-independent designer port scheme is based off of the basic name-dependent scheme
of Theorem 2.42. The main problem is that without the power to assign labels we do not know
Net(v), so we do not know which net node to route to. We overcome this by using hashing and
a distributed data structure that stores all of the necessary label information somewhere close to
the source node.
There is also the added difficulty of tree routing. In the name-dependent model we could
route in trees very efficiently, but in the name-independent model the best known single source
routing algorithm, due to Laing [64], has stretch 2k − 1 and uses Õ(n1/k ) space at each node,
and the best all-pairs scheme [6] has O(k) distortion and uses Õ(n1/k ) space. In the fixed port
model Laing’s single-source scheme is optimal [5], and although this lower bound does not work
in the designer port model there is no known algorithm that uses the ability to assign ports to
beat the scheme of [64]. So reducing the problem to tree routing, as we did in Theorem 2.42, is
not particularly helpful.
There is one situation where name-independent tree routing can be done, though: Abraham,
Gavoille, and Malkhi showed in [1] that tree routing can be done with polylog space and constant
stretch if the tree is unweighted. This result holds for both the fixed port and designer port
models.
Let u ∈ V , and let v ∈ V be ǫ-far from u. Let Bu′ = B(Net(u), R(Net(u), ǫ)) be the
ǫn closest points to Net(u), and let Tu′ be the shortest path tree rooted at Net(u) on Bu′ . The
following lemma gives the essential property of these trees that we will be using.
Lemma 2.49 If v is ǫ-far from u and w ∈ Bu′ , then dTu′ (Net(u), w) ≤ 4d(u, v).

Proof: Since w ∈ Bu′ , by definition d(Net(u), w) ≤ R(Net(u), ǫ). If Net(u) is the first net
point to cover u in the greedy density net construction algorithm then we know that R(Net(u), ǫ) ≤
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R(u, ǫ), and thus dTu′ (Net(u), w) ≤ R(Net(u), ǫ) ≤ R(u, ǫ) ≤ d(u, v) by the definition of ǫ-far.
Otherwise let u′ ∈ N be the first point in the greedy algorithm to cover u. Then not only is
d(u, Net(u)) ≤ 2R(u, ǫ), but also d(u, u′) ≤ 2R(u, ǫ). Since u′ is in N, by property (3) of
ǫ-density nets we know that u′ 6∈ Bǫ (Net(u)), and thus
d(Net(u), w) ≤ R(Net(u), ǫ) ≤ d(Net(u), u′)
≤ d(Net(u), u) + d(u′, u) ≤ 2d(u, v) + 2d(u, v) = 4d(u, v)
as claimed.
Since we are aiming for constant stretch, this lemma implies that we can play around for
a while inside Bu′ . Let h : V → [ǫn] be any balanced hash function, e.g. computing ID(v)
mod ǫn. Note that since h is balanced only O( 1ǫ ) nodes map onto a single value. For each
center u ∈ N assign each of the ǫn elements of Bu′ = Bǫ (u) a different color in [ǫn], and let the
color assigned to a node v be denoted by color(v). Each node receives at most one color since
Bǫ (x) ∩ Bǫ (y) = ∅ for all x, y ∈ N by property (3) of density nets. If a node v has color a then it
stores the label assigned to y by Theorem 2.42 (in the fixed-port model) for all y ∈ V such that
h(y) = a, which uses a total of at most o( 1ǫ log2 n) space.
Once we have found the label of the destination then we are done, since we can simply
have every node remember the routing table of Theorem 2.42 and pretend that we are in the
name dependent setting. Thus the problem is reduced to finding the node w ∈ Bu′ such that
color(w) = h(v). Unfortunately as previously mentioned doing name-independent compact
routing in trees is hard, but Lemma 2.49 tells us that we can get around this. In particular, stretch
is not the right measure: everything in Bu′ is close to u relative to v, so we can route on shortest
paths to a constant number of destinations in Bu′ before routing to w (and then to v). These other
destinations might be very far away from w relative to u or Net(u) and so would incur large
stretch, but since our end goal is not w but v this is acceptable.
Intuitively this is reminiscent of unweighted routing, since we do not care about the weights
of the edges in Tu′ as long as we are routing along shortest paths to only a constant number of
destinations. Indeed, we are able to use a result of Abraham, Gavoille, and Malkhi to do this:
Theorem 2.50 (Abraham, Gavoille, Malkhi [1]) Every unweighted rooted tree with n nodes
has a single-source name-independent routing scheme (in the designer port model) such that the
distance traveled between the root r and a destination v is at most d(r, v) + 2d(T ), where d(T )
is the depth of the tree. Moreover, only O(log4 n/(log log n)2 + log3 n/ log log n) bits are needed
per node and headers have size o(log2 n)
We cannot use this result as a black box since even though it makes a good guarantee about
distances it does not make the necessary guarantee about the number of intermediate nodes
routed to, so it could require routing directly to ω(1) intermediate nodes and thus incur too
much weighted distance. But an examination of the proof of Theorem 2.50 reveals that it does
in fact route to only one other intermediate node x, and routes along the shortest path from r to
x, then back up to r, and then directly from r to w. They use another hash function H which
maps the nodes of the tree onto a key space, and then assign these keys in a very careful manner
so that interval routing on the key space can be done efficiently. This lets them find the node that
owns H(w), which will then contain the necessary information for routing to w. One fact to note
about their theorem is that it uses the power of designer ports to rearrange the ports so that they
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are in order of the size of the subtree rooted at each child. Putting this all together, we get the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.51 Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph. Then for any 0 < ǫ < 1 there is a
name-independent designer-port routing scheme with ǫ-slack for G with routing tables of size
O( 1ǫ log2 n + log4 n), headers of size o(log2 n), and stretch 27.
Proof: Each node has to remember the routing tables of Theorem 2.42, the routing tables and
information for Theorem 2.50, and the name-dependent labels for up to 1ǫ other nodes. This totals
O( 1ǫ log n) + O(log4 n) + O( 1ǫ log2 n) = O( 1ǫ log2 n + log4 n) bits. The header contains at most
a header from Theorem 2.42 and a header from Theorem 2.50, using at most o(log2 n) bits.
Routing in this scheme will take place as follows. First, u will route up to Net(u). Then
using the scheme from Theorem 2.50 we route to the node which owns H(h(v)), where the
name of a node is now its color. Then at H(h(v)) we find out how to get to the node colored
h(v) in Bu′ , so we go there. Then at that node we find out the label from Theorem 2.42 for v, so
we route to Net(v) and then down to v. We can use Lemmas 2.49 and 2.10 to give a bound on
the distances to and from H(h(v)) and h(v), giving us
d′(u, v) ≤ d(u, Net(u)) + 2d(Net(u), H(h(v))) +
2d(Net(u), h(v)) + d(Net(u), Net(v)) + d(Net(v), v)
≤ 2d(u, v) + 8d(u, v) + 8d(u, v) + d(Net(u), u) + d(u, v) + d(v, Net(v)) + 3d(u, v)
≤ 18d(u, v) + 2d(u, v) + d(u, v) + 3d(u, v) + 3d(u, v) ≤ 27d(u, v)
as claimed.
We can create a slightly different tradeoff between space and stretch by making one easy
change: instead of having H(h(v)) remember how to get to h(v), we just have it remember all
of the name-dependent labels that h(v) is supposed to remember. One of the lemmas proved in
[1] about Theorem 2.50 is that each node remembers at most O(log n/ log log n) different hash
values, and at most O(log n) nodes hash to the same value. So the node that owns H(h(v))
might have to store the name-dependent labels originally stored by O(log2 n/ log log n) different
nodes, for a total extra space of O( 1ǫ log4 n/ log log n). The stretch is then reduced from 27 to 19,
since we don’t waste a trip from H(h(v)) to Net(u) to h(v). So we have as an easy corollary:
Corollary 2.52 Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph. Then for any 0 < ǫ < 1 there is a
name-independent designer-port routing scheme with ǫ-slack for G with routing tables of size
O( 1ǫ log4 n/ log log n + log4 n), headers of size o(log2 n), and stretch 19.
Fixed ports
Abraham, Gavoille, and Malkhi recently showed [5] that for every integer k ≥ 1 there is a graph
(in fact a star) such that any name-independent fixed-port routing scheme with stretch 2k − 1
requires Ω(n1/k ) space. They also proved a polynomial lower bound on the space when only
the average stretch is constant, which eliminates the possibility of good gracefully degrading
routing schemes in this model (since any such gracefully degrading scheme has constant average
stretch, following the proof of Corollary 2.48). We extend their basic argument to prove that
for any 0 < ǫ < 1/2 with ǫ constant, no ǫ-slack scheme exists with constant stretch and space
polynomial in 1ǫ and polylogarithmic in n.
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The proof from [5] uses a distributed Kolmogorov complexity argument, where they fix some
of the ports to a sequence with high Kolmogorov complexity and show that any routing scheme
that does not use Ω(n1/k ) space allows us to compute the sequence without using much space,
giving a contradiction. In particular, they fix a sequence L of size ⌊n/2⌋ with the property that
any subsequence or subset of L has large Kolmogorov complexity relative to its size, and then
create a star network where the first ⌊n/2⌋ nodes are at distance 1 from the root and are on ports
in L and the other ⌈n/2⌉ nodes are at distance k from the root. Let C be the set of nodes at
distance 1 from the root, and let F be the others. In order to reach the nodes in C from the root
with stretch at most 2k − 1, the routing scheme cannot route to any of the nodes in F . They then
just consider destinations in C and show that being forced to never leave C except to go to the
root forces the scheme to use polynomial space.
However, this is not true anymore when we allow constant slack. In particular, some of the
destinations in C will be ignored by the root and so the routes to those nodes could go out to
some nodes in F to get extra information. However, we can fix this by just considering the subset
of destinations that we do not ignore, which will still have large Kolmogorov complexity since it
has size at least a constant fraction of |C|. We also need the property that we can easily generate
the initial outgoing headers for this set, which we can maintain by slightly perturbing the first
(1 − ǫ)n points to have distance 1 + δ from the root for some small constant δ > 0. Then since
the root is forced to ignore the closest ǫn nodes it cannot ignore any of these nodes, and we easily
generate the outgoing headers since they are just all elements of {1, . . . , (1 − 2ǫ)n/2}. We omit
the details since they are just a rehashing of [5]; it is straightforward to modify the proof of the
lower bound in [5] using this new subset of C instead of all of C. This gives the following lower
bound.
Theorem 2.53 For each integer k ≥ 1 and constant 0 < ǫ < 1/2, there is a weighted n-node
star for which every name-independent fixed-port routing scheme with ǫ-slack and stretch 2k − 1
uses at least Ω(n1/k ) bits of memory at some node.

2.6 Approximation Algorithms for Spanner Problems
We now examine a slightly different topic: approximation algorithms for spanner problems. The
motivation for this is simple, and corresponds with the motivation for looking at slack problems
in the first place: the strong lower bounds are not realistic. Slack was one way around them,
but looking at per-instance guarantees rather than global guarantees is another way. The lower
bounds implied by Erdős’s girth conjecture are of the form “there exist a family of graphs for
which no good spanner exists”. But many graphs are not like this, so we instead turn our attention
to approximation algorithms, or per-instance guarantees, that are of the form “we can build a
spanner that is close to the size of the best spanner, whatever that happens to be”.
We will consider a few different spanner variants. In general, we are given a graph G =
(V, E) (possibly directed), a length function ℓ : E → R+ , and a weight function w : E → R+ .
The distance between any two vertices is defined to be the shortest path distance between them
according to ℓ. We will want to find a subgraph H of G of minimum total weight such that
the stretch between any two points is at most some parameter k (in this section we define a
spanner to be what was called a subgraph spanner in Section 2.3). This is obviously equivalent
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to finding a subgraph H such that the stretch of any edge in E is at most k. In the basic k-spanner
problem, the graph G is undirected and both the length and the weight functions are always equal
to 1, i.e. distances are the number of hops and the goal is to minimize the number of edges. In
the unit-length k-spanner problem the length function is always 1 and the weight function is
arbitrary, while in the unit-weight k-spanner problem the weight function is always 1 and the
length function is arbitrary (note that this is the version of spanners discussed in Section 2.3).
All of these versions can clearly be defined for both undirected and directed graphs.
The basic tool that we will use to design approximation algorithms is an LP relaxation of the
k-spanner problem. For each edge (x, y) ∈ E, let Px,y denote the set of paths in G from x to y
with stretch at most k (i.e. the sum of the lengths of edges in P is at most k × ℓ(u, v)). For each
edge e ∈ E we will have a variable xe , and for each path P ∈ Px,y we will have a variable fP .
This gives the following linear program:
min
s.t.

X

w(e)xe
e∈EX
fP ≤ xe ∀(x, y) ∈ E, e ∈ E

P ∈Px,y :e∈P

X

P ∈Px,y

fP ≥ 1

∀(x, y) ∈ E

xe ≥ 0
fP ≥ 0

(2.1)

∀e ∈ E
∀(x, y) ∈ E, P ∈ Px,y

This LP is obviously a valid relaxation of the k-spanner problems. To see this, suppose that
we are given a spanner H. Then for every edge (x, y) in the original graph there is a path in H
of stretch at most k, i.e. there is some path from Px,y in H. So we can set xe to 1 for all edges
e in H, and we will set fP to 1 if P is in H. Since H is a valid spanner all the constraints are
satisfied.
This LP has polynomial size for certain versions of the problem, for example the unit-length
version in which k is a constant. In general, it will have polynomial size whenever the number of
stretch k paths between two adjacent points is at most a constant, for example if k is a constant
and the ratio between the length of the maximum edge and the length of the minimum edge is
a constant. In these cases this LP can be solved in polynomial time using any polynomial time
linear programming algorithm. In some cases, though, this LP has exponential size, and it is not
obvious how to solve it in those cases. In fact, we will not solve the LP in these instances. We
will instead approximately solve the LP.
We do this by using a different LP that is an edge based formulation instead of a path based
formulation. We will again have a variable xe for every edge, but we will change the flow
(x,y)
variables from fP to f(u,v) , i.e. we will have a variable for every edge indicating how much
flow is going from one endpoint to the other for every commodity (in the undirected case this
will actually mean two variables per edge, one for each direction). The intuition behind this LP
is simple: the first constraint forces every flow to obey the edge capacities, the second, third,
and fourth constraints force a unit flow out of the source and into the sink (with flow conserved
everywhere else) for every commodity, and the fifth constraint forces the “length” of each flow
to have stretch at most k.
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min

X

w(e)xe

e∈E

s.t.

fe(x,y)
e
X ≤ x(u,v)
f(u,z) −
z:(u,z)∈E

X

(u,v)
f(z,v)

z:(z,v)∈E

X

(x,y)

v:(u,v)∈E

X

(u,v)∈E

−

f(u,v) −

X

(u,v)
f(z,u)

z:(z,u)∈E

X

z:(v,z)∈E

X

∀e ∈ E, (x, y) ∈ E
= 1 ∀(u, v) ∈ E

(u,v)

f(v,z) = 1 ∀(u, v) ∈ E

(2.2)

(x,y)

f(v,u) = 0 ∀(x, y) ∈ E, u 6= x, y

v:(v,u)∈E
(x,y)
ℓ((u, v))f(u,v) ≤ kℓ((x, y))

xe ≥ 0
(x,y)
f(u,v) ≥ 0

∀(x, y) ∈ E, (u, v) ∈ E
∀e ∈ E
∀(x, y) ∈ E, (u, v) ∈ E

This LP clearly has polynomial size, and is also a relaxation of the k-spanner problems. It is
a relaxation basically for the same reason that LP 2.1 is a valid relaxation: given a k-spanner H,
we will set xe to 1 for all edges in H, and for all edges (x, y) ∈ E we will route one unit of flow
from x to y through a path in Px,y that is also in H, at least one of which must exist since H is
a valid k-spanner. So we can solve this LP in polynomial size using any polynomial time linear
programming algorithm and get a fractional solution. We can change this into a solution with a
polynomial number of path-based flows rather than edge-based flows using standard techniques;
for example, for every commodity we can find an arbitrary path from the source to the sink on
which every edge has nonzero flow, assign the amount of flow on the bottleneck edge to that
path, and then remove that flow from the original. In each iteration some edge gets pushed to
have 0 flow, so this only runs a polynomial number of iterations so we end up with a path based
solution that has polynomial support.
However, this still might not be a valid solution to LP 2.1. This is because the only guarantee
we have on the path lengths is that for every edge (x, y) ∈ E, the sum of the lengths of the paths
times the flow on the path is at most kℓ((x, y)). More formally, let P ′ x,y be the set of all paths
between x and y, not just the paths with stretch at most k. Then P
after converting our solution for
LP 2.2 to a path-based solution we will have the property that P ∈P ′x,y ℓ(P )fP ≤ kℓ((u, v)),
where ℓ(P ) is defined to be the sum of the lengths of the edges in P . This is weaker than the
stretch condition of LP 2.1, since it just says that the average path used must have stretch at most
k, not that all paths used must have stretch at most k. On the other hand, if the average stretch
is at most k, then by Markov’s inequality we know that at least 1/2 of the flow is on paths with
ǫ
flow is on paths with stretch at
stretch at most 2k. More generally, we know that at least 1+ǫ
1+ǫ
most 1 + ǫ. So if we increase all x values by a factor of ǫ and remove the flow on all paths of
length more than (1 + ǫ)k, we will have a solution to LP 2.1 for the (1 + ǫ)k-spanner problem.
This naturally gives rise to bicriteria approximation algorithms, where we will give a (1 + ǫ)kspanner that has weight at most an α factor larger than the optimum k-spanner. We will call such
algorithms (1 + ǫ, α)-approximations. Slightly more formally, this analysis yields the following
theorem:
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Theorem 2.54 If there is an algorithm that is an α-approximation for the k-spanner problem
assuming it has a valid fraction solution for LP 2.1, then it can be modified to yield a polynomial
time (1 + ǫ, 1+ǫ
α)-approximation algorithm.
ǫ
In this section we will explore these relaxations by using them to design approximation algorithms and analyzing their integrality gaps.

2.6.1 Approximation Algorithm for Unit-Weight k-Spanner
In this section we design a Õ(n2/3 )-approximation algorithm for the unit-weight k-spanner problem (directed and undirected) as long as we can solve LP 2.1. If we cannot solve it we will give
a bicriteria approximation by applying Theorem 2.54. For the undirected unit-weight k-spanner
2
problem it is well known that there is always a k-spanner with at most n1+ k+1 edges, which is
2
obviously a n k+1 approximation since any spanner needs at least n−1 edges just to be connected.
So our new algorithm is not an improvement over this existing algorithm. For the directed version, though, the best known algorithm is a Õ(n1−1/k )-approximation due to Bhattacharyya et
al. [18] that works only for the basic directed k-spanner problem (unit lengths and weights). So
for k > 3 our algorithm is better for the basic directed problem, and to the best of our knowledge
it is the only known algorithm for the unit-weight directed k-spanner problem. For k = 3 there
is also a previous Õ(n2/3 )-approximation due to Elkin and Peleg [36] that does not use LP-based
techniques, but their algorithm and analysis are significantly more complicated than ours.
We begin by assuming a fractional solution (x, f ) for LP 2.1. For every (u, v) edge in E, let
Nu,v ⊆ V be the set of vertices that lie on a path of stretch at most k from u to v (i.e. the set of
vertices that are used by at least one path in Pu,v ). The following lemma bounds how small the
capacities in the solution can be relative to the size of these sets:
Lemma 2.55 For any (u, v) ∈ E there is a path P ∈ Pu,v with the property that every edge in e
1
has xe ≥ |Nu,v
|2
Proof: Suppose this is false for some (u, v). Let B ⊆ Nu,v × Nu,v be the set of edges with
xe < 1/|Nu,v |2 . Then every path P ∈ Pu,v goes through at least one edge in B, so these edges
form a cut between u and v relative to the paths in Pu,v . Since we have a valid LP solution, we
know that at least one unit of flow is sent from u to v using paths in Pu,v . This means that the
number of edges in B must be at least |Nu,v |2 . But this is a contradiction: every edge in B has

both endpoints in Nu,v , so there are at most |N 2u,v| < |Nu,v |2 of them.
So if |Nu,v | is small, Lemma 2.55 implies that there is some stretch k path with the property
that every edge is assigned a large capacity. This is good news for rounding, since it means that
we will not have to round the capacities up by very much. But what if |Nu,v | is large? Then there
are many nodes that are on stretch k paths, so we should be able to find such a path by picking
nodes randomly. This is formalized in the following lemma:
ln n
Lemma 2.56 If we sample at least 3n
vertices independently and uniformly at random, then
|Nu,v |
3
with probability at least 1 − 1/n at least one sampled vertex will be in Nu,v
Proof: The probability that no sampled vertex is in Nu,v is at most
 3n ln n

|Nu,v | |Nu,v |
≤ e−3 ln n = 1/n3
1−
n
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and thus the probability that at least one sampled vertex is in Nu,v is at least 1 − 1/n3
Our algorithm is quite simple, and is based on these two lemmas. We first do a threshold LP rounding: any edge e with xe ≥ 1/(3n ln n)2/3 is included in our spanner. We then
randomly sample (3n ln n)2/3 vertices, and for each sampled vertex v we built a shortest path
in-arborescence and a shortest path out-arborescence rooted at v (in the undirected case these
will simply be the same shortest path tree).
Theorem 2.57 This algorithm returns a valid spanner with probability at least 1 − 1/n, and if
it does return a valid spanner then it is a O((n ln n)2/3 )-approximation.
Proof: We first prove that it results in a valid spanner. Consider some edge (u, v) ∈ E.
If |Nu,v | ≤ (3n ln n)1/3 , then Lemma 2.55 implies that there is some stretch k path in which
every edge e has xe ≥ 1/(3n ln n)2/3 . So the threshold rounding step will add all of the edges
of this path to our spanner, so there will be a path from u to v in our spanner with length at
most kℓ((u, v)). On the other hand, if |Nu,v | > (3n ln n)1/3 then Lemma 2.56 implies that with
probability at least 1 − 1/n3 we will have sampled some vertex in Nu,v . Suppose we sample
x ∈ Nu,v . By the definition of Nu,v we know that x is on some path from u to v with stretch
at most k, and thus the length of the shortest path from u to x plus the length of the shortest
path from x to v is at most kℓ((u, v)). Since we included both a shortest path in-arborescence
and a shortest path out-arborescence rooted at x our spanner will include both of these shortest
paths, and thus will include a path from u to v with stretch at most k. Now we can take a union
bound over all such edges, and get that with probability at least 1 − 1/n every edge (u, v) with
|Nu,v | > (3n ln n)1/3 has at least one vertex from Nu,v in the sample set. So for any edge (u, v)
either the LP rounding or the random sampling will guarantee a valid path of stretch at most k,
and thus the graph we return is a valid spanner (with probability at least 1 − 1/n).
To prove that it is a O((n ln n)2/3 )-approximation we will show that each step costs at most
O((n ln n)2/3 )×OP T . This is obvious for the LP rounding step: every xe is increased by at most
a factor of O((n ln n)2/3 ) so the rounding costs at most O((n ln n)2/3 ) times the LP cost. Since
the LP is a valid relaxation, this implies that the rounding costs at most O((n ln n)2/3 ) × OP T .
To show that the second step does not add many edges, consider some sampled vertex x. Suppose
that in the original graph Rx nodes are reachable from x and Sx nodes have paths to x. Then
obviously any spanner must have size at least max{Rx − 1, Sx − 1} just to maintain connectivity
between nodes that should be connected. But adding a shortest path in-arborescence adds at most
Sx − 1 edges, and adding a shortest path out-arborescence adds at most Rx − 1 edges. So the
number of edges we added by sampling x is at most Sx − 1 + Rx − 1 ≤ 2 × OP T . Thus the total
cost for the second step is at most 2(3n ln n)2/3 × OP T
This gives a Õ(n2/3 ) approximation to the directed unit-weight k-spanner problem as long
as we can solve LP 2.1. If we cannot solve it, then combining Theorem 2.54 with Theorem 2.57
gives a bicriteria (1 + ǫ, 1+ǫ
O((n ln n)2/3 ))-approximation.
ǫ

2.6.2 Unit-length 2-Spanner
The unit-length 2-spanner problem is qualitatively and quantitatively different from k-spanner
with k > 2: it is known that it can be approximated to O(log n) and that this is tight (assuming
P 6= NP ). As part of our goal of understanding the spanner problem through LP relaxations,
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we show that LP 2.1 has integrality gap of O(log n), and that there exist instances of unit-length
2-spanner on which the integrality gap is also Ω(log n). In fact, these instances show large gap
even when weights are also unit, i.e. when we are actually in the basic 2-spanner problem. For
this section we will assume that we are in the undirected version, but the same techniques work
in the directed version as well.
Lower Bound
We first show that the integrality gap is Ω(log n) on certain instances. The intuition is that we
will apply the hardness reduction from set cover to 2-spanner to an instance of set cover that
has a large integrality gap. We first describe the generic reduction, then the particular set cover
instance that we apply it to.
Suppose we have a (unweighted) set cover instance with elements U and sets S, where |U| =
N and |S| = M. We create a graph G with vertex set U ∪ S ∪ {xi : i ∈ [k]}, where k = M 2 .
In other words, there is a vertex for every element, a vertex for every set, and k new vertices
x1 , . . . , xk . Clearly the number of vertices is polynomial in the size of the set cover instance (it
is in fact n = M 2 + M + N). There is an edge from every xi to every set node and to every
element node, an edge between every two set nodes, and an edge between a set node S ∈ S and
every e ∈ U : e ∈ S. More formally, the edge set is {{xi , S} : i ∈ [k], S ∈ S} ∪ {{xi , e} : i ∈
[k], e ∈ U} ∪ {{S, S ′} : S, S ′ ∈ S} ∪ {{S, e} : s ∈ S, e ∈ U, e ∈ S}.
The set cover instance that we use has element set Fq2 \ {~0}, so there are 2q − 1 elements.
There is a set Sα for every α ∈ Fq2 (so there are 2q sets), where Sα = {e ∈ Fq2 \ {~0} : α · e = 1}.
We are using the normal notion of dot product over Fq2 here, i.e. α · e = α1 e1 + · · · + αq eq (mod
2). It is easy to see that every element is in exactly half of the sets. This large amount of overlap
intuitively allows the linear program to “cheat”.
To see that the LP has a small solution, we will set the capacity of the edges between set
vertices to 1, the edges between set vertices and element vertices to 1, and the edges between xi
vertices and element vertices to 0. We will also set the capacity of edges between xi vertices and
set vertices to 2/M. Obviously this solution has cost at most kM M2 + M 2 + MN = O(M 2 ) =
O(n), so it remains to show that it is a feasible solution. To show this, for every edge in the
original graph we need to find a way to route at least one unit of flow subject to our capacities
from one endpoint to the other along paths of length at most 2. This is trivial for every edge that
we set to have capacity 1, so we just need to worry about edges incident on xi nodes. For edges
of the form {xi , S} with S ∈ S, we can send 1/M flow on every edge from xi to S (including
the edge from xi to S, and then flow that was set to sets S ′ 6= S can be forwarded along the
{S ′, S} edge. For edges of the form {xi , e} with e ∈ U, we can send 2/M flow from xi to every
set that contains e. Since exactly half of the sets contain e this adds up to a total flow of 1. This
flow can then be forwarded directly to e, since there is an edge of capacity 1 between e and every
set containing e. Thus this if a feasible solution to the flow LP of cost O(n).
Now we want to show than any integral solution has cost at least Ω(n log n). Consider some
arbitrary integral solution (i.e. a setting of 0/1 capacities to every edge such that one unit of flow
can be sent between the endpoints of any original edge using paths of length at most 2). Consider
an edge {xi , e} with e ∈ U. Either this edge has capacity 1, or there is some S ∈ S with e ∈ S
such that the edges {xi , S} and {S, e} both have capacity 1. This is because the only paths of
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length at most 2 between xi and e are paths of this form and the one direct edge. Since this is true
for every e, the vertices adjacent to xi must form a valid set cover of this original instance (where
an edge directly to an element e is equivalent to adding the set {e}). Thus the degree of any xi
node must be at least the size of the smallest valid set cover. For our set cover instance, it is easy
to see that the size of the smallest cover is at least q. To see this, suppose otherwise, i.e. assume
there is some collection of sets Sα1 , . . . , Sαq−1 that covers the elements. Then ∩q−1
i=1 Sαi = ∅, so
q−1
q
∩i=1 {e ∈ F2 : αi · e = 0} = {~0}. But this is a contradiction, since the intersection of q − 1
hyperplanes in the q-dimensional vector space over F2 cannot be just a single point (that would
require at least q hyperplanes). So any valid set cover has size at least q ≥ log N.
So now we know that any integral solution to the flow LP has cost at least kq ≥ M 2 log N =
Ω(n log n), thus proving that the integrality gap of the flow LP is at least Ω(log n).
Upper Bound
To see that the LP has an integrality gap of O(log n) we will essentially do the reverse and
reduce 2-spanner to set cover. First, some notation: for each vertex v ∈ V , let N(v) ⊆ V be
the set of neighbors of v in G. For each v ∈ V and U ⊆ N(v), let SvU = {{v, u} ∈ E : u ∈
U} ∪ {{w, z} ∈ E : w, z ∈ U}, i.e. SvU consists of edges in which both endpoints are contained
in U or one endpoint is v and the other is in U. The intuition is that if we include all edges from
v to nodes in U in our spanner, then SvU are the edges that are now stretched by at most 2.
This leads to the obvious set cover formulation: P
the elements are edges in E, the sets are
U
U
{Sv }v∈V,U ⊆N (v) , and the cost of a set Sv is c(v, U) = u∈U w({u, v}) (i.e. the cost of adding all
the edges between v and U to the spanner). As a side note, the existing O(log n)-approximation
algorithms for 2-spanner [60, 62] are basically just the basic greedy algorithm for this set cover
instance, although they don’t phrase it that way. The only difference is that in their algorithms
the cost of a set changes throughout the algorithm, since if an edge has already been included
then it’s cost should not be factored into the cost of any set.
This set cover formulation leads to the obvious related IP and LP relaxation:
X X
min
c(v, U)yvU
s.t.

v∈V U ⊆N (v)
X
X

v∈V U ⊆N (v):e∈SvU

yvU ≥ 1 ∀e ∈ E

(2.3)

Since this is a set cover LP, we know that it has integrality gap of O(log n) (note that
this is irrespective of whether or not it is an exact formulation of 2-spanner). Let LPf low and
IPf low denote the optimum fractional and integer values respectively LP 2.1, and let LPSC and
IPSC denote the optimum fractional and integer values of this second LP. We want to show that
IPf low ≤ O(log n)LPf low , and we know that IPSC ≤ O(log n)LPSC . So to finish off we will
show that IPf low ≤ O(IPSC ) and that LPSC ≤ O(LPf low ).
Lemma 2.58 IPf low ≤ IPSC

Proof: Since these are the optimum values of minimization problems, in order to show this we
just need to show how to transform any integer set cover solution into an integer flow solution of
no larger cost. Let y be a solution to the set cover IP. To build a flow solution, set x{u,v} = 1 if
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there is some U ⊆ N(v) such that u ∈ U and yvU = 1 or if there is some U ⊆ N(u) such that
v ∈ U and yuU = 1. We first claim that the cost of this flow solution has not gone up, which is
easy to see since any edge for which we set xe = 1 (and thus cost us w(e)) contributes w(e) to the
cost of at least one set SvU with yvU = 1. Now we claim that this is a feasible integer flow solution,
which means that we need to find a way to route every edge in E along a path of length at most 2
using only edges with xe = 1. Let {u, v} ∈ E be an arbitrary edge. Since it is covered by the set
cover solution, there is some v and U ⊆ N(v) with yvU = 1 and {u, v} ∈ SvU . This means that
there is either a length 1 path or a length 2 path (through v) between u and v consisting of edges
that were set to have xe = 1, and thus we can route a feasible flow.
Lemma 2.59 LPSC ≤ O(LPf low )
Proof: To prove this lemma we show how to convert a fractional flow into a fractional set cover
that costs at most 8 times as much. Let x, f be a solution to LP 2.1. The cost of this solution is
P
e∈E w(e)xe . We first increase all
P x and f′ valuesPup to the next power of 2, giving us a new
′
′
feasible flow solution x , f with e w(e)xe ≤ 2 e w(e)xe . For all v ∈ V and i ∈ Z≥0 , let
U(v, i) = {u ∈ N(v) : x′{u,v} ≥ 1/2i}. Now to create a fractional set cover we will just set
U (v,i)

= 1/2i for all v ∈ V and nonnegative integers i.
We first claim that this is a feasible fractional set cover. To see this, consider some edge
{u, v} ∈ E. In the fractional flow solution x′ , f ′ at least one unit of flow is sent on paths of
length at most 2 between u and v. So some amount of flow is sent directly along edge {u, v},
some is sent from u to some intermediate vertex z1 and then to v, some through intermediate
vertex z2 , etc. The flow sent along the path u − zk − v is at most min{x′{u,zk } , x′{v,zk } }. Suppose

yv

U (v,i)

this value is 1/2i. Then note that both u and v are in U(zk , i), so the variable yv
fractionally
i
covers the edge {u, v} by 1/2 . So any path carrying flow in the flow solution has a corresponding
set that covers to the same amount.
Slightly more formally, for any three vertices z, u, v ∈ V with u, v ∈ N(z), let I(z, u, v) =
log max{ x′ 1 , x′ 1 }. Note that the maximum flow sent between u and v via z is at most
{u,z}

{v,z}

1/2I(z,u,v). Then
X

X

z∈V U ⊆N (z):{u,v}∈SzU

U (u,log(1/x′{u,v} ))

yzS ≥ yu
≥

x′{u,v}

≥

X

P ∈Pu,v

+

x′{u,v}

U (v,log(1/x′{u,v} ))

+ yv

+

X

+

X

yzU (z,I(z,u,v))

z∈V :u,v∈N (z)

1/2

I(z,u,v)

z∈V :u,v∈N (z)

fP′ ≥ 1

and thus edge {x, y} is covered, so the y values we set do indeed form a feasible fractional set
cover.
Now we need to argue that the cost of this fractional set cover is close to the cost of the
P
U (v,i)
fractional flow. Note that by setting yv
to 1/2i we have incurred cost u∈U (v,i) c{u,v} /2i . So
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the total cost of our fractional set cover is
XX
XX X
c(v, U(v, i))yvU (v,i) =
w({u, v})/2i
v∈V

i

v∈V

=

v∈V

≤

i

XX
i

u∈U (v,i)

v∈V u∈N (v)

X

w({u, v})/2i

u∈N (v):x′{u,v} ≥1/2i

X X

=4

X

2w({u, v})x′{u,v}

w(e)x′e

e∈E

≤8

X

w(e)xe

e

Thus the cost of our partial set cover is at most 8 times the cost of the original flow solution,
so LPSC ≤ O(LPf low ) as claimed.
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Chapter 3
Wireless Network Capacity and Scheduling
In this chapter we switch our attention to wireless networks, which have their own unique characteristics including broadcast rather than point-to-point communication, the ability of multiple
transmissions to use the same channel, and somewhat more complex requirements for a transmission to be “successful”. Because of these differences, there are various different models of
wireless communications, all of which are different than the standard models of wired communications. One fundamental problem in which the specifics of the model make a large difference
(and which demonstrates how different the wireless settting is from the wired setting) is the problem of network capacity or one-shot scheduling. In this problem we are given a wireless network
and a collection of transmission requests and simply want to maximize the number of simultaneous successful transmissions. Obviously when considering this question the major modeling
issue is how we model interference, or equivalently how we determine what sets of transmitters
can successfully simultaneously transmit. In this thesis we will consider two basic models: the
protocol model and the physical model (although most of the results will be in the more interesting physical model).
In the protocol model there is some interference graph on the desired transmissions, and a
transmission is successful if and only if none of the neighbors of the transmission in this graph
also chose to transmit. It is obvious from this definition that maximizing network capacity is the
same problem as finding a maximum independent set in the interference graph, which is a famous
and well-studied problem in its own right. In the context of this problem, further assumptions
are usually made about the structure of the interference graph, since physical constraints make it
unlikely that this graph is totally arbitrary. One typical assumption is that it is a unit disk graph
(UDG), which basically means that transmitters interfere if they are too close to each other. But
even in this setting finding the maximum independent set is NP-hard [23], although there are
simple polynomial time approximation schemes [38, 52, 69]. There has also been a considerable
line of work on weakening this assumption or on variants of it, including the Tx model of [90]
and the growth-bounded model of [76] and [63].
In the physical model, on the other hand, we do not assume the existence of an interference
graph. Instead we let every transmitter choose a power to broadcast at, give a rule for how that
power fades with distance, and say that a transmission is successful if and only if the received
signal divided by the sum of the interference and background noise is at least some threshold.
This model is significantly more complicated than the protocol model, for a variety of reasons. In
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the protocol model the success of a transmission depends only on the OR of its neighbors; if any
of its neighbors transmit then it fails, no matter whether one or 10 transmitted, and any number
of transmitters outside of its neighborhood can transmit without affecting its success. But in the
physical model interference accumulates and spreads out to infinity, so not only is the decision
function more complicated than an OR of neighbors it actually depends on every transmitter in
the entire network. While not all of the assumptions in the physical model are absolutely true, it
is commonly thought to be a more accurate model of reality than the protocol model.
Furthermore, there is a difference between centralized and distributed algorithms. While
studying the fundamental computational problem is interesting, in many (perhaps most) real
world situations there is no central authority to run the algorithm and tell all of the transmitters
what to do. Ideally each transmitter would make its own decisions about whether to broadcast
(and in the physical model, how much power to use). In the protocol model, since we have an
interference graph we can simply abstract out to the graph and run a normal distributed protocol
on this graph, and indeed this problem is usually classified under “distributed maximum independent set”. In the physical model, however, there is no underlying communication or interference
graph so coordination is more complicated. And even in the protocol model, using standard
models for distributed algorithms are problematic: do transmitters really know their neighbors?
Can they send different messages to different transmitters? Can a transmitter receive multiple
messages at the same time?
In this thesis we try to work in a more general model that assumes less about inter-node communication. We consider arbitrary networks in both the physical and protocol models, where
every transmitter knows only what happens to its transmissions. We do not even assume that
neighbors in the protocol model can communicate (although our assumption about reception
knowledge is equivalent to every node knowing whether or not at least one of its neighbors attempted to transmit), and in fact we design algorithms assuming that they cannot. We show that
even in this extremely general model, there are simple algorithms that can guarantee that the average number of successful transmissions is a good approximation to the optimal solution. While
distributed approximation algorithms for maximum independent set are well studied (e.g. [76]),
this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first result that does not include communication among
nodes, just information about the result of a transmission. This is also the first decentralized algorithm with provable approximation guarantees in the physical model, which is perhaps a more
interesting result as until recently we did not even know of a good centralized algorithm in this
model [9, 44, 45].
Moreover, the inspiration and techniques we use come not from the distributed computing
literature, but instead from the algorithmic game theory and learning theory literature. In particular, we study a notion that generalizes the well-known price of anarchy: the price of total
anarchy, originally defined by [19] as a way of weakening the rationality assumption behind the
price of anarchy. But by definition there are algorithms that do almost as well as the price of total
anarchy, unlike the price of anarchy. So by proving that the price of total anarchy is small we
have actually proved that if every transmitter runs a so-called no-regret algorithm then the average performance will be good. This is a powerful tool when designing distributed algorithms
since it allows the algorithm designer to prove approximation guarantees for distributed algorithms simply by proving no-regret for a centralized algorithm. We hope that this technique for
designing distributed algorithms will prove useful for other problems, and believe that maximiz44

ing network capacity is simply one of a number of problems in which the price of total anarchy
can be bounded.
We will begin by proving that maximizing wireless network capacity is NP-hard in the physical model. We call this the M AX -C ONNECTIONS problem. We will then describe two relatively
simple approximation algorithms. Since in reality we want distributed protocols and algorithms
in wireless networks, we then prove a bound on the price of anarchy of a natural game. Finally,
we will extend the analysis used to prove the price of anarchy to give a distributed algorithm
based on no-regret algorithms and the price of total anarchy which works in both the protocol
and the physical models.

3.1 Wireless Models
In the protocol model every transmitter can either transmit or not transmit, and a particular transmitter is successful if and only if it chooses to transmit and none of the neighbors of its connection
in the interference graph choose to transmit. We will briefly consider general graphs, but will
spend most of our time on locally growth-bounded graphs, which are a generalization of the
growth-bounded graphs of [63]:
Definition 3.1 A graph G = (V, E) is locally growth-bounded if there is some constant k such
that for every node v ∈ V the size of a maximum independent set in N(v) ∪ {v} is at most k,
where N(v) denotes the set of neighbors of v in G.
We note that, as pointed out by [76], growth-bounded graphs generalize unit disk graphs,
quasi-unit disk graphs, unit ball graphs, and other popular generalizations of UDGs, and therefore
locally growth-bounded graphs also generalize these models.
For the physical model we consider a set of n connections in the plane, where each connection
has a transmitter ti and a receiver ri . For two points u and v in the plane, let d(u, v) be the normal
Euclidean distance between them. Suppose that u is broadcasting with power p. Following the
model from [75] and [9], the signal strength at v is Pr (u, v) = p · min{(d0 /d(u, v))α, 1}, where
α and d0 are some parameters that we assume are constants. We will also make the standard
assumption that α > 2 (this assumption was used in [9, 44, 45], among others). Note that this
model allows nodes to be arbitrarily close together, and just caps the received power by what
happens at distance d0 . This model generalizes the model from much of the previous work in
which d0 = 1 and all distances are at least 1 [44, 67, 68].
A transmission from tu to ru is successful if the ratio of the received signal strength to the
interference is at least some threshold τ ; that is, if
Pr (tu , ru )
≥τ
v6=u Pr (tv , ru )

P

We will sometimes call this an SINR constraint.
For ease of presentation, we will assume throughout this paper that the maximum power of a
transmitter is 1. All of our results hold for an arbitrary maximum power. We will sometime make
the simplifying assumption that there is no background noise, i.e. the only causes of interference
at a receiver are the signals of other transmitters. Most of our results still hold with nonzero
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Figure 3.1: The graph that forms the basis of our NP-hardness reduction.
background noise as long as we are guaranteed that every transmitter-receiver pair is at a distance
bounded away from their absolute physical limit that is, there is some constant δ > 0 such that
1 1/α
) where W is the background noise. We will let dmax = maxi d(ti , ri )
d(ti , ri) ≤ (1 − δ)( τ W
be the maximum distance between any transmitter-receiver pair.

3.2 NP-hardness
In this section we show that the M AX -C ONNECTIONS problem in arbitrary networks under the
physical model is NP-hard. Our reduction follows the basic strategy of the NP-hardness reduction
for Maximum Independent Set (MIS) in unit disk graphs. However, the reduction is somewhat
more complicated since we have to deal with the fact that interference comes from arbitrary
distances. The reduction starts from the NP-hardness of MIS in planar cubic graphs. Specifically
it is known (see e.g. [23]) that MIS is NP-hard in graphs where all nodes are on the edges of
a grid with squares of size M, edges are of size 1, all nodes have degree at most 3 and each
degree 3 node is incident to linear arrays of size at least M/4 (see Figure 3.1). Note that any
maximum independent set will include at most every other node along an edge of the grid. The
proof becomes somewhat complex since we need to show that all power levels will lead to an
infeasible solution for any non-independent set.
We now describe a gadget that will be used in the eventual hardness proof. The purpose
of the gadget is to represent a degree-3 node in our grid. We consider three linear arrays of
nodes. (See Figure 3.2.) Each node serves as both the transmitter and receiver for a single connection. The first linear array is at positions (0, 1.2), (0, 2.2), (0, 3.2), . . .. The second
linear array is at positions (1.2, 0), (2.2, 0), (3.2, 0), . . .. The third linear array is at positions
(0, −1.2), (0, −2.2), (0, −3.2), . . .. Lastly we have a single node at (0, 0). We let the path-loss
exponent α = 2.05, the signal-to-noise ratio threshold τ = 1.00001 and the maximum power
pmax = 1. We also suppose that each linear array has a at least ℓ nodes for some parameter ℓ.
The first result about this gadget follows directly from the chosen value of τ .
Lemma 3.2 There is no feasible solution that contains adjacent nodes from one of the linear
arrays.
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1.2
1

Figure 3.2: The gadget.
Proof: Consider two adjacent nodes from a linear array. The distance between them equals 1.
Consider the transmission with the smallest power. The SINR for that transmission will be at
most 1. Hence the SINR constraint is not satisfied.
Hence it remains to see what configurations are feasible that only use alternating members of
a linear array. The following facts can be verified numerically.
Lemma 3.3 The following configurations are feasible for arbitrarily large ℓ, even when there is
a background noise level of ε = 0.01.
• (0, 0), (0, 2.2), (0, 4.2), . . . , (2.2, 0), (4.2, 0), . . . , (0, −2.2), (0, −4.2), . . . (See Figure 3.3
(left).)
• (0, 1.2), (0, 3.2), . . . (1.2, 0), (3.2, 0), . . . , (0, −1.2), (0, −3.2), . . .. (See Figure 3.3 (right).)
For sufficiently large ℓ the following configurations are not feasible, even if there is no background noise level.
• (0, 0), (0, 1.2), (0, 3.2), . . . , (2.2, 0), (4.2, 0), . . . , (0, −2.2), (0, −4.2), . . . (See Figure 3.4
(left).)
• (0, 0), (0, 2.2), (0, 4.2), . . . , (1.2, 0), (3.2, 0), . . . , (0, −2.2), (0, −4.2), . . . (See Figure 3.4
(middle).)
• (0, 0), (0, 2.2), (0, 4.2), . . . , (2.2, 0), (4.2, 0), . . . , (0, −1.2), (0, −3.2), . . . (See Figure 3.4
(right).)
It is easy to see that by making M sufficiently large we can guarantee that for any node a the
interference caused to a by nodes at distance at least M/4 from a is at most ε. Note that M will
depend only on ε. It is also easy to see from Lemma 3.3 that in a single linear array it is feasible
for every other node to transmit at pmax = 1 even with background noise of 0.01.
We can use the above gadget to show NP-hardness in the following manner. First we can
make sure that in the grid example where MIS is hard every node on the corners of the grid have
degree 3 and every other node has degree 1 or 2. (See Figure 3.1.) We then place a copy of the
gadget around every degree-3 node so that the linear arrays correspond to degree 1 or 2 nodes.
For the first direction of the reduction we would like to show that for any MIS in the original
graph, the corresponding nodes can transmit in our wireless instance. This is easy to see by
using Lemma 3.3, since close to the center of each gadget we know that the interference from
outside the gadget is at most ε, so it is still feasible. The only non-obvious case is when two
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Figure 3.3: The feasible configurations.

Figure 3.4: The infeasible configurations.
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gadgets meet at the center of a chain, but this is clearly still feasible since at the center of the
chain everything within distance M/4 is just part of the chain, so is still feasible by broadcasting
at power 1 (which is consistent with the feasible gadget solution).
Now we need to show that any maximum feasible solution forms an independent set in the
original graph. An important observation is that we can without loss of generality assume that in
any maximum feasible solution every other node in a linear array is transmitting. If not, then we
could always add to the number of nodes transmitting in the linear array by turning off one of the
degree 3 nodes. We can repeat this process until every linear array has half its nodes transmitting.
Lemma 3.3 then implies that we cannot have a degree 3 node transmitting together with one of
its neighbors, and Lemma 3.2 implies that no other adjacent nodes are transmitting. This any
maximum feasible set also forms an independent set, completing the reduction.

3.3 Approximation algorithms
Due to the NP-hardness of our problem we now turn our attention to approximation algorithms.
Ideally we would like to adapt one of the polynomial time approximation schemes (that give a
(1 + ε)-approximation for any ε) for MIS on UDGs to the physical model. Unfortunately we are
unable to do that, mainly because the analyses of these algorithms make critical use of the fact
that two transmissions only interfere if the transmitters are close to each other. However, in the
physical model interference can occur at arbitrary distances which makes it difficult to directly
adapt these algorithms. However, in this section we show that if dmax is constant then we can
obtain constant approximation algorithms in polynomial time. More generally, we present an
O(log dmax )-approximation that runs in polynomial time, and for the case in which the back2
ground noise W = 0 we give an O(1)-approximation that runs in time O(ndmax ).
Before we present these algorithms we start with a density lemma that we shall use both for
these results and for our game-theoretic results in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. This lemma states that
any feasible solution can only have a limited number of receivers in any fixed area.
Lemma 3.4 Consider a square S with side-length d0 . In any feasible solution the maximum
number of connections with a receiver in square S is 3α /τ .
Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that the background noise is 0. Having a non-zero
background noise can only reduce the number of connections that can be supported.
Suppose that all nodes in the feasible solution transmit at a power such that the received
signal is a constant p̄, i.e. pi min{1, (d0/d(ti , ri ))α } = p̄. Let i and i′ be two connections such
that both ri and ri′ lie in S.
The interference caused by connection i at receiver ri′ is at least pi ·min{1, (d0/d(ti , ri′ ))α } ≥
pi min{1, (d0/(d(ri , ri′ )+d(ti, ri )))α }. By the geometry of the square S we know that d(ri , ri′ ) ≤
2d0, which implies that pi min{1, (d0/(d(ri , ri′ ) + d(ti, ri)))α } ≥ 31α pi min{1, (d0 /d(ti, ri ))α } ≥
p̄
. Since the actual signal received signal strength of a connection is p̄, if there are more than
3α
3α /τ such connections the interference experienced by all of them would be enough to prevent
the SINR constraint being satisfied for all connections.
We now remove the condition that the received powers for every connection are the same.
However, in this case the SINR value for some connection must be worse than it was when the
received signal powers were the same. This implies that if there are more than 3α /τ connections,
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Figure 3.5: We form our solution using 1 out of every k 2 squares. Here k = 3.
then for any set of transmission powers there will be some connection whose SINR constraint is
not satisfied.
Corollary 3.5 Suppose now that square S has side-length d. In any feasible solution the maximum number of connections with a receiver in square S is 3α d2 /τ (d0 )2 .
Proof: Divide square S up into subsquares of size d0 and then apply Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.6 Now consider a ball B of radius d. In any feasible solution the maximum number
of connections with a receiver in ball B is 3α · 4d2/τ (d0 )2 .
Proof: Follows immediately from the fact that any circle with radius d is contained in a square
with side-length 2d.
The following extension of Lemma 3.4 will also be useful.
Lemma 3.7 Consider a square S with side-length d. In any feasible solution the maximum
number of connections such that d(ti , ri ) ≥ d and ri is in square S is 3α /τ .
Proof: The analysis is almost identical to that of Lemma 3.4 once we note that in this case
d(ri, ri′ ) ≤ 2d ≤ 2d(ti, ri ) for all i, i′ .
In the next two theorems we present our approximation algorithms for the M AX -C ONNECTIONS
problem in the SINR model.
Theorem 3.8 There exists a polynomial time algorithm that always finds a solution to M AX C ONNECTIONS that is within a factor O(log dmax ) of optimal.
Proof: We divide all connections into classes based on distance. Class Fj contains all connections i such that dmax /2j−1 ≥ d(ti , ri ) ≥ dmax /2j . Note that in the optimal solution there must
exist a j such that Fj contains O PT / log dmax connections. In the following we will consider each
j in turn and obtain a constant approximation for the connections in Fj only. We focus on a j for
which dmax /2j ≥ dmin. The connections for which dti ,ri = 0 can be handled similarly.
We now divide the problem into squares of side dmax /2j . (See Figure 3.5.) We refer to these
squares as j-squares. From each j-square S, if there is at least one receiver in S then we choose
one arbitrarily, and restrict ourselves to the problem on these connections. Note that Lemma 3.7
implies that each j-square only contains at most 3α /τ receivers from the optimal solution on Fj ,
so as long as we can support at least a constant fraction of our chosen connections we are still
within a constant of the optimal solution on Fj .
We now restrict our attention to 1 out of every k 2 j-squares in an evenly spaced pattern for
some parameter k, i.e. squares located at the same coordinates mod k. (See Figure 3.5). We can
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partition the plane into k 2 such sets of squares. We show that in each set we can support one
connection in each square, so by taking the best set we are only losing another k 2 factor.
Consider some j-square S, and consider the set I of j-squares in the same pattern set that
are offset from S by exactly ik in one coordinate and at most ik in the other coordinate (i.e.
the set of j-squares that are on the border of the ℓ∞ ball of radius ik around S). Since the ℓ∞
distance is at most the normal ℓ2 distance, it is not hard to verify that the maximum interference
caused by the connection in I to the connection in S is at most pmax (d0 2j /(ik − 3)dmax )α ≤
pmax (d0 2j /(i(k − 3))dmax )α . It is also easy to see that there are at most 8i squares in I. This
implies that the total interference suffered by the connection in S is at most

α
α

∞
X
d 0 2j
d 0 2j
= 8pmax
ζ(α − 1)
8ipmax
(i(k − 3))dmax
(k − 3)dmax
i=1
where ζ(α − 1) is the Riemann zeta function, which is constant for constant α > 2.
The connection in S can use power pmax , so if W = 0 then the connection in S can be
supported as long as
pmax /(dmax /2j−1)
α

≥ τ.
d0 2j
ζ(α
−
1)
8pmax (k−3)d
max

And thus by the same argument, so can all of the rest of the connections in I. So it suffices to
choose k such that (k − 3)α ≥ 8d0 2α ζ(α − 1), and thus k is some constant. If W 6= 0 then we
have to increase k by a constant factor depending only on δ (recall that delta is a measure of how
far dmax is from the physical limit). The approximation factor that we lose for class Fj due to all
α
the connections that have been removed is 3τ k 2 which is a constant for fixed α and τ . As already
mentioned, our overall approximation ratio is therefore O(log dmax ).
If there is no background noise we can obtain another algorithm whose approximation ratio
has a better dependence on dmax at the expense of a worse dependence in the running time. The
algorithm is extremely similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8 except for using squares of size dmax ,
scaling so total power from a square is pmax , and dropping half of the connections in each square.
Theorem 3.9 For the case with no background noise (i.e. W = 0) we can find an O(1) approxi2
mate solution in time nO((dmax /d0 ) ) .
Proof: We divide the plane into squares of size dmax . Consider one such square S. We then
divide this square into subsquares of size d0 . By Lemma 3.4, the number of connections that have
a receiver in a square of size d0 in any feasible solution is at most 3α /τ . Therefore the number of
connections that have a receiver in square S in any feasible solution is (dmax /d0)2 3α /τ . Hence
2 α
we can find the optimum solution for connections with a receiver in S in time 2(dmax /d0 ) 3 /τ by
trying all possible subsets.
We now note that any connection with a receiver in S must have both its transmitter and
receiver in a box of side 3dmax that surrounds S. We call this box S̄. What we now do is make
the transmission power uniform across the network by scaling all the transmission powers so that
the total power emanating from the square S̄ is 1.
We now let k be a number such that
∞
∞
X
X
1
1
<
.
α
α
(k(u
+
v)d
(6d
max ))
max )
u=−∞∧u6=0 v=−∞∧u6=0
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If we now divide the plane into squares of side 3dmax (of which S̄ is one such square), we can
now say that if we consider sets of squares in which we include one out of every kth square
in the horizontal direction and one out of every kth square in the vertical direction, and limit
the total transmission power to 1 in each such transmission, the total interference experienced
1
at any receiver in S̄ is at most (6dmax
. Then we consider what happens if we remove half
)α
of the transmissions from the optimal set that have a receiver in S. If we remove the half of
the transmissions with the maximum transmission power, the reduction in interference from
1
the remaining transmissions is at least (6dmax
. Hence the increase in interference from the
)α
additional squares is compensated for by the reduction in interference due to connections with
receivers in S.
It remains to argue that if we pick the 3dmax squares with some modulus with respect to
k that is a parameter, then for some choice of this parameter the maximum feasible solution
with receivers in these squares must be at least a 1/k 2 fraction of the global maximum feasible
solution. Hence our final approximation ratio is 1/2k 2 .

3.4 Game Theory
As discussed, the approximation algorithms described previously are centralized. We would
also like to examine highly distributed algorithms that allow each transmitter to make its own
decision based on limited local information. One extreme version of this is the setting in which
transmitters are not allowed to exchange any information between themselves, and instead must
make a decision on broadcast power based only on knowledge of the signal and noise at their
receivers (we assume that receivers periodically provide this information to their transmitters).
A natural way of viewing this setting is as a game where the transmitters are the players and the
pure strategies are power settings. In this section we will define such a game and show that every
Nash equilibrium in this game results in an expected number of successful transmissions that is
close to optimal if there is no background noise.
For simplicity of notation we will without loss of generality rescale powers and W so that
pmax = 1. The game that the transmitters will be playing is simple. Each transmitter is a player,
whose pure strategies are the reals in [0, 1], with a nonzero value representing broadcasting at
that power and 0 representing not broadcasting. So a mixed strategy is a probability distribution
over [0, 1]. A transmitter gets payoff 0 if it does not broadcast (i.e. has power 0), payoff 1 if
it broadcasts and its receiver has signal to noise ratio at least τ , and −1 if it broadcasts but its
receiver has SINR less that τ . We note that it is easy to see that the same game without the −1
penalty can have bad Nash equilibria (in particular, everyone broadcasting). We first discuss pure
Nash equilibria in this game, and then examine the more general mixed Nash case.

3.4.1 Pure Nash Equilibria
A pure Nash equilibrium is a very natural solution concept, since it would guarantee that everyone broadcasting is doing so successfully while no one not broadcasting could succeed even if
they went at maximum power. Unfortunately a simple example shows that pure Nash equilibria
do not always exist in our game.
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Figure 3.6: No pure Nash exists

The bad example is as follows, and is given in Figure 3.6. There are three transmitters t1 , t2 , t3
in an equilateral triangle with side length 2d for some arbitrary d ≫ d0 . The receiver for t1 (i.e.
r1 ) is located halfway between t1 and t2 (so at distance d from each). Similarly, r2 is located
halfway between t2 and t3 and r3 is located halfway between t3 and t1 . We will set τ = 2 and
α = 2.5, and will assume no background noise so W = 0.
We first claim that |OP T | = 1. To see this, suppose that there are at least two successful
broadcasts. Without loss of generality we will assume that connections 1 and 2 are successful,
and are broadcasting at powers p1 and p2 respectively. Then since connection 1 is successful
we know that (p1 /dα )/(p2 /dα ) ≥ 2, and thus that√p1 ≥ 2p2 . Now we note by simple geometry that the√distance from t1 to r2 is exactly d 3, so the SINR of connection 2 at r2 is
(p2 /dα )/(p1 /(d 3)α ) = (p2 31.25 )/p1 ≤ (p2 31.25 )/(2p2 ) = 31.25 /2 < 2 = τ , which is a contradiction since we assumed that connection 2 was successful.
Now since |OP T | = 1, any pure Nash equilibrium must have exactly one successful transmission (since obviously it must have more than 0 and at most |OP T |). Without loss of generality
we will assume that connection 1 is successful with power p1 , so by the definition of a pure Nash
it must be the case that neither connection
√ 2αnor 3 are broadcasting with power greater than 0. But
then the interference at r2 √
is just p1 /(d
√ 3) , so if t2 broadcasted at power p1 then the SINR at r2
would be (p1 /dα )/(p1 /(d 3)α ) = ( 3)α > 3 > τ . So t2 would be successful if it transmitted
at power at least p1 , and thus t1 broadcasting by itself is not a pure Nash equilibrium.
While pure Nash equilibria do not always exist, when they do exist they have value close to
OPT. This is formalized in the next subsection when we prove the same statement about mixed
Nash equilibria, but we will provide the intuition for the pure Nash special case. Fix some pure
Nash. We will try to find a receiver whose associated transmitter is not broadcasting in the Nash
but has “small” interference, where our notion of small is something that increases as the value of
the Nash gets closer to OPT. Since this receiver’s transmitter is not broadcasting, the interference
must be overcoming any possible signal and thus must actually be quite large, implying that the
Nash must actually have value close to OPT.
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3.4.2 Mixed Nash Equilibria
While pure Nash equilibria do not always exist, obviously a mixed Nash does (assuming a discretization of the action space). We now show that any mixed Nash (and thus any pure Nash, if
one does exist) has value close to OPT. This result is actually implied by the no-regret result that
we will discuss later (Theorem 3.15), but we feel it is useful to first consider the more intuitive
case of mixed Nash. Recall that a mixed strategy is a probability distribution over the possible
powers (i.e. over [0, 1]), and in a mixed Nash there is no incentive for any transmitter to change
its distribution. For our purposes, for a transmitter ti we will only need to consider the probability qi that ti broadcasts with non-zero power. We begin with a few useful lemmas. Fix some
Nash equilibrium. For each transmitter ti , let pgood (i) be the probability (over the randomness
in the strategies of the other transmitters) that ti would be successful if it were to broadcast at
power 1. Let pbad (i) = 1 − pgood (i) be the probability that ti would not be successful. Note that
if ti has non-zero probability of broadcasting at some power greater than 0 but less than 1 then
the probability of it succeeding at that power must be equal to the probability of it succeeding at
power 1, P
since otherwise it could just switch to power 1 and strictly increase its expected payoff.
So S = i qi pgood (i) is
Pthe expected number of successful transmissions (i.e. the value of the
equilibrium). Let T = i qi be the expected number of transmissions.
Lemma 3.10 For any Nash equilibrium, for any transmitter ti , if qi < 1 then pbad (i) ≥ 1/2 and
if qi > 0 then pbad (i) ≤ 1/2

Proof: Suppose that qi < 1 and that pbad (i) < 1/2, so pgood (i) > 1/2. Then by broadcasting at
power 1 with probability qi , the expected payoff to ti would be qi (pgood (i) − (1 − pgood (i))) =
qi (2pgood (i) − 1). Since 2pgood (i) − 1 > 0, this is maximized by setting qi = 1, contradicting our
choice of i and our assumption that this is an equilibrium.
Similarly, suppose that qi > 0 and that pbad (i) > 1/2. Then when ti broadcasts it will fail
more than 1/2 the time, giving negative expected payoff, so ti would just never broadcast (i.e.
set qi to 0), contradicting our choice of i.

Lemma 3.11 For any Nash equilibrium, S ≤ T ≤ 2S

Proof: The first inequality is obvious from the definitions,
and the second
P
P
P immediately follows
1
from the second part of Lemma 3.10, since T = i qi = 2 i 2 qi ≤ 2 i pgood (i)qi = 2S.
Let OP T be the set of receivers that achieve their SINR requirement in the optimal solution.
We can now prove the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 3.12 Any Nash equilibrium has an expected number of successful transmissions at
least Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max), where we assume that α and τ are constants.

Proof: Fix a Nash equilibrium. Let L = {i : qi = 1} be the set of connections with
transmitters that broadcast at power greater than 0 with probability 1. Consider the following
procedure (only for analysis, obviously). For each receiver x in OP T \ L we will keep track of
how much it is “bought” with a variable b(x), initially all set to 0. Now we order all transmitters
in the instance (or just all transmitters with non-zero qi in the Nash) arbitrarily. We examine the
transmitters one by one in this order. Say we are on transmitter ti . Let R(i) be the ⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋
closest receivers in OP T \ L to i (for some parameter k to be defined later) that are currently
bought to less than 1, i.e. have b(x) < 1. We now increase their b values by qi , so b(x) :=
b(x) + qi .
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Since each transmitter increases the sum of the b values by qi ⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋, at the end of this
P
P
|OP T \L|−k
process
we
know
that
⌋ ≤ |OP Tk\L|−k < |OPkT L| , since by definition
b(x)
=
x
i qi ⌊
kT
P
T = i qi . This means that there is some receiver a ∈ OP T \ L that has b(a) < 1/k.
Let M ′ be the set of transmitters
P that contributed to b(a) during the above process. Note that
since b(a) ≤ 1/k we know that x∈M ′ qx ≤ 1/k;
P we will use this later. Let M be all other
transmitters, and for every distance d let z(d) = x∈M :d(a,x)≤d qx be the probability mass from
M located inside B(a, d). Consider some transmitter x ∈ M. Since a 6∈ R(x) and b(a) < 1, any
receiver y ∈ R(x) must have d(x, y) ≤ d(x, a), or else a would be in R(x). So by the triangle
inequality we know that d(a, y) ≤ 2d(a, x), and thus that any transmitter x at distance at most d
from a must have its entire R(x) at distance at most 2d from a.
We will now bound z(d). Since every transmitter x in M ∩B(a, d) contributes qx ⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋
to the sum of the b values, and each receiver that it contributes to must be in B(a, 2d), the sum
of the b values of receivers in B(a, 2d) is at least z(d)⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋. Since a receiver’s b value
only increases if it is less than 1, and then only increases by at most 1, we know that the b
value of any receiver is at most 2. Thus the number of receivers from OPT in B(a, 2d) is at
⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋. By Lemma 3.6, this implies that cd2 ≥ z(d)
⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋ and thus that
least z(d)
2
2
z(d) ≤ 2cd2 /⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋ for some constant c depending only on α, τ , and d0 .
Now that we have a bound on the probability mass inside a ball around a, we want to bound
the probability mass in an annulus of thickness 1 around a. To do this, we note that the interference at a is maximized if every ball around a actually meets the above bound. Since in the
end we will care about upper bounding the interference, we can say without loss of generality
that every ball meets the above bound, implying that the sum of the probabilities of transmitters
between distance d and d + 1 is at most
j

2c
|OP T \L|−k
kT

k ((d + 1)2 − d2 ) ≤ j

6cd
|OP T \L|−k
kT

k

when d ≥ 1, and is at most 2c/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋ when d = 0. Since the expected interference from a
transmitter at distance d from a is at most its probability of broadcasting times 1/dα , this means
that the expected interference at a caused by transmitters at distance between d and d + 1 from
1
for d ≥ 1. For d = 0, since the interferenced cauised by
a is at most (6c/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋) · dα−1
a transmitter is at most 1, the expected interference from transmitters between distances 0 and 1
from a is at most 2c/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋. Using linearity of expectations, we can sum over the annuli to
get that the expected interference at a is at most
j

2c
|OP T \L|−k
kT

k+j

6c
|OP T \L|−k
kT

k

∞
X
1
8cζ(α − 1)
k
j
≤
α−1
|OP T \L|−k
d
d=1
kT

where ζ(α − 1) is the Riemann zeta function (which will be constant for α > 2).
This gives us a bound on the expected interference
by transmitters in M. What
P at a caused
1
′
about the transmitters in M ? Since we know that x∈M ′ qx ≤ k , we get that they cause at most
1
expected interference (which is what would happen if they were all at distance 1 from a). Thus
k
the total expected interference is at most (8cζ(α − 1)/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋) + k1
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So now we have a bound on the expected interference. Let us assume (for now) that W = 0.
By using Markov’s inequality, we get that the probability that a hears interference at least twice
the expected interference is at most 1/2. But since we know from how we selected a that the
probability that its transmitter tries to transmit is less than 1, Lemma 3.10 implies that pbad (a) ≥
1/2. Thus (16cζ(α − 1)/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋) + k2 must be enough interference to kill the transmission
to a; in particular, it must be the case that 16cζ(α − 1)/⌊ |OP TkT\L|−k ⌋ ≥ τ dα1 − k2 . We will now
α

max

dmax
finally set k, to 4τ dαmax , giving us that 16cζ(α − 1)/⌊ |OP T4τ\L|−4τ
⌋ ≥ 2τ d1α .
dα
max T
max
Solving for T in this equation, and assuming constant α and τ , implies that T ≥ Ω(|OP T \
2α
L|/d2α
max ), and thus by Lemma 3.11 we have that S ≥ Ω(|OP T \ L|/dmax ). If |OP T \ L| =
o(|OP T |) then a superconstant fraction of transmitters are broadcasting with probability 1 in the
Nash, which by Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11 means that the expected number of successful
transmissions in the Nash is at least Ω(|OP T |), which would prove the theorem. On the other
hand, if |OP T \ L| = Ω(|OP T |) then the above equation implies that S ≥ Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max),
thus proving the theorem.
If W 6= 0 the theorem is still true but the details are slightly more complicated, so we give
only a brief sketch. With background noise, instead of twice the expected interference being
enough to kill the signal it must be that twice the expected interference plus the background
noise must be enough to kill the signal. But this only causes us to lose another constant, since
we assumed from the beginning that the distance from any receiver to its transmitter (and thus
from a to its transmitter) is bounded away from the absolute limit by a constant.

3.5 Distributed Algorithms and No-Regret
We first need a few basic definitions about games. In this thesis the only games we will care
about will be games with n players in which every player has exactly two possible actions. Let
A = {0, 1}n be the space of possible strategy profiles for the game, i.e. given a point A ∈ A,
the ith coordinate ai represents the action used by player i in profile A. Each player i will have
a function αi : A → R that assigns a utility to each strategy profile. We will want to consider
modifications of strategy profiles: given A ∈ A, let A ⊕ a′i be the strategy set obtained if player
i changed its action from ai to a′i . We will use superscripts to denote time, so At will be the
strategy profile at time t and ati will be the action taken by player i at time t.
The following definition will play a central role in this section:
Definition 3.13 The regret of player i at time T given strategy profiles A1 , A2 , . . . , AT is
T
T
1X
1X
t
max
αi (A ⊕ ai ) −
αi (At )
ai ∈{0,1} T
T
t=1
t=1

Intuitively, having low regret means that you do almost as well as on average as the best
single action would have done. This notion of regret has been studied extensively, especially in
two different models: the experts model and the bandit model. The difference between the two
models lies in the knowledge gained by a player after each round: in the bandit model a player
only finds out the utility that it gained, while in the experts model players also find out the utility
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they would have gained if they had played the other action. Since the results that we care about
are similar in both models, we will choose the more general one and be in the bandit model.
In the wireless setting, this means that if a transmitter chooses to transmit then it will find out
whether or not it succeeded, but if it chooses not to transmit then it gains no information.
The price of total anarchy was introduced by Blum et al. [19] as a way of generalizing the
price of anarchy. The price of anarchy of a game is the ratio of the value of the social optimum
to the value of the worst Nash equilibrium. For example, in Section 3.4 we proved that the price
of anarchy of the wireless game is O(d2α
max ). It is, as the name suggests, supposed to quantify
the “price” that is being paid by allowing each player to be a separate rational agent rather than
simply being controlled by a centralized authority. Unfortunately there are various problems with
this definition, one of which is that, since finding a Nash equilibrium is PPAD-complete [32], it
is not clear that rational agents will actually play a Nash equilibrium. In particular, if they always
do then we could find a Nash equilibrium simply by letting rational agents play. Blum et al. [19]
proposed weakening this rationality assumption by assuming only that the agents use strategies
with regret tending to 0 as time goes to infinity (called no-regret algorithms). They chose this
assumption because it generalizes the Nash assumption, and is plausible since such algorithms
actually do exist so smart players should do at least as well. They call the ratio of the optimum
social welfare to the average social welfare obtained by players using no-regret algorithms the
price of total anarchy. We will use this not as a tool for weakening rationality assumptions, but
rather as a tool for designing distributed algorithms, since by definition we are guaranteed the
existence of algorithms that achieve the price of total anarchy (any no-regret algorithm).
Some of the basic game theory underlying our results is the same in both the protocol model
and the physical model. In particular, the basic game is the same. Each transmitter is a player,
with two possible strategies: broadcast at power 0 (i.e. do not broadcast) or broadcast at power 1
(full power). Note that in the physical model we are competing with the optimum solution that
can use any power between 0 and 1, but we will only be using powers 0 and 1. A transmitter has
utility 1 if it broadcasts successfully, i.e. meets its SINR requirement in the physical model or has
no neighbors broadcasting in the protocol model. It has utility −1 if it broadcasts unsuccessfully,
and utility 0 if it does not broadcast at all. This is the same game that we considered in Section 3.4
except we are restricting the transmitters to two strategies, 0 and 1.
Let T be some time at which all transmitters have regret at most ǫ. Our goal is to prove that
the average number of successful connections up to time T has been close to |OP T |. For each
transmitter ti , let qi be the fraction of times at which ti chose to transmit (i.e. played
Paction 1),
and let si be the fraction of times at which ti transmitted
P successfully. Then Q = i qi is the
average number of attempted transmissions and S = i si is the average number of successful
transmissions, so we are trying to prove that S is close to |OP T |. The following lemma shows
that S can be bounded by Q, and thus will allow us to only look at attempted broadcasts rather
than successful broadcasts:
Lemma 3.14 S ≤ Q ≤ 2S + ǫn
Proof: The first inequality is obvious from the definitions, since the average number of successful transmissions is clearly at most the average number of attempted transmissions. For the
second inequality, it is sufficient to show that si ≥ 21 (qi − ǫ) for all transmitters ti . Suppose that
si < 21 (qi − ǫ) for some i. Then ti ’s average utility is si − (qi − si ) = 2si − qi < −ǫ. But ti could
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have had average utility of 0 by never broadcasting, which is a contradiction since i has regret at
most ǫ.

3.5.1 Physical Model
We first consider the physical model. Our main theorem is that the price of total anarchy is
small; in particular, we show that if all transmitters have low regret then the average number of
successful transmissions is close to optimal:
Theorem 3.15 Suppose that at time T every sender has regret at most ǫ. Then the average
number of successful transmissions is Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max) − ǫn.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.15 is extremely similar to the proof of Theorem 3.12. In fact,
since in a Nash equilibrium every player has regret 0 (by the definition of Nash), Theorem 3.12
is actually a corollary of Theorem 3.15. The intuition behind the proof is that we can treat the
fraction of time that a transmitter chose to broadcast using a no-regret algorithm in a similar way
to how we treated the probability that a transmitter broadcasted in a mixed Nash. Of course,
they are not identical since one is a statement about what has empirically happened in the past
while the other is a probabilistic statement that holds for the past, present and future, but they
are similar enough that the proof basically goes through. We include the modified proof for
completeness.
Let L = {i : qi ≥ 1/2 − ǫ} be the set of connections with transmitters that broadcast at least
1/2 − ǫ fraction of the time. Consider the following procedure. For each receiver x in OP T \ L
we will keep track of how much it is “bought” with a variable b(x), initially set to 0. Now we
order all transmitters in the instance (or just all transmitters with non-zero qi ) arbitrarily. We
examine the transmitters one by one in this order. Say we are on transmitter ti . Let


|OP T \ L| − k
Φ=
kQ

for some parameter k to be defined later, and let R(i) be the Φ closest receivers in OP T \ L to ti
that are currently bought to less than 1, i.e. have b(x) < 1. We now increase their b values by qi ,
so b(x) := b(x) + qi .
Since each transmitter i increases the sum of the b values by qi Φ, at the end of this process
we know that
X
X
|OP T \ L|
|OP T \ L| − k
<
b(x) =
qi Φ ≤
k
k
x
i
P
since by definition Q =
i qi . This means that there is some receiver a that is in OP T but
whose transmitter is not in L that has b(a) < 1/k.
Let M ′ be the set of transmitters
P that contributed to b(a) during the above process. Note that
since b(a) ≤ 1/k we know that x∈M ′ qx ≤ 1/k;Pwe will use this later. Let M be all other
transmitters, and for every distance d let z(d) =
x∈M :d(a,x)≤d qx be the average number of
transmissions from transmitters in M located inside B(a, d). Consider some transmitter x ∈ M.
Since a 6∈ R(x) and b(a) < 1, any receiver y ∈ R(x) must have d(x, y) ≤ d(x, a), or else a
would be in R(x). So by the triangle inequality we know that d(a, y) ≤ 2d(a, x), and thus that
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any transmitter x at distance at most d from a must have its entire R(x) at distance at most 2d
from a.
We will now bound z(d). Since every transmitter x in M ∩ B(a, d) contributes qx Φ to the
sum of the b values, and each receiver that it contributes to must be in B(a, 2d), the sum of the
b values of receivers in B(a, 2d) is at least z(d)Φ. Since a receiver’s b value only increases if it
is less than 1, and then only increases by at most 1, we know that the b value of any receiver is
Φ. By Lemma
at most 2. Thus the number of receivers from OP T \ L in B(a, 2d) is at least z(d)
2
z(d)
2
3.6, this implies that cd ≥ 2 Φ and thus that
z(d) ≤

2cd2
Φ

(3.1)

for some constant c depending only on α, τ , and d0 .
Now that we have a bound on the average number of transmissions inside a ball around a, we
want to bound the average interference at a. To do this, we will first bound the average number of
transmissions in an annulus of radius d0 , i.e. z(d + d0 ) − z(d). We first note that the interference
at a is at most the interference caused if every ball around a actually meets the bound given by
(3.1). This is easily proved: let d be the first ball that doesn’t meet the bound of (3.1). If there are
no transmitters at distance greater than d from a, then clearly the average interference could be
increased by adding more transmitters to every annulus past d so that the bound of (3.1) is met.
If there are transmitters at distance greater than d from a, then clearly the average interference
would be increased by moving enough of them into B(a, d) to meet the bound. Now we can just
keep repeating this process until there are no more transmitters past the first distance that fails to
meet (3.1), reducing to the first case.
This now implies that we can treat inequality (3.1) as a lower bound as well as an upper
bound, and thus the average number of transmissions coming from senders between distance d
and d + d0 is at most
6cd0 d
2c
((d + d0 )2 − d2 ) ≤
Φ
Φ
when d ≥ d0 , and is at most 2c/Φ when d = 0. Since the interference from a transmitter at
distance d from a is at most min{1, ( dd0 )α }, this means that the average interference at a caused
1
by transmitters at distance between d and d + d0 from a is at most (6cdα+1
/Φ) · dα−1
for d ≥ d0 .
0
For d = 0, since the interference caused by a transmitter is at most 1 the average interference from
transmitters between distances 0 and d0 from a is at most 2c/Φ. Using linearity of expectations,
we can sum over the annuli to get that the expected interference at a is at most
∞
X
1
2c 6cdα+1
0
+
Φ
Φ i=1 (id0 )α−1

=

2c(1 + 3d20 ζ(α − 1))
8cζ(α − 1)
≤
Φ
Φ

where ζ(α − 1) is the Riemann zeta function (which will be constant for α > 2) and we are
assuming d0 ≤ 1. If d0 > 1 then we will simply have d20 as a constant to carry through the rest of
the calculations, which will not matter since we are not attempting to optimize constants anyway.
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This gives us a bound on the average interference
by transmitters in M. What
P at a caused
1
′
about the transmitters in M ? Since we know that x∈M ′ qx ≤ k , it is obvious that they cause at
most k1 average interference (which is what would happen if they were all at distance d0 or less
from a). Thus the total expected interference is at most
8cζ(α − 1) 1
+
Φ
k
So now we have a bound on the average interference. Let pbad (a) denote the fraction of times
in which a’s transmitter could not succeed in transmitting, whether it tried or not. If pbad (a) < 14 ,
then sending at every time would give average utility greater than 34 − 41 = 12 . But when we chose
a we made sure that its transmitter (call it t) was from OP T \ L, so we know that qt < 12 − ǫ.
Thus t only tries to transmit less than 21 − ǫ the time, and hence it has an average utility of less
than 12 − ǫ. This is a contradiction since we are assuming that t has regret at most ǫ, and thus
pbad (a) ≥ 14 .
So a’s transmitter would fail at least 41 of the time if it tried to send every time, and the
average interference is at most (8cζ(α − 1)/Φ) + k1 . By Markov’s inequality we know that the
fraction of times at which a hears interference at least four times the average interference is
at most 14 , so the interference at a is at least (32cζ(α − 1)/Φ) + k4 at most 41 of the time. So
this amount of interference must be enough to make it impossible for a to successfully receive
(i.e. the SINR constraint would be violated), or else pbad (a) would be less than 41 . Since a is at
dα
distance at most dmax from its transmitter, the strength of its signal is at least dα0 . Thus we get
that 32cζ(α − 1)/Φ ≥

dα
0
τ dα
max

max

− k4 . We will now finally set k, to 8dαmax /dα0 , giving us that
j

32cζ(α − 1)

|OP T \L|−8τ dα
max
8τ dα
max Q

k≥

dα0
.
2τ dαmax

(3.2)

Solving for Q in this equation, and assuming constant α, τ , and d0 , gives us that Q ≥
Ω(|OP T \ L|/d2α
max ). To compare Q to |OP T | instead of |OP T \ L|, we note that if |OP T \ L| <
1
|OP T |) then at least half of the transmitters in OP T are broadcasting at least 12 − ǫ of the time,
2
and thus Q ≥ 12 |OP T |( 21 −ǫ) = Ω(|OP T |). On the other hand, if |OP T \L| ≥ 21 |OP T | then we
get that Q ≥ Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max). Now we can simply apply Lemma 3.14 to prove that the average
number of successful connections is at least Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max − ǫn), thus proving the theorem.
Other Metrics
The physical model assumes that the fundamental underlying metric is the Euclidean plane.
However, we only used this assumption in one place: the proof of Lemma 3.6, the main density lemma, which proved that the number of receivers from any feasible set of transmissions
contained in a ball of radius d is at most O(d2). We then used this lemma to bound the average
interference, which will work whenever the exponent in the density lemma is strictly less than
the path-loss exponent α. So actually our proof will work in any metric in which the number of
receivers from a feasible solution contained in a ball of radius d is O(dα−ǫ ) for some ǫ > 0.
One example of this is true three-dimensional space. In this case, it makes sense to assume
that α > 3, since power is being dissipated in three dimensions (so α ≥ 3) and some is probably
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being lost due to being absorbed by objects (or just the air). On the other hand, a sphere of radius
d can clearly be covered with O((d/d0)3 ) spheres of radius d0 , and thus we can immediately
derive the appropriate density lemma from Lemma 3.4 (which still holds as stated).
But even making only the weakest standard assumption, that α > 2, we can still handle extra
metrics; for example, any metric with doubling dimension 2. The doubling dimension of a metric
is defined to be the smallest number k for which for all distances d ∈ R≥0 , any ball of radius d
can be covered by 2k balls of radius d/2. Suppose we have a metric with doubling dimension
k. Then by recursive applications of the definition of doubling dimension we get that any ball of
radius d can be covered by 2k log(d/d0 ) = (d/d0 )k balls of radius d0 , and thus we can once again
apply Lemma 3.4 to get Lemma 3.6, and as long as α > k the rest of the proof will go through
as before.
Finally, we consider one class of metrics for which a good density lemma does not hold,
but for intuitively unrealistic reasons: the wireless manifold, introduced by Kanade and Vempala [54]. Intuitively, they define the class of wireless manifolds as the class of distorted twodimensional grids. In particular, consider a k × k grid, with an arbitrary nonnegative length
assigned to every grid edge. Now let the distance between two points be the length of the shortest path between them in this weighted graph. In their paper [54], Kanade and Vempala give
heuristics for finding the best such manifold given signal strength data, and show that for existing data sets the best wireless manifold is significantly more accurate than the best embedding
into the Euclidean plane. Thus it is natural to ask whether our techniques extend to these manifolds. Unfortunately they do not: the following theorem shows that the density lemma we require
for our proof to work is not true.
Theorem 3.16 For any d > 0 there is a wireless manifold and a set of Ω(dα ) feasible transmissions on this manifold such that all receivers are in a ball of radius d.
Proof: We first note that we can embed uniformly weighted complete graphs into a wireless
manifold. To see this, suppose that we want to embed a complete graph with k vertices and
weight d on every edge. We first create a square S with ⌈k/4⌉ vertices on each side, and set the
length of all edges with both endpoints in S to 0. We can then take k edges with one endpoint
in S and the other outside of S and set their lengths to d/2. All other edges will have weight M
for some M ≫ d. The resulting metric is clearly the required complete graph, where the non-S
endpoints of the k edges we chose are the vertices.
Now that we can embed complete graphs, consider the same complete graph on k vertices
with distance d between them. Put a transmitter/receiver pair on each vertex of the complete
graph (so ti and ri are co-located). If all transmitters broadcast at power 1, the signal at ri is
α
1 and the interference is (k − 1) d1α . So as long as k ≤ dτ + 1 the SINR at receiver ri is at
least τ , and thus the connection is supported. Thus in a ball of radius d we can support Ω(dα )
connections.
Byzantine Transmitters
In many cases it is not realistic to assume that every single transmitter will be running a no-regret
algorithm, so when designing a distributed algorithm we would like to be robust to some fraction
of the transmitters behaving in arbitrary ways. We manage to achieve this, but only if the number
of transmitters that are Byzantine is a fraction of |OP T |, not if it depends on n.
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We generalize the proof of Theorem 3.15 in a straightforward way. First, let B be the set of
Byzantine transmitters, and let OP T be optimal relative to whatever the Byzantine transmitters
do (but OP T is still a fixed set that would be feasible at every time point if not for B). Let Q be
defined as before, but let Q̄ be the part of the sum that comes only from transmitters not in B.
Note that Q ≤ Q̄ + |B|. Also note that Lemma 3.14 still holds, except with Q̄ instead of Q and
where S is only summed over transmitters not in B.
It is easy to see that the analysis of Theorem 3.15 holds as stated for Q, since the node a we
find will be in OP T and thus non-Byzantine and the packing argument works as before since
OP T is feasible on its own. So Q = Ω(|OP T |/d2α
max). If |B| ≤ (1 − δ)Q then we know that
2α
Q̄ ≥ δQ ≥ Ω(δ|OP T |/dmax), and can apply Lemma 3.14 to finish the proof. In particular,
by setting δ to 1/2 we see that there is some constant k such that if at most k|OP T |/d2α
max
transmitters are Byzantine then we still get a O(d2α
)
approximation
to
|OP
T
|.
max

3.5.2 Protocol Model
As discussed, in the protocol model each connection is a node in an interference graph, and
a transmission is successful if none of its neighbors are also transmitting. Clearly maximizing
capacity is just the same problem as finding a maximum independent set in the interference graph.
The classic theoretical model used for these graphs are unit disk graphs, but we will generalize
to all locally growth bounded graphs. We show how to use the same basic technique as in the
physical model, i.e. proving that the price of total anarchy is small for a particular game, to give
a distributed algorithm that has good average performance. While we will not obtain either as
good an approximation or as small a running time as [76], our algorithm is totally distributed in
the sense that the only information each node gets is whether or not any of its neighbors tried to
join the independent set in the last round.
We first show that in general graphs the average number of successful transmissions when
every transmitter uses a no-regret algorithm can be arbitrarily far from the size of even the smallest maximal independent set. We then show that for growth bounded graphs, after a sufficient
number of rounds, the average number of nodes that broadcasted successfully in a round is within
a constant of the size of the the maximum independent set.
General Graphs
Consider the following interference graph: there are two special nodes u and v that are adjacent.
The node u is also adjacent to (n − 2)/2 nodes x1 , x2 , . . . , x(n−2)/2 , none of which are adjacent
to v, and v is also adjacent to (n − 2)/2 nodes y1 , y2 , . . . , y(n−2)/2 , none of which are adjacent to
u (see Figure 3.7). Clearly the smallest maximal independent set has size n−2
+ 1 = n/2, as it
2
consists of either u with all the y’s or v with all the x’s. On the other hand, suppose that u and
v each choose to broadcast independently with probability 1/2 and all of the xi ’s and yi ’s never
broadcast. Obviously the expected number of successful transmissions given these strategies is
1/2, so it is only an Ω(n)-approximation. We claim that in this case, every transmitter is using a
no-regret algorithm.
To see this, first consider some xi . Since u broadcasts with probability 1/2, the expected
average utility of xi if it chose to broadcast every time is 0, and obviously never broadcasting has
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Figure 3.7: Bad interference graph
average payoff 0. Thus never broadcasting is a no-regret algorithm. The same argument can be
used for any yi , with v taking the place of u. Now consider u. It too is adjacent to one node v
that broadcasts with probability 1/2, so both of its actions would give average utility 0. Clearly
randomizing independently over these two actions also has an average utility of 0, and thus is a
no-regret strategy. The same argument obviously works for v as well, finishing the proof.
Growth-Bounded Graphs
When we restrict to growth bounded graphs, no-regret algorithms actually do result in good
behavior. This is essentially because the bad example we designed for general graphs can’t occur,
since in growth bounded graphs the number of neighbors of a node that are in an independent
set is at most a constant. In other words, the definition of growth bounded graphs get us the
equivalent of the density lemmas we used in the physical model (i.e. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6).
Theorem 3.17 In growth-bounded graphs in which at most k neighbors of any node are in an
independent set, if all transmitters have regret at most ǫ then the average number of successful
connections is at least Ω(|OP T |) − ǫn.

Proof: Let x0 be some node, withP
neighbors x1 , . . . , xm . q, s, Q, and S are as defined in the
1
ǫ
physical model. We first claim that m
i=0 qxi ≥ 3 − 2 . The first case is if qx0 ≥ 1/3, in which
case the claim is trivially true. So suppose that qx0 < 1/3. Let pbad be the fraction of times that x0
would be unsuccessful if it chose to broadcast, i.e. the fraction of times at which at least one of its
neighbors broadcasts. Then the average utility of always broadcasting is 1−pbad −pbad = 1−2pbad .
If pbad ≤ 1/3 − ǫ/2, then the average utility of always broadcasting is at least 1/3 + ǫ. But this
is a contradiction since x0 has average utility atP
most q0 < 1/3 but also has ǫ-regret. Thus we
know that pbad > 1/3 − ǫ/2. But clearly pbad ≤ m
i=1 qxi by definition, since in order for a time
to
to pbad at least one of the xi ’s need to be broadcasting. Hence we have proved that
Pcontribute
m
ǫ
1
i=0 qxi ≥ 3 − 2 .
P
Now we relate |OP T | to Q. For nodes x ∈ OP T , let b(x) = y∈N (x)∪{x} qy . By the above
P
claim we know that b(x) ≥ 13 − 2ǫ , and thus x∈OP T b(x) ≥ |OP T |( 13 − 2ǫ ). But every node
is
graph, and thus
Padjacent to at most
P k nodes from OP T by the growth-boundedness of1 the
1
ǫ
b(x)
≤
k
q
=
kQ.
Putting
these
together,
we
get
that
Q
≥
(
−
)|OP T |. We
x∈OP T
u u
k 3
2
now apply Lemma 3.14 to get that



1
1
ǫ
1
|OP T | − ǫn
−
S ≥ (Q − ǫn) ≥
2
2
3k 2k
≥ Ω(|OP T | − ǫn)
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as claimed.

3.6 Simulations
While the main contributions of this thesis are theoretical, we also performed simulations to
show how no-regret algorithms do in practice. There are two aspects that we wanted to test: the
quality of the algorithm (i.e. the average number of successful transmissions) and the speed at
which the algorithm converges on that average. Our simulations will be in the vanilla physical
model, where transmitters and receiver are points in the Euclidean plane. We will be using
random topologies, in which n transmitter-receiver pairs are placed uniformly at random in a
square of size of size 100 × 100 in the Euclidean plane, subject to each receiver being at distance
at most dmax from its transmitter. Throughout these simulations we will set α = 2.1 and τ = 0.5,
since it turns out that changing these parameters does not change the trends by very much.
For the quality simulations, we will compare our algorithm to the average performance
achieved if every transmitter uses a best-response strategy instead of a no-regret strategy. In
particular, we will compare what happens when every transmitter uses Best Response to what
happens when every transmitter uses the classic no-regret algorithm Randomized Weighted Majority (WMR) of Littlestone and Warmuch [66].
Our quality simulation shows the relationship between the number of nodes and the average
number of successful transmissions per round after simulating for 100 rounds. We did this on 100
instances for each value of n and averaged the results. Figure 3.8 shows that as n gets larger our
algorithm does better, while Best Response does about the same (or slightly worse). Note that
large n is the only interesting regime, since only when n is large is there a lot of interference from
other transmitters. This figure also shows that the approximation bound we proved, O(d2α
max ), is
overly pessimistic, since for all three values of dmax that we tested the actual performance is
significantly better than n/d2α
max , and clearly n is an upper bound on |OP T |. For example, when
dmax = 8 and n = 1000, we observed an average of 138.861 successful transmissions, while
1000/82.1 is only 12.69.
For the convergence speed simulations, instead of comparing to the Best Response algorithm
we just test the average number of successful transmissions after various iterations. Our analysis
requires Ω(n2 log n) iterations before the approximation guarantee can be made, but our simulations show that in practice this number of iterations is not necessary. As shown in Figure 3.9,
substantially fewer than n iterations are required before the average is basically stable. The time
to stability is not constant, as it does seem to grow with n, but it is certainly substantially smaller
than the Ω(n2 log n) bound required by the analysis.

3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we examined the complexity of maximizing the number of supported connections
in the physical wireless model and we studied the performance that can be achieved by completely distributed algorithms operating under an appropriate incentive structure. In particular,
we proved NP-hardness and gave two approximation algorithms for the centralized case. In the
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distributed setting our main techniques were game theoretic, namely proving that the price of
total anarchy of an appropriately defined game is small. We hope that this technique will prove
fruitful when considering other distributed problems, especially when only extremely limited
feedback is allowed. We also showed by simulation that low-regret algorithms do even better in
practice than the theoretical worst case, both in terms of their approximation to optimal and the
time it takes to achieve this approximation.
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Chapter 4
Constrained Connectivity and iBGP
In this chapter we will turn our attention back to wired networks and discuss the iBGP and Constrained Connectivity problems that we introduced in Section 1.3. We first review the basics of
iBGP that we introduced there. In this setting there is some set of distances in the network, presumably defined by the IGP distances or OSPF weights or by some similar networking protocol.
There is an initial set of routes F with corresponding egress routers XF , where the egress router
for some route is simply the router in the AS that initially heard about the route over eBGP from
some other autonomous system. Given a set of routes, a router will rank highest the one whose
egress router is closest according to this definition of distance. The signaling graph H is an
overlay network whose nodes represent routers and where an edge represents the fact that the
two routers at its endpoints use iBGP to inform one another of their current chosen route. The
endpoints of an edge in H are called iBGP neighbors. A path in H is called a signaling path.
iBGP can be thought of as working as follows. In an asynchronous fashion, each router
considers all the latest routes it has heard about from its iBGP neighbors, chooses the one with
the closest egress router and tells its iBGP neighbors about the route it has chosen. This continues
until no router learns of a route whose egress router is closer than that of its currently chosen
route. When this process ends the route chosen by router r is denoted by R(r). Let P (r) be the
shortest path from r to E(r), the egress router of R(r). When a packet arrives at r, it sends it to
the next router r ′ on P (r), r ′ in turn sends the packet to the next router on P (r ′) and so on. Thus
if P (r ′) is not the subpath of P (r) starting at r ′ then the packet will not get routed as r expected.
An important property for a signaling graph to have is complete visibility, in which each router
r hears about (and hence chooses as R(r)) the route in F whose egress router E(r) is closest to
r from amongst all routers in XF . It is easy to see that if H has the complete visibility property
for F then it will correctly implement the desired routing, so we say that H is correct if it has
complete visibility for all possible external routes F , or equivalently for all possible subsets XF
of the routers that might announce external routes.
In Section 1.3 we claimed that the problems of minimizing the number of edges in a correct
signaling graph (the I BGP-S UM problem) and the minimizing the maximum degree in a correct
signaling graph (the I BGP-D EGREE problem) are special cases of a new network design problem
that we call Constrained Connectivity. In Constrained Connectivity we are given a graph G =
(V, E) and for each pair of nodes (u, v) ∈ V × V we are given a set S(u, v) ⊆ V . Each
such S(u, v) is called a safe set and it is assumed that u, v ∈ S(u, v). We say that a subgraph
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H = (V, F ) of G is safely connected if for every pair of nodes (u, v) there is a path in H from u
to v in which every node in the path is in S(u, v). We are interested in two versions this problem:
1. C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM: compute a safely connected subgraph H with the
minimum number of edges, and
2. C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE: compute a safely connected subgraph H that
minimizes the maximum degree over all nodes.
We will begin this chapter by proving that the iBGP problems are in fact a special case of
Constrained Connectivity, and then we will use this characterization to prove that they are hard to
approximate to better than Ω(log n). We will then generalize them to Constrained Connectivity
on Kn , for which we demonstrate two approximation algorithms based on obvious LP relaxations. Generalizing further, we show that the Constrained Connectivity problems are as hard to
approximate as the well-known Label Cover problem, and that the natural LP relaxations have at
least a polynomial integrality gap. Finally, we will consider Constrained Connectivity in some
simpler settings and show that in these settings it can actually be solved optimally in polynomial
time.

4.0.1 Related Work
Issues involving eBGP, the version of BGP that routers in different ASes use to announce routes
to one another, have recently received significant attention from the theoretical computer science community, especially stability and game-theoretic issues (e.g., [39, 47, 65]). However,
not nearly as much work has been done on problems related to iBGP, which distributes routes
internally in an AS. There has been some work on the problem of guaranteeing hot-potato routing in any AS that uses a route reflector architecture [17]. These earlier papers did not consider
the issue of finding small signaling graphs that achieved the hot-potato goal. Instead they either
provided sufficient conditions for correctness relating the underlying physical network with the
route reflector configuration [46] or they showed that by allowing some specific extra routes to
be announced (rather than just the one chosen route) one could guarantee a version of hot-potato
routing [14]. The first people to consider the problem of designing small iBGP overlays subject
to achieving hot-potato correctness were Vutukuru et al. [85], who used graph graph partitioning schemes to give such configurations. But while they proved that their algorithm gave correct
configurations, they only gave simulated evidence that the configurations it produced were small.
Buob et al. [24] considered the problem of designing small correct solutions (along with other
constraints that we do not concern ourselves with) but went in the opposite directions, giving
a mathematical programming formulation but then simply solving the integer program using
super-polynomial time algorithms. Xiao et al. [88] were also concerned with constructing small
iBGP overlays, but instead of guaranteeing correctness they guarantee reliability.
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4.1 iBGP Problems
4.1.1 iBGP and Constrained Connectivity
We want to show that the iBGP problems are a special case of the Constrained Connectivity
problems. This involves defining a safe set for every pair of vertices, and proving that a signaling
graph H is correct if and only if it is safely connected according to these safe sets. We will
assume that there are no ties, i.e. all distances are distinct. For two routers x and y, let D(x, y) =
{w : d(x, w) > d(x, y)} be the set of routers that are farther from x than y is. Let S(x, y) = {w :
d(w, y) < d(w, D(x, y))} ∪ {y} be the set of routers that are closer to y than to any router not in
the ball around x of radius d(x, y). We will refer to S(x, y) as “safe” routers for the pair (x, y),
and they form the safe sets for the Constrained Connectivity instance. A path between x and y
in a signaling graph is said to be a safe signaling path for (x, y) if it is contained in S(x, y).
Theorem 4.1 An iBGP signaling graph H is correct if and only if for every pair (x, y) ∈ V × V
there is a signaling path from y to x that uses only routers in S(x, y).
Proof: We first show that if every pair has a safe signaling path then every node hears about
the route that has the closest egress router no matter what the set of egress routers XF is. This is
simple: let x be a router, and let y ∈ XF be its closest egress router. Let r be the route whose
egress router is y. By assumption there is a signaling path from y to x that uses only routers in
S(x, y). By definition, every one of these routers is closer to y than to any router farther from x
than y is. Since y is the closest egress to x, this means that for all of the routers in S(x, y), y will
be the closest egress router. A simple induction then shows that the routers in a safe signaling
path will each choose r and hence tell their iBGP neighbor in the path about r. That is, x hears
about r.
For the other direction we need to show that if a signaling graph is correct then every pair has
a safe signaling path. For contradiction, suppose that there is no safe signaling path from y to
x. Let XF , the set of egress routers, be D(x, y) ∪ {y}. Let r be the route whose egress router is
y. Since every router in D(x, y) is farther from x than y is, this means that for this set of egress
routers x is closer to y than any other egress. By correctness we know that x does hear about y.
Let y = a1 , a2 , . . . , ak = x be the (or at least a) signaling path from y to x through which x hears
about r. Since there are no safe signaling paths from y to x, we know that there exists some i
such that ai 6∈ S(x, y). This means that there is some w ∈ D(x, y) such that d(ai , w) < d(ai , y).
Since we assumed correctness we know that ai heard about the route with the closest egress
router z to ai , and z 6= y (since w in particular is closer). So ai will not tell its iBGP neighbors
about r, which is a contradiction since ai is on the signaling path from which x heard about r.
Thus a safe signaling path must exist.
Note that this condition is easy to check in polynomial time, so we have shown membership
in NP. This characterization also shows that the problems I BGP-S UM and I BGP-D EGREE are
Constrained Connectivity problems where the underlying graph G is Kn the complete graph on
n = |V | nodes and the safe sets are defined by certain geometric properties.
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4.1.2 iBGP Hardness
In this section we will show that the iBGP problems are Ω(log n)-hard to approximate by a reduction from H ITTING S ET (or equivalently from S ET C OVER). This is a much weaker hardness
1−ǫ
than the 2log n hardness that we will prove for the general Constrained Connectivity problems
in Section 4.3, but the iBGP problems are much more restrictive. We begin by giving a useful
gadget that encodes a H ITTING S ET instance as an instance of an iBGP problem in which all
we care about is minimizing the degree of a particular vertex. We will then show how a simple
combination of these gadgets can be used to prove that I BGP-D EGREE is hard to approximate,
and how more complicated modifications to the gadget can be used to prove that I BGP-S UM is
hard to approximate.
Suppose we are given an instance of hitting set with elements 1, 2, . . . , n (note that we are
overloading these as both integers and elements) and sets T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm . Our gadget will contain
a node x whose degree we want to minimize, a node ai for all elements i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and a
node bTi for each set Ti in the instance. We will also have four extra “dummy” nodes: z, y, u,
and h. The following table specifies some of the distances between points. All other distances
are the shortest path graph distances given these. Let M be some large value (e.g. 20), and let ǫ
be some extremely small value larger than 0.
x
x
z
y
ai
bTj
u
h

z
M

M

y

ai

1.5

1 + iǫ

1.5
1 + iǫ
M + 1.4 + jǫ
2

1 + (i + j)ǫ (if i ∈ Tj )
1.1

bTj
M + 1.4 + jǫ

u

h

2
1 + (i + j)ǫ (if i ∈ Tj ) 1.1

1 + jǫ

1 + jǫ

It is easy to check that this is indeed a metric space. Informally, we want to claim that any
solution to the iBGP problems on this instance must have an edge from x to ai nodes such that
the associated elements i form a hitting set. Here y, u, and h are nodes that force the safe sets
into the form we want, and z is used to guarantee the existence of a small solution.
Lemma 4.2 Let E be any feasible solution to the above iBGP instance. For every vertex bTj
there is either an edge {x, bTj } ∈ E or an edge {x, ai } ∈ E where i ∈ Tj

Proof: We will prove this by analyzing S(x, bTj ). If we can show that S(x, bTj ) = {x, bTj }∪{ai :
i ∈ Tj } then we will be finished. Note that d(x, bTj ) = M + 1.4 + jǫ, so the vertices outside
B(x, d(x, bTj )) are y (distance M + 1.5 from x), u (distance M + 2 from x), h (distance at least
M + 2.4 from x), and bTk with k > j (distance M + 1.4 + kǫ from x). The vertices inside the
ball are x, z, all ai nodes, and bTk with k ≤ j.
Obviously x and bTj are in S(x, bTj ) by definition. Let ai be a vertex with i ∈ Tj . It is easy
to verify that ai is closer to bTj than to any vertex outside of the ball: it has distance 1 + (i + j)ǫ
from bTj , distance 1 + (i + k)ǫ from bTk with k > j, distance 2.5 + iǫ from y, distance 1.1 from
u, and distance greater than 2 from h. So ai ∈ S(x, bTj ) as required. On the other hand, suppose
i 6∈ Tj . Then d(ai , bTj ) > 2, while d(ai , u) = 1.1, so ai 6∈ S(x, bTj ). Similarly, any vertex bTk
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with k < j is closer to h (distance 1 + jǫ) than to bTj (distance at least 2) and z is closer to y
(distance 1.5) than to bTj (distance at least 2). Thus S(x, bTj ) = {x, bTj } ∪ {ai : i ∈ Tj }, so E
must include an edge from x to either bTj or an ai with i ∈ Tj .
We now want to use this gadget to prove logarithmic hardness for I BGP-S UM. We will
use the basic gadget but will duplicate x. So there will be ℓ copies of x, which we will call
x1 , x2 , . . . , xℓ , and their distances are defined to be d(xi , z) = M + iǫ and d(xi , bTj ) = M +
1.4 + (i + j)ǫ with all other distances defined to be the shortest path. Note that all we did was
modify the gadget to “break ties” between the xi ’s. Also note that the shortest path between xi
and xj is through z, for a total distance of 2M + (i + j)ǫ. As before, let H be the smallest hitting
set.
Lemma 4.3 Any feasible I BGP-S UM solution has at least ℓ|H| edges.
Proof: It is easy to see that Lemma 4.2 still holds, i.e. that S(xi , bTj ) = {xi , bTj }∪{ak : k ∈ Tj }.
Intuitively this is because all other x nodes are outside of B(xi , d(xi bTj )) and all distances from
x to the gadget are the same as before except with an additional iǫ. This implies that the number
of ak and bTj nodes adjacent to xi in any feasible solution must be at least |H|, since if there were
fewer such adjacent nodes it would imply the existence of a smaller hitting set (any bTj nodes
adjacent to xi could just be covered using an arbitrary element in Tj at the same cost as using the
set itself). Thus the total number of edges must be at least ℓ|H|.
Lemma 4.4 There is a feasible I BGP-S UM solution with at most ℓ|H| + ℓ + (m + n + 4)2 edges.
Proof: The solution is simple: create a clique on the ai , bTj , z, u, y, h nodes (which obviously
has size at most (m + n + 4)2 ), include an edge from every xi to z (another ℓ edges) and include
an edge from every xi to every ak with k ∈ H (another ℓ|H| edges). Obviously there are the
right number of edges in this solution, so it remains to prove that it is feasible. To show this
we partition the pairs into types and show that every pair in every type is satisfied. The types
are 1) xi − bTj , 2) xi − h, 3) xi − xj , 4) xi − α (where α is any other node in the gadget not
included in a previous type), and 5) α − xi This is clearly an exhaustive partitioning, so we can
just demonstrate that each type is satisfied in turn.
For the first type we already showed that S(xi , bTj ) includes all ak where k ∈ Tj . Since
H is a valid hitting set xi must be adjacent to one such ak , which in turn is adjacent to bTj ,
forming a valid safe path. For the second type the only vertices outside B(xi , d(xi , h)) are xj
with j 6= i, and z is closer to h than to any such xj . Thus z ∈ S(xi , h) so the path xi − z − h
in our solution is a valid safe path. For the third type the vertices outside B(xi , d(xi , xj )) are
{xk : k > j and k 6= i}. Because of the tie-breaking we introduced, d(z, xj ) = M + jǫ while
d(z, xk ) = M + kǫ > M + jǫ, and thus z ∈ S(xi , xj ) and so the path xi − z − xj in our solution
is a valid safe path. The fourth type is even simpler, since α must be either z, u, y, or an ak node
and the shortest path from xi to any of these is through z. So z ∈ S(xi , α) and xi − z − α is a
valid safe path. Finally, for the last type the vertices outside B(α, d(α, xi)) are {xk : k > i}, and
z is closer to xi (distance M + iǫ) than any such xk (distance M + kǫ). So again z ∈ S(α, xi )
and thus α − z − xi is a valid safe path.
Theorem 4.5 It is NP-hard to approximate I BGP-S UM to a factor better than Ω(log N), where
N is the number of vertices in the metric.
Proof: It is known that there is some β for which it is NP-hard to distinguish hitting set instances
with a hitting set of size at most β from instances in which all hitting sets have size at least β ln m.
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In the first case we know from Lemma 4.4 that there is a valid I BGP-S UM solution of size at
most ℓβ + ℓ + (m + n + 4)2 . In the second cast we know from Lemma 4.3 that any valid
I BGP-S UM solution must have size at least ℓβ ln m. If we set ℓ = (m + n + 4)2 this gives a
gap of ℓβ ln m/ℓ(β + 2) = β ln m/β + 2 = Ω(log m). The number of vertices N in the I BGPS UM instance is O((m + n + 4)2 ) so log m = Ω(log N), and thus we get Ω(log n) hardness of
approximation.
It is also fairly simple to modify the basic gadget to prove the same logarithmic hardness for
I BGP-D EGREE. We do this by duplicating everything other than x, instead of duplicating x.
This will force x to have the largest degree.
Theorem 4.6 It is NP-hard to approximate I BGP-D EGREE to a factor better than Ω(log N),
where N is the number of vertices in the metric.
Proof: We will use multiple copies of the above gadget. Let α be some large integer that we
will define later. We create α copies of the gadget but identify all of the x vertices, so there is
still a unique x but for all other nodes v in the original there are now α copies v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v α .
The distance between two nodes in the same copy is exactly as in the original gadget, and the
distance between two nodes in different copies (say si and tj ) is the distance implied by forcing
them to go through x (i.e. d(si , tj ) = d(s, x) + d(x, t)). Call this metric M = (V, d). Every
vertex in copy i is closer to the rest of copy i than to any vertex in copy j, so Lemma 4.2 holds
for every copy. Thus if the smallest hitting set is H the degree of x in any feasible solution to
I BGP-D EGREE on M must be at least α|H|.
Conversely, we claim that there is a feasible solution to I BGP-D EGREE in which every vertex
has degree at most α(|H| + 1). Consider the solution in which x is adjacent to z j and to aji for
all j ∈ [α] and i ∈ H, and all nodes (other than x) in copy j are adjacent to all other nodes (other
than x) in copy j for all j ∈ [α]. By the above analysis of S(x, biTj ) we know that this solution
satisfies these safe sets (via the safe path x − ai − bTj where i ∈ H is an element in Tj ). It also
obviously satisfies pairs not involving x in the same copy, since there is an edge directly between
them. It remains to show that pairs involving x are satisfied and that pairs involving two different
copies are satisfied.
For the first of these we will show that z is in all safe sets of the form S(x, w i) where w is
not a b node. This is easy to verify exhaustively. It is also true that z is in all safe sets of the
form S(w i, x) even when w is a b node, since all vertices outside the ball B(w i, d(w i, x)) are in
different copies and the shortest path from z to any node in a different copy must go through x.
Thus the path x − z − w i in our solution satisfies both of these safe sets. Finally, it is again easy
to verify that pairs in different copies are also satisfied.
Now by setting α appropriately we are finished. Each copy has n + m + 4 nodes, so in the
feasible solution we have constructed the degree of any node other than x is at most (n + m +
4)2 + 1. If we set α to some value larger than this, say (n + m + 4)3 , we know that the degree
of x has to be at least (n + m + 4)3 |H|. It is known that it is hard to distinguish between hitting
set instances with hitting sets of size at most β and those in which every hitting set has size at
least β ln m for some value β. Suppose that we are in the first case, where there is a hitting set
of size at most β. Then we constructed a feasible solution to the I BGP-D EGREE problem with
maximum degree at most (n + m + 4)3 (β + 1). In the second case, where every hitting set
has size at least β ln m, we showed that the degree of x (and thus the maximum degree) must
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be at least (n + m + 4)3 β ln n. This gives a gap of β ln m/(β + 1), which is clearly Ω(log m).
Since the number of vertices in the I BGP-D EGREE instance is polynomial in m, this implies
Ω(log N)-hardness.

4.2 Constrained Connectivity on Kn
In this section we show that there is a Õ(n2/3 )-approximation algorithm for C ONSTRAINED
C ONNECTIVITY-S UM and C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE as long as the underlying
graph is the complete graph Kn . This obviously implies the same approximation ratio for the
iBGP problems, since they are special cases. Our algorithm has two components, an LP rounding
algorithm and a random sampling step. So we first discuss a simple LP relaxation: the flow
LP. This is actually a relaxation of the general Constrained Connectivity problems, but for the
purposes of this section we will just assume that the underlying graph G is Kn .
For every pair (u, v) ∈ V × V let Puv be the collection of u − v paths that are contained in
S(u, v). The flow LP has a variable ce for every edge e ∈ E (called the capacity of edge e) and a
variable f (P ) for every u − v path in Puv for every (u, v) ∈ V × V (called the flow assigned to
path P ). The flow LP simply requires that at least one unit of flow is sent between all pairs while
obeying capacity constraints:
P
min e ce
P
s.t P ∈Puv f (P ) ≥ 1
P
P ∈Puv :e∈P f (P ) ≤ ce

∀(u, v) ∈ V × V

∀e ∈ E, (u, v) ∈ V × V

0 ≤ ce ≤ 1
0 ≤ f (P ) ≤ 1

∀e ∈ E
∀(u, v) ∈ V × V, P ∈ Puv

This is obviously a valid relaxation of C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM : given a valid
solution to C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM, let Puv denote the required safe u − v path
for every (u, v) ∈ V × V . For every edge e in some Puv set ce to 1, and set f (Puv ) to 1 for
every (u, v) ∈ V × V . This is clearly a valid solution to the linear program with the exact
same value. To change the LP for C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE we can just introduce a new variable λ, change the objective function to min λ, and add the extra constraints
P
v:{u,v}∈E c{u,v} ≤ λ for all u ∈ V . And while this LP can be exponential in size (since
there is a variable for every path), it is also easy to design a compact representation that has
(x,y)
only O(n4 ) variables and constraints. This compact representation has variables f(u,v) instead
(x,y)

of f (P ), where f(u,v) represents the amount of flow from u to v along edge {u, v} for the demand (x, y). Then we can write the normal flow conservation and capacity constraints for every
demand (x, y) independently, restricted to S(x, y).
Our rounding will make use of the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4.7 In any fractional solution to the flow LP, for every pair (x, y) ∈ V × V there is a
path between x and y completely contained in S(x, y) in which every edge is assigned capacity
at least 1/|S(x, y)|2.
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Proof: Since the fractional solution is feasible, it sends one unit of flow from x to y using only
edges that have both endpoints in S(x, y). Suppose for contradiction that the lemma is false for
some (x, y) pair. Then every safe path from x to y uses at least one edge with capacity less than
1/|S(x, y)|2. Let B be the set of these edges, i.e. B = {{u, v} : u, v ∈ S(x, y) and c{u,v} <
1/|S(x, y)|2}. Since every safe x − y path must go through at least one edge in B, the edges of B
must form an x − y cut in the graph induced on S(x, y). However, |B| < |S(x, y)|2, since every
edge in B must have both endpoints in S(x, y). This is a contradiction, since we cannot send one
unit of flow across a cut with less than |S(x, y)|2 edges in which every edge has capacity at most
1/|S(x, y)|2.
Another important part of our algorithm will be random sampling. We will use two different
types of sampling: star sampling for the sum version and edge sampling for the degree version.
First we consider star sampling, in which we independently sample nodes with probability p, and
every sampled node becomes the center of a star that spans the vertex set.
Lemma 4.8 All pairs with safe sets of size at least s will be satisfied by random star sampling
with high probability if p = 3 ln n/s.
Proof: Consider some pair (x, y) with |S(x, y)| ≥ s. If some node (say z) from S(x, y) is
sampled then the pair is satisfied, since the creation of a star at z would create a path x − z − y
that would satisfy (x, y). The probability that no node from S(x, y) is sampled is
(1 − p)|S(x,y)| ≤ (1 − p)s ≤ e−ps = e−3 ln n = 1/n3
Since there are less than n2 pairs, we can take a union bound over all pairs (x, y) with |S(x, y)| ≥
s, giving us that all such pairs are satisfied with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
For edge sampling, we essentially consider the Erdős-Rényi graph Gn,p , i.e. we just sample
every edge independently with probability p. We will actually consider the union of 3 log n
independent Gn,p graphs, where p = (1+ǫ)s log s for some small ǫ > 0. Let H be this random
graph.
Lemma 4.9 With probability at least 1 − 1/n, all pairs with safe sets of size at least s will be
connected by a safe path in H.
Proof: Let (x, y) be a pair with |S(x, y)| ≥ s. Obviously (x, y) is satisfied if the graph induced
on S(x, y) is connected. It is known [20] that there is some small ǫ with 0 < ǫ < 1 so that Gs,p is
connected with probability at least 1/2. Since H is the union of 3 log n instantiations of Gn,p , we
know that the probability that the subgraph of H induced on S(x, y) is not connected is at most
1/n3 . We can now take a union bound over all such (x, y) pairs, giving us that the probability
that there is some unsatisfied (x, y) pairs with |S(x, y)| ≥ s is at most 1/n.
We will now combine the random sampling and the threshold-based LP rounding into a single
approximation algorithm. Our algorithm is divided into two phases: first, we solve the LP and
round up any edge with capacity at least 1/n2/3 . This takes care of safe sets of size at most n1/3 .
Second, if the objective is to minimize the number of edges we do star sampling with probability
3 ln n/n1/3 , and if the objective is to minimize the maximum degree we do edge sampling using
the construction of Lemma 4.9 with s = n1/3 .
Theorem 4.10 This algorithm is a Õ(n2/3 )-approximation to both C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITYS UM and C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE on Kn .
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Proof: We first argue that the algorithm does indeed give a valid solution to the problem. Let
(x, y) be an arbitrary pair. If |S(x, y)| ≤ n1/3 , then Lemma 4.7 implies that the first phase of the
algorithm results in a safe path. If |S(x, y)| ≥ n1/3 , then Lemma 4.8 or Lemma 4.9 imply that
the second phase of the algorithm results in a safe path. So every pair has a safe path, and thus
the solution is valid.
We now show that the cost of this algorithm is at most Õ(n2/3 ) × OP T . We first consider the
objective function of minimizing the number of edges. In phase 1 we only increase capacities
by at most a factor of n2/3 , so since the LP is a relaxation of the problem we know that the total
cost of phase 1 is at most n2/3 × OP T . For phase 2, in expectation we chose 3n2/3 ln n stars,
for a total of at most 3n5/3 ln n edges. But since there is a demand for every pair we know that
OP T ≥ n − 1, so phase 2 has total cost at most Õ(n2/3 ) × OP T .
If instead our objective function is to minimize the maximum degree, then since phase 1
only increases capacities by n2/3 we know that after phase 1 the maximum degree is at most
n2/3 × OP T . In phase 2, a simple Chernoff bound implies that with high probability every
node gets Õ(n2/3 ) new edges, and thus the node with maximum degree still has degree at most
Õ(n2/3 ) × OP T .

We also have a primal-dual algorithm that gives the same basic results as the threshold rounding for the C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM problem. While this algorithm and its analysis is slightly more complicated and only works for the Sum version, by not solving the linear
program we get a faster algorithm. In particular, the best known algorithms for solving linear
programs with Nn variables take Ω(Nn3.5 ) time on general LPs, so since there are N = n4 variables in the compact version of the flow LP this takes Ω(n12.5 ) time. The primal-dual algorithm,
on the other hand, is significantly faster: a naı̈ve analysis shows that it takes Õ(n6 ) time.

In this algorithm we use the cut LP, which is a different relaxation than the flow LP. In
fact, the algorithm is quite similar to the primal-dual algorithm for Steiner Forest, which uses
a similar cut LP but doesn’t have to deal with safe sets. Given a pair (u, v) ∈ V × V , let
S(u, v) = {S ⊂ S(u, v) : u ∈ S ∧ v 6∈ S} be the collection of
 safe set cuts that separate u and
V
v. Furthermore, given a set S ∈ S(u, v) let δuv (S) = {e ∈ 2 : e ∈ (S, S(u, v) \ S)} be the set
of safe edges that cross S. The cut LP has a variable xe for every edge e, and is quite simple:
min

X

xe

e

s.t.

X

e∈δuv (S)

xe ≥ 0

xe ≥ 1

∀u, v ∈ V, S ∈ S(u, v)
 
V
∀e ∈
2

This LP simply minimizes the sum of the edge variables subject to the constraint that for
every cut between two nodes there must be at least one safe edge crossing it. Since this is a
primal-dual algorithm, instead of solving and rounding this LP we also consider the dual, which
has a variable ySuv for every pair (u, v) and S ∈ S(u, v). We say the an edge e ∈ S(u, v) if both
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endpoints of e are in S(u, v).
X
X
max
ySuv
u,v∈V

s.t.

S∈S(u,v)

X

u,v∈V :e∈S(u,v)

ySuv ≥ 0

X

ySuv

S∈S(u,v):e∈δuv (S)

≤1

 
V
∀e ∈
2
∀u, v ∈ V, S ∈ Suv

Unfortunately we will not be able to use a pure primal-dual approximation, but will have to
trade off with a random sampling scheme as in the rounding algorithm. So instead of this primal,
we will only have constraints for u, v ∈ V with |S(u, v)| ≤ t for some parameter t that we will
set later. Thus in the dual we will only have variables ySuv for (u, v) with |S(u, v)| ≤ t. This
clearly preserves the property that the primal is a valid relaxation of the actual problem. Let
D = {(u, v) : |S(u, v)| ≤ t}.
Our primal-dual algorithm, like most primal-dual algorithms, maintains a set of active dual
variables that it increases until some dual constraint becomes tight. Once that happens we buy
an edge (i.e. set some xe to 1 in the primal), change the set of active dual variables, and repeat.
We do this until we have a feasible primal.
uv
Initially our primal solution H is empty and the active dual variables are y{u}
for every
(u, v) ∈ D, i.e. every node u has an active dual variable for every other v that it has a demand with corresponding to the cut in S(u, v) that is the singleton {u}. We raise these variables
uniformly until some constraint (say the one for e = {w, z}) becomes tight. At this point we add
e to our current primal solution H. We now change the active dual variables by “merging” moats
that cross e. In particular, there are some active variables {ySuv } where e ∈ δuv (S) (which implies
that w, z ∈ S(u, v) as well). Let H|S(u,v) denote the subgraph of H induced on S(u, v). Without
loss of generality we can assume that w ∈ S and z 6∈ S. Let T ⊂ S(u, v) be the connected
uv
component of H|S(u,v) containing z. We now make ySuv inactive, and make yS∪T
active. We do
this for all such active variables, and then repeat this process (incrementing all dual variables
until some dual constraint becomes tight, adding that edge to H, and then merging moats that
cross it) until all pairs (u, v) ∈ D have a safe path in H.
Lemma 4.11 This algorithm always maintains a feasible dual solution and an active set that
does not contribute to any tight constraint.
Proof: We will show this by induction, where the inductive hypothesis is that the dual solution is
feasible and that no dual variables that contribute to a tight constraint are active. Initially all dual
variable are 0, so it is obviously a feasible solution and no constraints are tight. Now suppose
this is true after we add some edge e′ . We need to show that it is also true after we add the next
edge e = {w, z}. By induction the dual solution after we added e′ is feasible and none of the
active dual variables contribute to any tight constraints. Thus raising the active dual variables
until some constraint becomes tight maintains dual feasibility.
To prove that no active variables contribute to a tight constraint, note that the only new tight
constraint is the one corresponding to e. The only variables contributing to that constraint are of
the form ySuv where e ∈ δuv (S). But our algorithm made all of these variables inactive, and only
added new active variables for sets S ′ that contain both w and z and thus do not contribute to the
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newly tight constraint. Furthermore, these sets S ′ are formed by the union of S and the connected
component in H|S(u,v) containing the other endpoint, so no newly active variable contributes to
a constraints that became tight previously (since they correspond to edges in H).
Theorem 4.12 The primal-dual algorithm returns a graph H with at most O(t2 ) × OP T edges
in which every pair (u, v) with |S(u, v)| ≤ t has a safe path.

Proof: After every iteration of the algorithm all of the tight constraints are added to H, which
together with Lemma 4.11 implies that the algorithm never gets stuck. Thus it will run until every pair u, v with |S(u, v)| ≤ t has a safe path. It just remains to show that the total
number of edges returned is at most O(t2) × OP T . To see this, note that every edge in H
corresponds to
P
Pa tight constraintuvin the feasible dual solution we constructed, so if e ∈ H then
u,v:e∈S(u,v)
S∈S(u,v):e∈δuv (S) yS = 1. Thus we have that
|H| =

=

X

1=

e∈H

X

X

X

X

ySuv

e∈H (u,v)∈D:e∈S(u,v) S∈S(u,v):e∈δuv (S)

X

X

ySuv

(u,v)∈D S∈S(u,v) e∈δuv (S)∩H

=

X

X

(u,v)∈D S∈S(u,v)

≤ t2

X

|H ∩ δuv (S)|ySuv

X

ySuv

(u,v)∈D S∈S(u,v)

≤ t2 × OP T

where the
inequality is by duality, and the next to last inequality is because |H ∩ δuv (S)| ≤
 last
|δuv (S)|
2
≤ t (since (u, v) ∈ D).
2
Lemma 4.13 The primal-dual algorithm takes at most Õ(n6 ) time.

Proof: The primal-dual algorithm adds at least one new edge per iteration, so there can be
at most n2 iterations. In each iteration we have to figure out the current value of every dual
constraint and the number of active variables in each constraint, which together will imply what
the next tight constraint is and how much to raise the y variables. We then need to raise the active
variables by that amount and merge moats. Note that for every demand there are at most two
active moats, so the total number of active variables is at most O(n2 ). Thus each iteration can
be done in time O(n4 ), where the dominant term is the time taken to calculate the value of each
dual constraint. So the total time is Õ(n6 ), where there are extra poylogarithmic terms due to
data structure overhead.
Now we can trade this off with the random sampling solution for large safe sets to get an
actual approximation algorithm:
Theorem 4.14 There is a Õ(n2/3 ) approximation algorithm for the C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITYS UM problem that runs in time Õ(n6 )
Proof: Omitted – basically like the proof of Theorem 4.10 except that instead of trading off
the LP rounding and the random sampling we trade off the primal-dual algorithm and random
sampling.
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Figure 4.1: Basic hardness construction.

4.3 Constrained Connectivity
In this section we consider the hardness of the Constrained Connectivity problems and the integrality gaps of the natural LP relaxations.

4.3.1 Hardness
We now show that the C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM and C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY1−ǫ
D EGREE problems are both hard to approximate to better than 2log n for any constant ǫ > 0.
We do this via a reduction from M IN -R EP, a problem that is known to be impossible to approx1−ǫ
imate to better than 2log n unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n) ) [61]. An instance of M IN -R EP
is a bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) in which U is partitioned into groups U1 , U2 , . . . , Um and V
is partitioned into group V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm . There is a super-edge between Ui and Vj if there is an
edge {u, v} ∈ E such that u ∈ Ui and v ∈ Vj . The goal is to find a minimum set S of vertices
such that for all super-edges {Ui , Vj } there is some edge {u, v} ∈ E with u ∈ Ui and v ∈ Vj
and u, v ∈ S. Vertices from a group that are in S are called the representatives of the group. It is
easy to prove by a reduction from L ABEL C OVER that M IN -R EP is hard to approximate to better
1−ǫ
than 2log n , and in particular it is hard to distinguish the case when 2m vertices are enough
1−ǫ
(one from each group for each side of the graph) from the case when 2m × 2log n vertices are
necessary [61].
Given an instance of M IN -R EP, we want to convert it into an instance of C ONSTRAINED
C ONNECTIVITY-S UM. We will create a graph with five types of vertices: xij for j ∈ [m] and
i ∈ [d]; U; V ; yji for j ∈ [m] and i ∈ [d]; and z. Here the x nodes represent d copies of the
groups of U and the y nodes represent d copies of the groups of V , where d is some parameter
that we will define later. z is a dummy node that we will use to connect pairs that are not crucial
to the analysis. Given this vertex set, there will be four types of edges: {xij , u} for all j ∈ [m]
and i ∈ [d] and u ∈ Uj ; {u, v} for all edges {u, v} in the original M IN -R EP instance; {v, yji } for
all j ∈ [m] and i ∈ [d] and v ∈ Vj ; and {w, z} for all vertices w.
This construction is shown in Figure 4.1, except in the actual construction there are d copies
of each node in the top and bottom layer and there is a z node that is adjacent to all other nodes.
In Figure 4.1 the middle two layers are identical to the original M IN -R EP problem, and the large
ellipses represent the groups. In the figure we have simply added a new vertex for each group,
and in the construction there are d such new vertices per group as well as a z vertex.
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Now that we have described the constrained connectivity graph, we need to define the safe
sets. There are two types of safe sets: if in the original instance there is a super-edge between
Ui and Vj then S(xki , yjk ) = S(yjk , xki ) = {xki , yjk } ∪ Ui ∪ Vj for all k ∈ [d]. All other safe sets
consist of the two endpoints and z. Let eM R denote the number of super-edges in the M IN -R EP
instance, and let nM R denote the number of vertices.
The intuition behind the following theorem and proof is that a safe path between an x node
and a y node corresponds to using the intermediate nodes in the path as the representatives of the
groups corresponding to the x and y nodes, so minimizing the number of labels is like minimizing
the number of edges incident on x and y nodes.
Theorem 4.15 The original M IN -R EP instance has a solution of size at most K if and only if
there is a solution to the reduced Constrained Connectivity problem of size at most Kd + eM R +
2md + nM R .
Proof: We first prove the only if direction by showing that if there is a M IN -R EP solution of
size K then there is a Constrained Connectivity solution of size Kd + eM R + 2md + nM R . Let
OP TM R be the set of vertices in a Min-Rep solution of size K. Our constrained connectivity
solution includes all edges of type 4, i.e. we include a star centered at z. For each i ∈ [d] and
j ∈ [m] we also include all edges of the form {xij , u} where u ∈ Uj ∩ OP TM R and all edges of
the form {yji , v} where v ∈ Vj ∩ OP TM R . Finally, for each super-edge in the Min-Rep instance
we include the edge between the pair from OP TM R that satisfies it (if there is more than one
such pair we choose one arbitrarily). The star clearly has 2md + nM R edges, there are Kd edges
from x and y nodes to nodes in OP TM R , and there are clearly eM R of the third type of edges,
so the total number of edges in our solution is Kd + eM R + 2md + nM R as required. To prove
that it is a valid solution, we first note that for all pairs except those of the form (xki , yjk ) or
(yjk , xki ) where {Ui , Vj } is a super-edge are satisfied via the star centered at z. For pairs (xki , yjk )
and (yjk , xki ) with an associated super-edge, since OP TM R is a valid solution there must be some
u ∈ Ui ∩ OP TM R and v ∈ Vj ∩ OP TM R that have an edge between them, and the above solution
would include that edge as well as the edge from xki to u and from yjk to v, thus forming a safe
path of length 3.
For the if direction we need to show that if there is a Constrained Connectivity solution of
size Kd + eM R + 2md + nM R then there is a Min-Rep solution of size at most K. Let OP TCC be
a constrained connectivity solution with Kd+eM R +2md+nM R edges. Since S(w, z) = {w, z}
for all vertices w, 2md + nM R of those edges must be a star centered at z, so only Kd + eM R
edges are between other vertices. Obviously there need to be at least eM R edges between U and
V , since otherwise it would be impossible to satisfy all of the demands between x and y nodes
corresponding to super-edges. Thus there are at most Kd edges incident on either x or y nodes.
We can partition these edges into d parts, where the edges in the ith part are those incident on an
xi or y i node. So there must be one part of size at most K; let i be this part. But since this is a
valid constrained connectivity solution there is a safe path between xij and yℓi for all j, ℓ such that
there is a super-edge between Uj and yℓ , and thus the nodes in U and V that are incident to edges
in this ith part must form a valid Min-Rep solution of size at most K.
We can now set d = n2M R , which gives the following theorem
Theorem 4.16 C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM cannot be approximated better than 2log
for any ǫ > 0 unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n) )
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1−ǫ

n

Proof: We know that it is hard to distinguish between an instance of M IN -R EP with a solution of
1−ǫ
size at most 2m and an instance in which every solution is of size at least 2m × 2log n . Let d =
n2M R . Then Theorem 4.15 implies that it is hard to distinguish between an instance of constrained
connectivity with a solution of size at most 2mn2M R +eM R +2mn2M R +nM R = O(mn2M R ) and an
1−ǫ
instance in which every solution has size at least 2m2log nM R n2M R + eM R + 2mn2M R + nM R =
1−ǫ
1−ǫ
Ω(mn2M R 2log nM R ). This gives an inapproximability gap of Ω(2log nM R ). Since d = n2M R
the number of vertices n in our constrained connectivity instances is nM R + 2mn2M R ≤ O(n2M R ),
1−ǫ
1−ǫ
1−ǫ
and thus Ω(2log nM R ) = 2Ω(log n) . To get this to 2log n we can simply use a smaller ǫ′ .
We will now prove that C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE has the same hardness of
approximation of C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM. The reduction from M IN -R EP to the
degree problem is basically the same as the reduction to the sum problem, except there are also
d2 additional copies of the gadget other than the x and y nodes. More formally, now the nodes
are xij and yji for j ∈ [m] and i ∈ [d], uij for u ∈ U and i, j ∈ [d], v ij for v ∈ V and i, j ∈ [d],
and z ij for i, j ∈ [d]. Now intuitively each copy ij of the original U, V , and z is hooked together
exactly like in the original construction, and is hooked up to the nodes {xik }k∈[m] and {ykj }k∈[m]
exactly as if they were one copy of the outer x and y nodes of the original construction.
More formally, the edges are the same as before, except now each of the d2 new copies is
independent. In other words, there is an edge between xij and uik for all i, k ∈ [d] and j ∈ [m]
and u ∈ Uj , an edge between yji and v ki for all i, k ∈ [d] and j ∈ [m] and v ∈ Vj , an edge
between uij and v ij for all i, j ∈ [d] and edges {u, v} in the original M IN -R EP instance, an edge
between xij and z ik for all i, k ∈ [d] and j ∈ [m], an edge between yji and z ki for all i, k ∈ [d] and
j ∈ [m], an edge between uik and z ik for all i, k ∈ [d] and u ∈ U, and an edge between v ik and
z ik for all i, k ∈ [d] and v ∈ V . Similarly, the safe sets are as before but defined by the copies.
That is, S(xki , yjℓ ) = S(yjℓ , xki ) = {xki , yjℓ } ∪ Uik ∪ Vjℓ . All safe sets between nodes in the same
copy ij are the two endpoints together with z ij , and the safe set of vertices in different copies is
just all vertices.
Theorem 4.17 C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE cannot be approximated better than
1−ǫ
2log n for any constant ǫ > 0 unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n) )

Proof: Every vertex in U ij or V ij can have degree at most nM R + 1, since there are only
nM R − 1 other nodes in its copy, and it can in addition be adjacent to z ij and and the node
xik or ykj corresponding to its group Uk and Vk respectively. Every node z ij has degree at most
nM R + 2m < 3nM R , since it can be adjacent to nM R nodes in U ij and V ij as well as m nodes
from X i and m nodes from Y j . On the other hand, every xik node and every ykj node must be
adjacent to at least 1 U iℓ or V ℓj node respectively for all d possibilities for ℓ. So every such x
or y nodes has degree at least d, so if we set d = 3nM R we know that the node with maximum
degree must be an x or a y node.
Recall that it is hard to distinguish M IN -R EP instances with solutions of size at most 2m from
1−ǫ
those in which all solutions have size at least 2m2log nM R . Suppose that there is a solution of
size 2m, i.e. there is a solution with one representative from each group. Then there is a solution to the corresponding C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE instance with max degree
at most d: every xij and yji is connected to its corresponding representative in each of the d copies
corresponding to it as well as to the z node for that copy, and in each copy ij we include all edges
between U ij and V ij and all edges between those nodes and z ij . It is easy to see that this is a
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valid solution: by the analysis of Theorem 4.15 we know that it is valid inside of each copy, and
to get between copies nodes sij and tkℓ can use the safe path sij − z ij − xih − z iℓ − yhkℓ − z kℓ − tkℓ ,
where s and t are arbitrary nodes in the copy ij, and h is an arbitrary index in [m].
On the other hand, suppose that every solution to the M IN -R EP instance has size at least
1−ǫ
2m2log nM R . Then as in the analysis of Theorem 4.15 for every copy ij there must be at least
1−ǫ
2m2log nM R edges that are either between X i and U ij or between Y j and V ij . Thus there are
1−ǫ
at least d2 2m2log nM R such edges. Since there are only 2md vertices in X ∪ Y , at least one
1−ǫ
such vertex must have degree at least 2log nM R d.
This shows that it is hard to approximate C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE to better
1−ǫ
1−ǫ
than 2log nM R d/d = 2log nM R . Since the number of vertices n in our instances is polynomial
1−ǫ
in nM R , this means that it is hard to approximate to better than 2Ω(log n) . We can then get this
1−ǫ
to 2log n by just using a smaller ǫ′ .

4.3.2 Linear Programming Integrality Gap
We will now show that the integrality gap of the flow LP for C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITYS UM is large. The instances for which we will show a large integrality gap are derived from
instances of the Unique Games problem, in which we are given a graph G = (V, E) and a set of
permutations πuv on some alphabet Σ (one constraint for every edge (u, v) ∈ E) and are asked
to assign a value xu from Σ to each vertex u so as to satisfy the maximum number of constraints
of the form πuv (xu ) = xv . This problem was first considered by Khot [55], who conjectured that
it was NP-hard to distinguish instances on which 1 − δ fraction of the constraints can be satisfied
from instances on which at most ǫ fraction of the constraints can be satisfied (for sufficiently
small ǫ and δ). For our purposes we will consider a minimization version of the Unique Games
problem in which we can assign multiple labels to vertices and the goal is to assign as few labels
as possible so that for every edge (u, v) there is some label xu assigned to u with πuv (xu ) assigned
to v. We first show that there exist instances that require many labels:
Lemma
4.18
 2(1+ǫ)
 For any constant ǫ < 1, there are instances of Unique Games with alphabet size
O n 1−3ǫ and Θ(n2 ) edges that require ǫn2 labels for any valid solution.

Proof: We will prove this by the probabilistic method, i.e. we will analyze a random Unique
Games instance with the given parameters and show that the probability that it has a solution of
size at most O(n2 ) is strictly less than 1. This then implies the existence of such an instance. For
our random instance, the underlying graph will be Kn , so there is a permutation constraint on
every pair of vertices. Let k = |Σ| be the size of the alphabet (we will later set this to the value
claimed in the lemma, but for now we will leave it as a parameter). For each pair of vertices we
will then select a permutation uniformly at random from Sk .
Now consider some fixed set S of αn labels (so the average number of labels per node is α).
What is the probability that S is a valid solution? By Markov’s inequality, we know that at most
n/2 vertices have more than 2α labels, so there are at least n/2 vertices with at most 2α labels.
Call these vertices light, and call an edge light if both of its endpoints are light. Let {u, v} be
2
a light edge. We claim that the probability that S satisfies {u, v} is at most 4αk . To see this,
let ℓ ∈ Σ be one of the labels assigned to u by S. Since the permutation for {u, v} was chosen
uniformly at random, the probability that ℓ is matched to one of the labels assigned to v by S is at
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most 2α/k. Now we can do a union bound over all such labels ℓ, of which there are at most 2α,
2
to get that the probability that edge {u, v} is satisfied by S is at most 4αk . Since the permutations
for each edge are chosen independently, the event that edge e is satisfied is independent of the
event that edge e′ is satisfied for all e′ 6= e. Thus the probability that S satisfies every edge is at
most the product of the probabilities that it satisfies each fixed edge, i.e. the probability that S is
 2 (n2 )  2  1−ǫ
n2
2
(for sufficiently large n).
a valid solution is at most 4αk
< 4αk
By the trivial union bound, we know that the probability that there is some valid solution
of size αn for our random instance is at most the sum over all possible solutions of size αn
of the probability that the solution is valid, which by the above analysis we know is at most
 2 (n2 )
|{S : |S| = αn}| × 4αk
. So we will now bound N = |{S : |S| = αn}|, which is easy

kn
to do by a simple counting argument. In particular, it is obvious that N = αn
, since there are
exactly kn total labels and we arejust choosing
 αn of them. Now standard bounds for binomial
ke αn
kne αn
= α
. Combining this with the previous analysis and
coefficients imply that N ≤ αn
setting α = ǫn, we get that the probability that there is some valid solution of size αn is at most
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The final inequality is true as long as n is sufficiently large. If we set k = n 1−3ǫ then this
expression is less than 1. Since this is the probability that the random Unique Games instance
we selected has a satisfying solution of size αn, this implies that for the given parameters there
is some unique games instance that requires more than αn = ǫn2 labels.
Now that we have found a Unique Games instance that requires many labels we would like
to use it to construct a C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM instance on which the flow LP has
large integrality gap. We will basically use the same transformation that we used in the reduction
of M IN -R EP to C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM. Let VU G be the vertex set of the above
Unique Games instance, and let Σ be the alphabet. Then our C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITYS UM instance will have vertex set V equal to the disjoint union of VU G × [d], VU G × Σ, and a
special node z, where d is a duplication parameter that we will set later. For ease of notation, we
will let xi denote the i’th copy of vertex x in VU G × [d], i.e. xi = (x, i). For all x ∈ VU G and
i ∈ [d] there is an edge from xi to every vertex in x × Σ. For every x, y ∈ VU G and α, β ∈ Σ
there is an edge between (x, α) and (y, β) if and only if assigning α to x and β to y is sufficient to
satisfy the {x, y} edge in the Unique Games instance (i.e. the permutation for that edge matches
them up). There is also an edge between every vertex and z. For x, y ∈ VU G and i ∈ [d] we set
S(xi , yi) = S(yi , xi ) = {x, y} ∪ (x × Σ) ∪ (y × Σ), and we set all other safe sets to the two
endpoints and z.
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Lemma 4.19 The value of the flow LP on theabove C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM instance is at least 2d|VU G | + |Σ||VU G | + |VU2G | .

Proof: We prove this by constructing an LP solution of the required size. We first set the
capacity of every edge incident on z to 1, for a total cost of |Σ||VU G | + d|VU G |. This is enough
capacity to satisfy all pairs other than those of the form (xi , yi ) or (yi , xi ), since for any other
pair z is in the safe set so we can send one unit of flow on the edge from one endpoint to z and
then one unit of flow on the edge from z to the other endpoint.
Now we set the capacity of every other edge to 1/|Σ|.
Since the number of other edges is

|VU G |
|VU G |
d|VU G ||Σ| + 2 |Σ| this costs us d|VU G | + 2
more, which when added to the cost of
the edges to z gives us the claimed total LP value. So we just need to prove that this is enough
capacity to satisfy demands between xi and yi for all x, y ∈ V and i ∈ [d]. But this is easy to see:
xi can send 1/|Σ| flow to every node in x × Σ (for a total flow of 1), and each of these nodes will
forward its incoming flow to its neighbor in y × Σ. Since this is a Unique Games instance this
neighbor will be unique, and each node in y × Σ will have exactly 1/|Σ| incoming flow, which
it can then forward along its edge to yi. Thus we have enough capacity to send one unit of flow
from xi to yi . And yi can send flow to xi the same way, just in reverse.

Lemma 4.20 Any integral solution to the above
 C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM instance
|VU G |
must have size at most (d×OP TU G )+ 2 +d|VU G |+|Σ||VU G | where OP TU G is the minimum
number of labels needed to satisfy the original Unique Games instance.
Proof: The safe set of any node and z is only that node and z, so all edges incident to z need to
be present in any integral solution for a cost of d|VU G | + |Σ||VU G |. Furthermore, for every pair
u, v ∈ VU G at least one edge must be present from (u × Σ) to (v × Σ) since if no such edge
existed there
 would be no way of connecting ui and vi through S(ui , vi ) for any i ∈ [d]. This
adds |VU2G | to the total cost, so now we just need to prove that there must be at least dOP TU G
edges between (VU G × [d]) and (VU G × Σ).
To show this, we will consider some arbitrary integral solution and partition the edges between (VU G × [d]) and (VU G × Σ) into d parts where the ith part consists of those edges incident
on nodes {xi : x ∈ VU G }. If every part has size at least OP TU G then we are finished. To prove
that this is indeed the case, we will prove that for every part, the endpoints that are in VU G × Σ
actually form a valid solution to the Unique Games instance. So consider the ith part of the partition. Suppose that the associated label assignment does not form a valid solution to the Unique
Games instance. Then there is some pair u, v ∈ V such that none of the labels assigned to u and
none of the labels assigned to v are matched to each other in the permutation corresponding to
edge {u, v}. But this clearly implies that there is no safe path from ui to vi , as any such path
must be of length 3 and pass through a label for u and a label for v that are matched to each in
the permutation corresponding to edge {u, v}. This is a contradiction since the integral solution
must be a valid solution.
Now we can finally prove Theorem 4.21:

Theorem 4.21 The flow LP for C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-S UM has an integrality gap of
1
Ω(n 3 −ǫ ) for any constant ǫ > 0.
Proof: We will use the Unique Games instance of Lemma 4.18 in the above reduction. Lemma
3−ǫ
4.19 implies that the flow LP has value at most O(d|VU G | + |VU G | 1−3ǫ ) and Lemma 4.20 implies
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3−ǫ

that any integral solution has size at least Ω(dǫ|VU G |2 ) + |VU G | 1−3ǫ ). If we let d = |Σ| =
2(1+ǫ)
|VU G | 1−3ǫ then this gives us an integrality gap of
!
4−4ǫ
ǫ|VU G | 1−3ǫ
Ω
= Ω (ǫ|VU G |) .
3−ǫ
|VU G | 1−3ǫ
It is easy to see that the number of nodes n in our reduction equals d|VU G | + |Σ||VU G | + 1 which
1−3ǫ
3−ǫ
in this case is Θ(|VU G | 1−3ǫ ). Thus the integrality gap is Ω(n 3−ǫ ), which is sufficient since we
can set ǫ to be arbitrarily small.
We can modify this construction to show a polynomial integrality gap for the flow LP for
C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE also. We will need Unique Games instances with the
same parameters as in Lemma 4.18 but on the complete bipartite graph rather than the complete
graph. It is easy to see that Lemma 4.18 can be modified to prove the existence of these instance.
Now the modification is basically the same as the modification we made to show hardness: we
just make d2 copies of the inner Unique Games instance and connect them up to the d copies of
the outer xi and yi nodes in the obvious way. This is the proof of Theorem 4.22.
Theorem 4.22 The flow LP for C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE has an integrality
1
gap of Ω(n 9 −ǫ ) for any constant ǫ > 0.
Proof: We only give a sketch of the proof here. The maximum degree of any node other
3−ǫ
than the outer d copies of the x and y nodes is at most 2|VU G | 1−3ǫ , so if we set d equal to
that value we know that the maximum degree must be achieved by some copy of an xi or yi .
By splitting up the flow equally as in the proof of Lemma 4.19 we know that there is an LP
solution in which the maximum degree is at most d|Σ|/|Σ| + d = 2d (where the extra d factor
is due to being adjacent to all associated z copies). On the other hand, we know that any valid
integer solution must use at least ǫ|VU G |2 edges incident on copies of xi or yi nodes for each
of the d2 instances. Thus there are at least d2 ǫ|VU G |2 edges incident on these nodes in total,
and since there are d|VU G | such nodes there must be at least one with degree at least ǫd|VU G |.
Thus the integrality gap is at least ǫd|VU G |/d = ǫ|VU G |. The total number of nodes in our
9−3ǫ
C ONSTRAINED C ONNECTIVITY-D EGREE instance is O(|VU G ||Σ|d2 ) = O(|VU G | 1−3ǫ ), so this
1−3ǫ
means the integrality gap is Ω(n 9−3ǫ ). By setting ǫ small enough this gives us the claimed gap of
1
Ω(n 9 −ǫ ).

4.4 Hierarchical and Symmetric Safe Sets
In the hierarchical and symmetric safe set version of Constrained Connectivity S(x, y) = S(y, x)
for all x, y ∈ V and if some node z ∈ S(x, y) then S(x, z) ⊆ S(x, y) and S(z, y) ⊆ S(x, y). We
show that a simple greedy algorithm solves this version optimally.
We say that a pair {x, y} is an easy pair if there is some node z ∈ S(x, y) such that S(x, z) ⊂
S(x, y) and S(y, z) ⊂ S(x, y). The pair {x, y} is hard otherwise. Note that in a hard pair {x, y},
every node z in S(x, y) has either S(x, z) = S(x, y) or S(y, x) = S(x, y) by the hierarchy
property.
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Lemma 4.23 Let G be a graph that has a safe path for all hard pairs. Then all easy pairs also
have a safe path in G, i.e. G is a feasible solution.
Proof: We prove that every pair {x, y} has a safe path in G by induction on the size of safe
sets. For the base case, all pairs {x, y} with |S(x, y)| = 2 are hard, so by assumption they have a
safe path in G. For the inductive step, suppose that there are safe paths for all pairs {u, v} with
|S(u, v)| < k, and let {x, y} be a pair with |S(x, y)| = k. If {x, y} is hard then by assumption
there is a safe path. If it is easy, then there is some node z ∈ S(x, y) such that S(x, z) ⊂ S(x, y)
and S(y, z) ⊂ S(x, y). Since these two subsets are strictly smaller, by induction there is an x − z
path contained in S(x, z) ⊂ S(x, y) and there is a z − y path contained in S(y, z) ⊂ S(x, y).
Concatenating these paths give an x − y path contained in S(x, y).
This lemma means that we don’t have to worry about satisfying easy pairs, just hard ones.
We now prove a few useful and easy lemmas.
Lemma 4.24 Let {x, y} be a hard pair. Then S(u, v) ⊆ S(x, y) for all u, v ∈ S(x, y).

Proof: Since {x, y} is hard either S(u, x) = S(x, y) or S(u, y) = S(x, y). Without loss of
generality we assume that S(u, x) = S(x, y). This implies that v ∈ S(u, x), so by the hierarchy
property we know that S(u, v) ⊆ S(u, x) = S(x, y).
This clearly implies that if G is a feasible solution and {x, y} is a hard pair then G|S(x,y) is
connected and all pairs u, v ∈ S(x, y) have a safe path contained in S(x, y). We now prove some
lemmas about the structure of the optimal solution.
Lemma 4.25 Every edge {x, y} ∈ OP T is a hard pair.

Proof: Suppose {x, y} is an edge in OP T that is an easy pair. Then there is some z ∈ S(x, y)
such that S(x, z) ⊂ S(x, y) and S(y, z) ⊂ S(x, y). Note that y 6∈ S(x, z), since if it was then by
the hierarchy property we would have that S(x, y) ⊆ S(x, z), so S(x, z) = S(x, y) contradicting
{x, y} being an easy pair. Similarly, we know that x 6∈ S(y, z). Since OP T is feasible there is
an x − z path in S(x, z) ⊂ S(x, y) and a z − y path in S(y, z) ⊂ S(x, y), and by the previous
observation neither of them use the {x, y} edge. So there is an x − y safe path in OP T that does
not use the {x, y} edge. Any hard pair {u, v} that use the {x, y} edge in a safe path can just use
the path we found through z, since by Lemma 4.24 S(x, y) ⊆ S(u, v). Thus if we remove {x, y}
all of the hard pairs still have a safe path, so by Lemma 4.23 so do all of the easy pairs. This
contradicts OP T being optimal.
Order all hard pairs in nondecreasing order, breaking ties arbitrarily. We say {a, b} ≤ {c, d}
if {a, b} comes before {c, d} in this ordering. We partition the edges of OP T as follows. Let
e = {u, v} be an edge in OP T , and let {x, y} be the first hard pair in the ordering such that
u ∈ S(x, y) and v ∈ S(x, y), and assign e to part OP T{x,y}. By Lemma 4.25 all edges in
OP T are hard pairs so this is a valid partition. Let OP T≤{x,y} = ∪{a,b}≤{x,y} OP T{a,b}, and let
OP T<{x,y} be defined analogously.
Lemma 4.26 Let {x, y} be a hard pair. Then OP T≤{x,y}|S(x,y) is connected.

Proof: Let {u, v} be an edge in OP T |S(x,y). Then since {u, v} is a hard pair (by Lemma 4.25)
and {x, y} is a hard pair with both u and v in S(x, y), by the definition of the partition the part
OP T{a,b} containing {u, v} must have {a, b} ≤ {x, y}. Thus {u, v} ∈ OP T≤{x,y}|S(x,y) .
We now finally give our algorithm. First we construct the above ordering. We then consider
hard pairs in this order, and when considering a pair {x, y} we add the minimum number of edges
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required to make our current graph restricted to S(x, y) connected. This algorithm clearly returns
a feasible solution, since for any hard pair {x, y} at some point we consider it and make sure
that its safe set is connected and that is sufficient by Lemma 4.23. For every hard pair {x, y}, let
ALG{x,y} by the edges added by the algorithm when considering {x, y}, and define ALG<{x,y} =
∪{a,b}<{x,y} ALG{a,b} and ALG≤{x,y} analogously. Now we will prove that |ALG| ≤ |OP T |.
Lemma 4.27 The endpoints of any edge in OP T<{x,y}|S(x,y) are connected in ALG<{x,y} |S(x,y) .

Proof: Let {u, v} be an edge in OP T<{x,y}|S(x,y) . Then {u, v} ∈ OP T{a,b} for some {a, b} <
{x, y}. By definition, this means that {a, b} is the first pair in the ordering with a safe set that
contains both u and v. By Lemma 4.24 we know that S(u, v) ⊆ S(a, b). We also know that
{u, v} is a hard pair by Lemma 4.25, so if S(u, v) ⊂ S(a, b) then {u, v} would be before {a, b}
in the ordering and would contain both u and v, contradicting the definition of {a, b}. Thus
S(u, v) = S(a, b). After considering {a, b} the algorithm guarantees that ALG≤{a,b} |S(a,b) is
connected, and therefore there is a safe u−v path in ALG after considering {a, b}. We also know
from Lemma 4.24 that S(u, v) ⊆ S(x, y), so this safe path is entirely present in ALG<{x,y} |S(x,y)
and thus u and v are connected in ALG<{x,y} |S(x,y) .

Theorem 4.28 |ALG| ≤ |OP T |

Proof: We will prove that |ALG{x,y} | ≤ |OP T{x,y}| for all hard pairs {x, y}. Since these form a
partition of the edges of ALG and of OP T , this is sufficient to prove that |ALG| ≤ |OP T |. Consider some such hard pair {x, y}. We know from Lemma 4.26 that OP T≤{x,y}|S(x,y) is connected,
so OP T{x,y} must contain enough edges to connect the components of OP T<{x,y}|S(x,y) . By the
definition of the algorithm, ALG{x,y} has the minimum number of edges necessary to connect
the components of ALG<{x,y} |S(x,y) . Now since the number of components in ALG<{x,y} |S(x,y)
is at most the number of components of OP T<{x,y}|S(x,y) (by Lemma 4.27), this implies that
|ALG{x,y} | ≤ |OP T{x,y}|.
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